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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem -r

The particular problem encountered in this study is to
■ : . . " • x  :: r . ... -

set forth the various elements affecting the value of resi
dential real estate. The location chosen for this.survey is 
Tucson, Arizona. This study is being made from the viewpoint 
of the average citizen of Tucson who either owns a home or 
hopes to acquire one within the city area.

Purchase or sale of residential real estate for invest
ment purposes will not be considered. Unless residential 
real estate is held specifically for investment purposes, it 
should never be considered as an investment. A single resi-, • - : ■ • ■ ■■■- /  ' ' - i ■ ' --
dence which sells for its approximate value would seldom rise 
in price except when general price levels enjoy a rise. Since 
many intangible factors would be involved., the return on the 
investment would be most difficult to figure. The original 
value would not hold up because of the economic, physical, 
and social depreciation which would take place through the 
years. A home owner occupying his m m  residence therefore 
cannot consider his home, with any degree of certainty.
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solely as an investment.
No attempt will be made to define the various elements 

set forth in this study in terms of dollars and cents. It 
simply cannot be done.. This is not an appraisal in the sense 
that the average person knows appraisals. Rather, this is an 
appraisal of a whole city, both in the objective and subjec
tive sense. Most of the factors involved are intangibles and 
have different meanings to the many individuals who are in
terested in residential real estate. It is the aim of this 
study to set forth these factors so that each individual may 
examine them and then form his judgments in the light of his 
own experience.

In discussing real estate, an understanding of the vari
ous terms used is necessary. Real estate may be defined as
real or immovable property, including land and buildings and2
other "improvements" thereon. Real property consists of 
rights in land and its permanent attachments. It is distin
guished from personal property by the fact that personal prop
erty concerns rights in movable things, which may be

3
moved about wherever the owner goes. Land includes not

1. Henry E. Hoagland. Real Estate Principles (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1949), p. 181.

2. Stanley L. McMlchael, How to Operate a Real Estate 
Business (New York: Prentice-Hall, Tno., 1947), p. &0.

3. Hoagland, op. cit.. p. 36.
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only the ground or soil but everything which is permanently 
attaehed to the earth, whether by course of nature as trees

4
and herbage, or by hand of man as houses and other buildings.
Residential real estate means any land or real property, other
than farm property, on which there is or is to be a resldbaeb*

5
or residences. ' ■■ y -

In discussing residential real estate values, it is also 
necessary to define value and to show the various interpreta
tions which may be used in considering value* Value may be
defined as the present worth of all the rights to future bene-

6 ;
fits arising from ownership. It exists only in the mind of 
man and cannot be determined without considering the needs and 
desires of man which form its basis. Value depelds oh util
ity, scarcity, and purchasing power. Utility is the root of 
all value. Unless an article or service has some usefulness 
in the mind of the prospective user, nothing will be given in 
exchange for it. Scarcity also influences value. The value 
of an object or service tends to increase in proportion to the
scarcity of other similar objects and services. Purchasing

7
power is also important in forming values. Desire alone is

5. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
Real Estate Credit (Washington: Govt. Printing Office, 1951), 
Regulation X as Amended February 15, 1951, p. 5.

6. Harry G. Atkinson and L.E. Frailey, Fundamentals of 
Real Estate Practice (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946),
P. 79.

7. Ibid.. pp. 70-74.
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m)t enough; it must be accompanied by the ability to purchase 
the article in order to create demand* 1 • :

There are numerous Interpretations of value. Among v 
these are real, actual; true, justified,- intrinsic, and fair- 
values. Most of these concepts vary only slightly in meaning. 
In addition there are assessed, book, capital, cash, condemna
tion , depreciation, exchange, investment, liquidation, market, 
replacement, nuisance, and cost' -mine#* -Each of these is 
from a different viewpoint, but can be applied to the same ;> 
piece of property. Still different interpretations result in 
present, potential, future, loan, rental, sale, sentimental, 
speculative, utility, income, absolute, relative, subjective, 
objective, and service values. Many of these apply only to 
isolated individuals and not to the general market. But 
their existence shows the wide meaning which can be given to
the word "value” and the various uses to which the term can 

8
be put.

Price is not value. The two concepts often vary widely. 
This is especially true in boom periods when the price of an 
object or service often exceeds value substantially. Obvi
ously, the satisfaction derived from various acquisitions is 
often much less than the price paid. Again, the interpreta
tion is largely up to the individual mind. Neither does de
mand constitute value. Rather, utility creates demand; and

8. Ibid., p. 69«
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where s u #  demand exists, the supply offered or available will
determine prloea. Lastly, coats 4© not ©reate valmess i:Seats
can "be definitely ealealated, hut unless, they add something
in utility they do mot add value. The cost# ©f constructing
a building have value only as they.increase the value or earn-

9
ing power of the land. .v"'...:.. ->■: i

Value is the most important word which real estate men 
encounter. All real estate men should know how to estimate.- 
and to understand the; forces which are constantly.at,work in 
forming values. The value of residential sealnsstate is?/ r 
never fixed or constant> and often has little relation to 
original* cost. It is subject to. many changing factors sueh- 
as costs 1of.labor, and materials, the economic status of the 
community, governmental relationships,„population trends, and 
civic, cultural and recreational.activities within the:com- 
aunity. ■■..•'C . ■" r.r . v . t  i.: ; . i,

Several types of value will be mentioned in this study.
In general, however, value will be taken.to mean market:value. 
Market value as used in making•this:survey means that . value 
of;residential real estate which is arrived at between a buy
er who is willing and able to buy but who is not forced to 
buy, and a seller who is able and willing to sell but who is 
not forced to sell. Although this interpretation of value , 
does ;not characterize^all? real estate transfers taking place

9. Ibid., pp. 74-75.
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in Tucson, it is deemed by the writer to be the most suit
able concept in discussing the factors which affect residen* 
tial real estate values in the city area.

The elements affecting residential real estate values 
can be classified in numerous ways. General business condi
tions of the nation, state, and local area have wide effect 
upon home values. Historical and locational factors as well 
as population trends and characteristics are important. Eco
nomic background, city planning, local government, transpor
tation facilities, housing needs, and topography all interact 
in forming residential values within a community.

Another way of distinguishing the elements which deter
mine residential real estate values is to classify these ele
ments as being objective or subjective. Residential values 
would appear to be almost entirely objective. When a home is 
being purchased, the most important thing seems to be price. 
On the other hand, the intangibles of sentiment and emotion 
go a long way in determining the acquisition of residential 
real estate. Neither the subjective nor the objective ele
ments can stand alone. Rather, they must be taken as co- 
determinants in any final analysis. -

The objective elements to be considered include such 
items as purchase price, down payments, installment payments, 
mortgages, interest, insurance, utilities, repair and upkeep 
expense, and the physical parts of the real estate itself. 
These are the elements Which can be considered in terms of
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dollars and cents. Other items of an objective nature are 
those defects which may damage the marketability of the prop
erty such as outstanding homestead rights, easements which 
materially interfere with the use and enjoyment of the 
premises, restrictions such as lifmer or race restrictions, 
encroachments of other property or on other property, judg
ment or execution liens, unexpired leases, and mechanics' 
liens. In making a final decision, these objective Elements 
are no more important in the closing of any residential real 
estate transaction than are the subject elements Involved.

The subjective elements go to the very roots of man’s ' 
being. Every person has the basic■impulse:and desire to own 
a home. The pride of possession and of home ownership is 
very strong. Adventure is also an important factor in the sub 
jective sense. Many families find the selection of a home 
and home ownership to be among their m a t  interesting experi
ences. Often it involves the largest single financial traas-

10
action of their lives.

Home ownership gives purpose to a man’s life. Payments 
must be met and the owner secures a new goal toward which to 
work. The purchase of residential real estate is educa
tional. It acquaints the prospective heme owner with values 
and prices, with contracts and building materials, with civic

10. Philip A. Benson and Nelson L. North, Real Estate 
Principles and Practices (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1947), p. 385.
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affairs and governmental proble##. A sense of independenee^ 
is felt. Peace of mind and security are gained* The,family 
becomes more stable andrhence better,citizens^ Hf^e,owner
ship' brings forth the creative instinct in man-by giving him 
an opportunity to play with his ideas. H,e can landscape, ex
periment with different layouts, or change the architecture 
of the acquired home as he wishes. The home owner also 
learns to become more thrifty, due to his new financial, ob-, . 
ligations; at the same time, his credit rating rises if-he v, 
has a sizable equity in his home. Lastly, it is fun to own 
a home. The children are under less restraint while playing, 
and no prohibitions can be set by landlords which restrict 
entertaining and other home activities. Family life becomes 
more enjoyable in this atmosphere of freedom.
; As a matter of fact, it is often more economically 
feasible to rent a home than to buy one. The subjective fac
tors mentioned, however, often overcome economic and finan
cial judgment. These are very important in determining the 
value of any piece of residential real estate and can never 
be overlooked.

There are many different approaches to the subject of 
residential real estate. The individual must be careful in 
accepting the advice of those he consults. The lawyer, the 
banker, the tax expert, and the real estate broker all convey

11. Ibid., pp* 386-387.



different impressions in the matter of purchasing residential 
real estate. The advice of these experts should be combined, 
but the viewpoint of the home owner should never be lost*
Only in this way will the best purposes of home ownership and 
the acquisition of residential real estate be served, w, -i - :

' ■ ' ' - ' - ̂  ' - ■ . : " - 1 ' i; .
General Statement of Pact

In surveying the elements affecting the value of residen
tial real estate in Tucson, it becomes necessary to define the 
area which is to be covered. For the purpose of this study, 
the term "metropolitan area" will be used. This metropolitan 
area as outlined by the City-County Planning Department ..ex
tends from Wilmot load on the east t© the.Tucson Mountains on
the west, and from the Municipal Airport on the south to the12
Eillito River and River Road on the north. . ̂  ^

Tucson, like many other cities in the United States, has 
found that it has more people outside of its city:limits than 
within. But most cities which have this situation have rea
sons for it, such as natural boundaries or separation points 
(state borders, county lines, rivers, mountains,;lakes, or 
other geographical and political factors). This is net true 
of Tucson. All of the metropolitan city district.lies within 
the boundaries of Pima County. There are no natural boundary 
lines and, except for South Tucson, these new sections are

12. City-County Planning Department, Map. June 20, 1951.
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not incorporated as separate localities with their own Iden
tities. ' " . ' • - • ' ■ >■ “

looking at the situation from another viewpoint, the 
city of Tucson could not function as it does without these 
independent surrounding residential districts. It can be said 
that many real estate uses within a city exist only to serve 
residential areas.

It is true that there would be few urban dwellers in * 
those cities which offered no employment opportunities. But 
it is equally true that were there no city dwellers there 
would be fewer theaters, hotels, stores, financial Institu
tions and other businesses and industries which are dependent

13
upon urban purchasers for their clientele. It is thus 
necessary to include all of Tucson— that is, metropolitan 
Tucson— in any effectual valuation of residential real estate 
in the city.

It is the intent of this study to search back into the 
early history, growth, and locational factors of Tuesdn,'-thus 
giving a background for the city as it exists today. It - would 
not be wise to purchase residential real estate in a com
munity which is resting on a temporary war economy, or which 
has grown more rapidly than its economic foundations. Tucson 
is this type of city. It has expanded very^rapidly in the 
past twenty years. Before making any commitment of funds in

13. Hoagland, on. oit., p. 180.
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a home in Tuosoa, it is wise to check the reasons this 
growth and to see if the community has a balanced ©eoisoJBy 
which will continue to support its population in the foresee
able future. Of course, Individual eIreurns tenses1 also enter 
into this situation. It should be remembered, however, that 
even professional men cannot support themselves in a elty 
which has no employment or income for its population.

General business conditions within the nation, in Ari
zona, and in the local region will be examined» Tucson-can
not be prosperous very long if the remainder of the nation is 
in economic recession- er depression. The population charac
teristics and trends of the community will be surveyed. The 
attitudes, homogeneity, birth rate, and composition of the 
population of any city are important in determining the values 
of residential real estate. Tucson is no exception. The peo
ple of Tucson have greatly varying backgrounds and origins; 
the city can match any other in the United States in the het
erogeneity of the individuals and groups which compose it.

Governmental activity and efficiency are important in 
determining the desirability of Tucson as a place to live.
Tax rates have wide bearing on residential values. Underlying 
these tax rates are the types of police and fire protection 
which the city can afford to give its citizens, whether its 
school and park systems meet the needs of the population, and 
the amount of improved roads and other facilities which the 
city is able to provide.
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The pattern of ,Tucson growth, the amount and number of 
blighted areas within the city, and the coordinated plans for 
future growth have an effect on residential real estate values. 
Also of prime Importance are the factors of income which go to 
support the population of th# community. As Tucson grows, its 
economy is steadily becoming more balanced. With the recent 
increase in industrial establishments, the city has now
achieved a fairly well-balanced economic background. This
■ ' - - ■■ : ■ ! . --is an important consideration for present and prospective

home owners of Tucson.
Different technical problems relating to residential real 

estate will be disouseei in this study. The real estate 
business in Tucson, the large numbers engaged in that field 
of endeavor, and the future of that business locally are de
terminants as are the construction Industry, the predominant 
type of construction, current building costs, and housing 
credit requirements. It is well to know certain details con
cerning deeds, mortgages, and contracts of sale as they apply
' ” ■ ‘ ' ' ' ' . • ■  ̂ -
in Arizona. Easements, encroachments, judgments, and liens
may assume great importance when dealing in residential real 
estate. Fire insurance, title requirements, building and
zoning regulations, and systems of survey are other factors

' ■ ■ ■ - : \ %  , - . '

which should be kept in mind. Though the average prospective
home owner may not encounter many of these technicalities, it 
is well to be aware of them when acquiring residential real 
estate.
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Residential Beal Estate * -

Real estate has always been considered one of the most 
valuable possessions a man can have. Every person has an 
interest in it in some manner, simply because man cannotxlive 
without the basic foundations of the earth beneath him. Due
to this resulting multiplicity of interests, almost every

. ■ ' ; . ■ ■ - - • 1 " - ! ;

problem encountered in daily living sen affect the value of
land. In practically all of the economic and social rela-

• . ■ ' . . . " ■ . " ' ' • .

tionships of modern man, plans must include, in some,manner,: - ' . ■ ' ■ ■■ ■ " : * , .- ■ = - ' ' -
provisions for real estate use.

There are many types of real estate. Among the more. 
prominent are residential, commercial, industrial* education
al, recreational, agricultural, political, religious, and

■ ■' Ik ' ' : ' " ■ . '
special real estate. They are all parts of the whole pic
ture and are so closely interwoven by the complex economic 
society in which we live that it is often most difficult to 
distinguish the attributes which go to make up their separate 
values. A residential unit can drop in value suddenly because 
industry has located nearby. On the other hand, the residen
tial unit may gain in value because of the higher use which the 
industrial establishment will make of the land. Commercial 
real estate can enhance the value of residential real estate, 
as when a self-contained shopping center is located in an 
outlying residential district. Although the long-run values

14. Benson and Worth, op. cit., p. 7.
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of all these types of real estate temi to fluctuate In a gen
eral patterny their interconnection brings about many small 
fluctuations which can be analyzed only by considering the* 
in proper relation to one another.

Organizational and regulatory techniques are still being 
developed in the real estate business* There is no national 
market for real estate as there is for commodities. It is 
not a standardized or graded commodity which affords easy 
comparison with units of like commodities. Thus all the more 
care must be taken in purchasing residential real estate. 
Every factor must be taken into consideration before a trans
action is consummated. It has been estimated that one-fifth

15
of the national income is spent for shelter. With such a 
percentage of income being used for shelter, it is wise to 
consider all aspects when selecting a home.

Home ownership rests to a great degree upon the concept 
of private property. Private property is a fundamental in
stitution of the capitalistic system which refers to the 
right vested in an owner and protected by society, whereby 
the owner exercises control over the use of the thing owned. 
Without the right of private property, individual ownership 
of residential real estate could not exist. Private property 
includes the right of acquisition, of possession, of exclu
sive use, and of the disposition of valuable things. The

15. Hoagland, 0£. cit., p. 13.
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owner may use personally the thing ovmed,^or may specify the,, 
conditions under which others may use it*. . By necessity, 
these latter things must be had in order to own residential 

real estate. ' , ... . . .  , . -
. The right of private property has a long and complicated 

history. It is the result of a lengthy evolution in the de
velopment of individual rights and efforts to secure indi
vidual freedom. There is good reason to remembe^these past 
events, for the manner of land ownership has a decided influ
ence upon the living standards of people and, even more im
portant, upon their rights and freedom.

Our social order has been greatly affected by private 
property rights, especially that right which concerns the 
ownership of land. The system under which we live in the 
United States is characterized by the widespread vesting of 
property rights in private individuals and is known as capi
talism. Where virtually all property rights rest in the . 
State, the social order is known as communism. In between
these two extremes is socialism, which has property rights

' ' ... 18 '
vested in both the State and the private individual. ,

There is a great deal of strife in the world today

16. William N. Loucks and J. Weldon Hoot. Comparative 
Economic Systems (New York: Harper and Bros., 1 % £ ) , p. 32.

17. William H. Husband and Frank R. Anderson, Real 
Estate Analysis (Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1945), p. 6.

18. Ibid., p. 8.
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because of the conflict among these three basic systems. The 
best system, is thought to be that which provides the highest 
and best standard of living for the largest number of people. 
Both personal liberties and physical benefits must be con
sidered. All the values which are attached to the social 
order in which we live must be appraised in order to arrive 
at a sound decision as to which system is best. And property 
rights may constitute the essence of this decision. They ’ 
are a most important consideration when discussing the wel
fare of man, for the right to own property has always been

19
one of the most cherished rights of mankind.

In the past two decades, concepts of property rights 
have changed materially. During the Great Depression of the 
1930*3, the government in the United States stepped in to 
buttress the economy through various forms of subsidy and 
other financial assistance. In World War II, the government 
extended its powers on a broad plain with the many controls 
which it clamped on the entire civilian econoaqr.

Today these trends are still continuing on a world-wide 
scale. The powers of national governments are increasing be
cause local governments often cannot take action on a large

20enough scale to cope with current problems. Regulatory a M  
police activities are becoming more numerous, and individual

19. Ibid., p. 8.
20. Loucks and Hoot, on* cit., p. 32.
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freedom is.being restricted. Increased emphasis.is being 
placed upon the interests of the public as a whole in con
trast with the former emphasis on individual rights* -

Collective action is replacing individual economic ac
tion in many fields such as labor unions, employers' associ
ations, consumers* cooperatives, and stockholders in;corpor-- 
ations. Modern governments often encourage and expedite such 
action. The people of today also expect more from their gov
ernments. They look for a more equitable distribution of 
income and commodities. There is an increasing tendency on 
the part of the people to hold governments responsible for 
the state of the economic system. They expect this to be
done through controls and other measures by which the peaks21
of depression and prosperity may be avoided** • ^

It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that the 
concept of property rights is gradually changing* The indi- - 
vidual no longer has the same amount of freedom, and his\prop
erty rights are becoming more restricted. Since the continu
ation of private property rights is the essence of home own
ership, the relation between such rights and residential real 
estate cannot be forgotten. It is of utmost importance that 
the home owner realize this and strive to continue the system 
of property rights which has grown up in our nation over the 
years. ■ :: ,

21. Ibid*, p. 33.
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Residential real estate is a consumer’s good. It is 
usually not held for investment, but rather for **# and en
joyment. It is also a freely reproducible good. Residential 
lots can be developed in practically unlimited'numbers, and 
new buildings can be constructed without practicable limits.
The idea that urban land areas are limited for residential uses 
does not seem to be valid. Instead, residential real estate 
should be thought of as being freely reproducible in the same 
sense as other objects which fill an economic demand.

Every city has districts which can be differentiated 
from one another. Located on the outer fringes of the city 
are the country estates that can hardly be called districts 
at all, since they are so widely spaced in the countryside. 
They attract the wealthier set of people who seek seclusion 
and who are not concerned with transportation and other con
veniences. Districts vary in size of homes and lots, in top
ography, and in appearance. Each economic class tends to 
concentrate in an area which its income can afford. When the 
incomes of these individuals increase, they usually move to 
better areas. The decline of the old neighborhoods is thus 
begun.

At the lower residential extreme are the slum areas, 
where the oldest and most dilapidated buildings of a city are 
found. Sanitary conditions are poor, overcrowding is common,

22. Hoagland, on. oit.. p. 180.



and other undesirable ooniitions exist which make these areas 
a menace to the entire city. Slum areas often occupy what 
were once the finest residential sections of a city btlt which 
have declined steadily in desirability as places to live.
This is due to the outward expansion of the city and to the 
blighting influences of nearby industrial, wholesale, and 
financial districts.

All neighborhoods follow a cycle of rise and decline. 
Fashions shift, uses change, and new residential sites take 
over as older neighborhoods advance in age. Concerted com
munity effort and spirit help to retard this decline. Occu
pancy, rather than tenancy, tends to hold off decline because 
property owners generally maintain their residences better 
than do renters. Decline is also retarded if the residents 
of a neighborhood are of the same race, have houses of about 
the same value, have incomes not too far divergent, and in 
other ways represent similarities rather than differences. 
These factors go to promote stability in each neighborhood 
where they are found, while their absence tends to bring 
swift decline.

There are many features which attract residents to a new 
neighborhood and which are indirectly the determinants of 
residential real estate values. Newness is the foremost, but 
the restless habits of the American people and the attitude 
of "keeping up with the Joneses" also enter in. Topography 
has become Important through the years. Rolling land, trees,

19
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landscaping, breeze availability and direction, and scenic 
beauty are all factors in the selection of a new home. In 
the higher-priced developments, every effort is made to bring 
out the natural advantages which an area may have. Ground 
level differences, winding streets, and irregular plotting 
make possible views that rectangular plotting would deny.

The most extensive use of land in cities is usually 
for residential purposes. This is true of Tucson, which is 
still undergoing great residential expansion. The elements 
mentioned in this chapter have been important in bringing 
about and expanding residential construction in the past. 
They are still very important in bringing new people and new 
homes to the community of Tucson.



CHAPTER II

, . . NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS

Oa the National Scene

Real estate and its values are directly affected by the 
conditions of the business world about it. The task of evalu
ating these business conditions, of projecting their trends 
into the future, and of applying them to a single locality 
with any degree of accuracy is extremely complex. Govern
ment policies and controls, the changing international situa
tion, and the increasing needs of the military have raised 
problems which have no parallel in modern times. Yet these 
things are very important in examining the economic back
ground of a city, for few cities can maintain healthy econ
omies alone, due to their close integration with the remain
der of the nation. Because of the complex Interrelationship 
between the various elements of the economy, Arizona and Tuc
son are quick to feel the effects of national trends. Tucson 
is dependent upon the rest of the nation for markets for the 
agricultural and mining products of the area; for tourists to 
fill her homes, hotels, motels, and guest ranches; for pur
chasers for her industrial products and commercial services.

To give any review of business conditions, it is
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necessary to go back into the past. Only by a study of the 
past can some understanding of the present be attained. By 
considering them both, the past and the present, we are able; 
to gain some idea of the future. The past shows us that the 
United States has experienced all the phases of the business 
cycle in the past two decades. Twenty years ago the nation 
was engulfed by one of the greatest depressions it had ever 
known. As a result, we had the New Deal and the entrance of 
government into the sphere of private enterprise on a large 
scale. Regulation was increased, and in some cases direct 
competition with private enterprise was employed. Subsidies, 
direct relief payments, and various other monetary measures 
were used to bring a return of prosperity. From this era of 
the New Deal, a school of thought emerged with the idea that 
governments are responsible for the state of the economy.
This school of thought believes that it is the duty of the 
federal government to level out the business cycle by such 
various measures as public works, unemployment relief, credit 
controls, and other economic legislation. It is still a great 
force in our federal government.

Recovery was well under way in the United States when 
another business recession occurred in 1937. Increased gov
ernment spending and the beginning of war preparations 
brought a return of prosperity to the nation by the early 
1940*s. The nation is still enjoying this phase of prosper
ity. There were many who expected a major depression to
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follow World War II as it had World War I. Although there was 
little agreement as to the time or duration of this depres
sion, business men were almost unanimous in asserting that it 
could not be avoided indefinitely. With the exception of a 
slight recession in 1949 and 1950, this depression has not ; 
appeared. Perhaps the main reason is that the tension ere-i: 
ated by Soviet Russia has upheld the American economy by di
verting a large part of her productive activities and manpower 
to defense purposes. Whatever the reasons, the United States 
today stands at an all-time peak of prosperity. Never before 
have the people of the nation been better fed, better housed, 
better clothed, enjoyed more leisure or more comforts. De
spite war, taxes and Inflation, living standards for people 
have been getting better. Only the men called to the armed
services and those receiving fixed incomes are out of the

1
stream of prosperity.

Accompanying, but not coinciding with, the business cy
cle is another cycle of activity known as the real estate cy
cle. It is based on the number of property transfers, gen^ 
eral real estate activity, and the changes which take place 
in real estate prices. In general, this cycle follows the 
same trend as the business cycle, thus showing the great in
fluence of business conditions on real estate activity. •

1. "Life in 1951 is Best Ever," U.S. News and World 
Report. XXX (June 15, 1951), 36. "  , “ —  — —

1
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The real estate cycle has followed a regularly rising and 
falling curve since 1870, but this pattern was upset by 
World War II. The rise in real estate activity which was due 
between 1940 and 1945t on the basis of a projected trend 
curve, was stymied by the diversion of materials and labor to 
the war effort. Increased credit restrictions made financing 
more difficult, and other regulations helped to decrease 
volume during the war period. Activity has W e n  high ever 
since the war's end in 1945, with the exception of a slight 
decrease in 1949* Actually the present period should be one 
of decline, if the real estate curve is based on past projec
tions. The filling of the pent-up demand from World War II, 2
however, has thrown the regularity of the cycle off somewhat. 
In the future, the growing amount of regulation being ap
plied to real estate may disrupt completely the regularity of 
this cycle.

Real estate activity and prices decrease during depres
sion and recession, while they increase during recovery and 
prosperity. In buying residential real estate in Tucson, it 
is wise to consider the cycle of business In Which the nation 
is operating. Prices are higher during prosperity, while in 
depression periods greater values can be obtained, jbrevidin£ 
buyers are financially able to engage in real estate transac
tions during a depression^ ' 2

2. Real Estate Trends (St. Louis: Roy Wenzllek and Co., 
May 25, 1^517* ~
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Perhaps the foremost thought of every American today 
concerns the international situation. Although the United 
States entered World War II "because it had been attacked by 
Japan, it also engaged in the war with high ideals and mo
tives. V/e hoped to liberate a world that was oppressed and 
downtrodden, to bring freedom and justice to all who were not 
so fortunate as we. We know now that we did not achieve our 
goal; but we did show the world what a great military fores 
a democracy could build. And when the war was over, v/e set
tled back and allowed the greatest military machine of all 
time to be torn quickly to pieces. •

It is true that the nation was weary after four years of 
war. Many alleged that Russia would change from an ally into 
a menace, but a government somewhat friendly to Russia dis*- 
credited them. American public opinion was rather aisled and 
so it is understandable that the nation settled down to re
conversion and solving internal problems without too much con
cern for the international situation. . The years from 1945 to 
1950 were years of prosperity and peace; the national economy 
produced more commodities and services than it had ever 
turned out before. But before the pent-up demand from World 
War II had been fully satisfied, the clouds of World War III 
were already on the horizon.

The United States had used various measures after World 
War II to contain Communism. The Economic Cooperative Admin
istration had poured billions into Europe for recovery
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purposes. J^e. North. Atlantic Treaty Organization /had, M e n  ;,:'-, 
formed for the eosma^defenseof:1the .-Unltid. states and ̂ Western 
European nations. ' Assistance had been given to Greece and 
Turkey., Loans,had been made to Nationalist Qhina*i:The : ' - 
United States military ̂ administration:of.Japan.had beentvery 
successful. All of these measures were d##lgned:tO streng- ~ 
then the free world in its cold war against Communism# : •

, But by 1950 we knew we had not done enough. Withthe en
trance of the United States (and jfeJM United Nations) into the 
so-called Korean police action, the draft and military produc
tion were stepped up sharply# , We began to operate a hybrid - 
economy; the productive output of -the nation was ho be di
vided between m r  goods and civilian commMlties. • This fact 
accounts for the great confusion among American businesa men 
today, even tMugh most of them are enJoylBg prosperity.
With the national, effort.; split Mtween defense and normal pro
duction, it was not made very clear the amounts which were to 
be apportioned to each and when this apportionment was to take 
place. As a. result, many business men have been confused in 
planning further production and sales. • r : ,

This,situation is becoming/more clear as material allo
cations are Ming set up wder the Controlled Nhterlalm Plan, 
This plan calls for rationing of certain, scarce materials- 
such as steel, copper, and aluminum. Previously, the govern
ment had set aside.certain porhions of these metals and /
. v  . >  v; : ■ J ; - -% /% . :.„v, : . ,allowed-civilian producers to fight for what was left. Under
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the new plan, all users will have to seek allotments and, in
turn, will be apportioned eertaia specific amounts of these

3
scarce materials. ...' . ' v . . .

The writer of this stud^ is trying to be as. dispassion
ate and as objective as possible. But it is most difficult 
not to throw much of the fault for the present confused situ
ation on the piece-meal thinking of the present administra
tion in Washington. It seemed to be the belief and plan of 
the present administration that the Korean War would be 
short-lived and much less expensive in both money and lives „ 
than later events have proved. They, of course, had not fore
seen the entry of Red China into that conflict. Although 
military spending was vastly increased, thOsadministration 
long refused to employ fiscal and monetary controls legally 
available to combat the mounting problem of inflation through 
the fall and winter months of 1950. All talk of wage and 
price controls was soft-pedalled. Hot until prices had risen 
considerably and the election was over did the administra
tion finally impose these controls. ; * i

Controls of any type are never popular in a;democracy. 
The belated policy which the government finally set forth 
took this into consideration. It was directed at getting 
production and not at putting the business man and laborer 3

3. "Pinch on Aviation Output— Scarce Metals Rationed,M 
TJ.S. News and World Report. XXXI (August 17, 1951), 38.
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into a strait j&oket. The greatest difficulty facing tie.con
trollers has been to keep workers and consumers satisfied and 
yet to give industry and farmers sufficient incentive to 
speed up output. Both wage and price trends were expected to 
continue upward for some time. The main idea of the freeze 
was to slow up this rise in prices and wages, to contain an 
economic situation which was rapidly threatening to get be
yond control.

The imposition of price and wage controls in January 
m s  one of the factors which helped in slowing up price rises. 
Another factor has been the curtailment of scare buying.
With store shelves filled, crops plentiful, and few prospects 
of shortages, people are no longer in a frightened mood and 
anxious to buy goods. A third reason has been credit restric
tions, which limited many people in the commodities and ser
vices they could buy. A fourth factor has been a lag in arms 
production. The machine tool industry has not been deliver
ing machines as rapidly as expected. As a result, the. need , 
for materials used in armaments has not been as great as 
planned. Consequently, civilians have been receiving more of 
industry's output and supplies have been plentiful. ;

Price and wage controls have recently been somewhat re
laxed by Congress. Credit requirements for housing and auto
mobiles have been loosened. Manufacturers are now allowed to 
add increased costs to their prices. Retailers are allowed 
to charge the same percentage markups as before Korea.
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Slaughtering quotas have been banned in the meat business.
Economic Stabilizer Eric Johnston has approved a new policy
which allows wages to advance in accordance with living costs.
Under this ruling, wages will be allowed to advance 11 per-

5
cent above the January, 1950 levels. These and other changes 
modified the original controls which had been established- 
last January.

General increases in prices are not expected as a result 
of relaxed controls. Rising prices will be checked ly risk
ing outputs of goods; it is possible that prices may decline- 
slightly due to increasing production. Taxes will be higher 
and will help to check further inflation. Although based on 
inflation, the United States economy is expected to enjoy 
stable prosperity for at least another year. This is impor
tant from the international standpoint. It has often been 
stated that the alleged goal of the Communist hierarchy in 
Soviet Russia is to bring about recession in the United States, 
thus illustrating forcefully the worthlessness of capitalism. 
That they have not been able to achieve this as yet is indi
cated by the present prosperity of the American economy.

With the combined needs of the civilian and military 
components of the economy rising, industry will have to turn 
out more goods, employ more people, and pay higher wages in 4

4. "Playing with Inflation," Time, LVTII (September 3, 
1951), 21,
; 5. Arizona Daily Star. August 18, 1951, p. 1.
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the future. The vast military machine which the nation is 
building will be simply added to an already high civilian out
put. Most countries must out civilian production in order to 
produce large quantities of military materials. The United 
States, however, will maintain high outputs of both. The de
fense effort is the main cause of the boom which now seems to 
be getting under way. During the fiscal year which ended 
June 30, 1950 the nation spent 22.7 billion dollars oh de
fense and foreign aid funds. For the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1951, authorizations Jumped to 61.2 billion dollars. Al
ready requests for the current fiscal year total 72,8 billion 
dollars. Requests for an additional five billion are ex
pected for the Korean War and a possible 30 billion to fi»6
nance a greatly expanded air force. There is danger in these 
heavy military expenditures since part of them will be fi
nanced by deficit spending. The weakness Injected,by these 
deficits may be detected later. It is thought by many that 
pay-as-you-go financing should be employed by raising taxes 
and using stricter controls. This was the plan whan the 
Korean War started, but it was dropped due to public resis
tance.

The commitments of the United States are becoming so 
world-wide that it is difficult to predict the heights to 
which defense spending may spiral. We are heavily involved

6. "Where is the Limit on Arms," U.S. News and World 
Report. X m  (August 24, 1941), 12. ~ ~
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in Europe through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. We 
are supporting fully the United Nations stand in Korea. We 
are interested in the Middle East, in Africa, in the Pacific, 
and are seeking bases and cooperation from Spain and Yugo
slavia. We are making loans to and aiding the recovery of 
non-communist nations throughout the world* After years of 
seemingly uncoordinated and weak foreign policy, the United' „ 
States is emerging again as a strong and forceful nation*
We can now build our policies and back up our statements- with 
military might. Whether this force will save civilization 
from another war remains to be seen. In the past, military 
preparedness has led inevitably to war. ; :

That the volume of United States business is, high can be 
seen by the amount of employment which stood at ant all-time
high of 62,500,000 and at a low unemployment figure of

7
1,856,000 on July 14, 1951* The prospect is for a continued 
rise in employment during the months ahead. The Labor De- . 
partment sees,a need for six million:additional defense work
ers by.the end of the year. This will be a definite strain 
on the labor economy. About three million may shift from 
other;work; a million new workers will:enter the labor market 
naturally; unemployment can be cut by another 500;0Q0* The 
remainder must come from women and retired persons drawn into

7. Arizona Daily Star, August 6, 1951, p. 2.
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8
new jobs.

Personal income is rising steadily and savings are in
creasing. The income rate has reached 222.8 billion dollars< 
in recent months, or 18.5 billion dollars above the rate of 
income in 1950. Savings rose to a rate of 19.8 billion dol-:: 
lars per year compared with 10.7 billion in 1950. Savings 
have increased faster than the earning rate and are now higher 
than at any time since World Y/ar II. This upward tendency in 
income indicates that retail trade will hold at a relatively 
high level despite the recent stunner slump which was due main
ly to overbuying by both consumers and merchants. : ,

Other indexes of demand such as faro income, construe• 
tion, machine tool orders, freight car loadings, shipping, 
and the production of.copper, steel and iron indicate anti
cipation of high business activity in the future• Fluetma-. 
tions in these basic industries affect the nation as a whole 
because they are interlocking and use one another1s products. 
With the present high level of activity in all of them* busi
ness conditions are booming and the outlook is very good for 
months ahead. : ; ;

From this short summary of national business,conditions^ 
an idea can be gained of the future of residential real 
estate. Prosperity and expected boom conditions will bring

8. "Trends of American Business,n U.S. News'and World
Report. XXX (June 15, 1951), 47. ~

9. "Where is the Limit on Arms," o&. olt., p. 60.
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higher incomes ant additional money to be spent. As pointed 
out, savings have increased substantially during the past 
few months. This additional income and savings will serve to 
increase the demand for homes throughout the nation. With a 
decline in the production of some commodities, more money will 
be available for the purchase of residential real estate.

The effect of this national boom on Tucson is very no
ticeable. Employment has increased markedly due to war con
tracts held by industry within the community. . Military in
stallations in the area have been reactivated and are greatly 
stepping up activity due to the national defense effort. The 
national boom and defense activity are adding momentum to the 
already fast growth of Tucson. With more employment b#ing of
fered and with additional people coming into the city, there 
can be only one prediction for residential values in Tucson. 
They will rise during the months ahead because of the in
creased demand brought about by these additional jobs and 
people. The only deterrent to this advance will be real 
estate credit restrictions and other regulations which cause 
a lowering of demand. Since these restrictions have been re
laxed recently, it is unlikely that they will exert any great 
eff ect•

The State of Arizona

Arizona, the baby state* is a land of natural mountains 
and deserts. It ranks fifth among the states of the Union in



area , thlrty-sereftth' in populat ion § and-' is the youngest in •
age. It has & total area of 113,909 square miles, 73 per

10
cent of which is owned-by the federal government. ’ It is a 
land Of beauty and contrasts, and has developed faster in the 
last decade than any other state in the Union ezeept Cali
fornia * i : .;r: : ■ l

The original primary industries of the state;were min
ing and cattle reaching,#?vdth lumbering and farming develop
ing later * In a sense, climate ban also be called- one' of
Arizona’s basic resources since it brings so many tourists and 
. . '  ■ .  . 11 
federal government project# into the state* / ; :ŝ  :

Arizona has expanded its population by an average of 46
per cent for each decade of the twentieth ceixtiizy* Both
World Wars stimulated the economy of the State by raising
the -- price's •' of-• agricultural-' goods, copper, and beef - World
War II brought Arizona’*s greatest industrial- boom with the
establishment in the state of aluminum and steel processing
and assembling plants / AS* wbll as = factories for the making of
airplanes, motor and tank parts.-' The relatively isolated
military position of Arizonaits- all-year" climate, and its -
nearness to an almost unlimited supply of Mexican labor were12
the factors accounting for" this industrial expansion. With

10. Arizona Progress. April 1951. ; " Ir . .
11. Employment Security Commission, The Economy of 

Arizona.(Phoenix: Employment. Security Commission, December 
1950), p. 2.

■ . . v . v ■ - :
12. Rufus Kay Wyllys, Arizona. The History of a Frontier
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the end of the war, manufacturing declined again bwt at pres
ent it is reaching World War II levels ones more. In May of 
1951, Arizona manufacturing payrolls were up $0 per cent over 
a year earlier.

Arizona has had a long struggle for economic balance.
The people of the state are still faced with the fiAdaaemtal 
disadvantage of being unable to produce as much as they con
sume. More capital is needed "to build and increase business 
throughout the state. Mother'of Arizona's great problems is 
that of water. The entire state has a very low rainfall* and 
little agriculture is possible without using irrigation. To 
complicate this, the state has been experiencing’a drouth 
since 1943, one of the longest in history. This drouth, com
bined with the overpumping of ground water, is assuming 
serious proportions. At present the United States Ground
Water Group is expanding to help the state solve its water 14
problems.

A meeting of all parties interested in water conserva
tion Was recently called by Governor Howard Pyle. This meet
ing resulted in the appointment of a committee whieh is to 
examine and revise the present ground water code so that it 
will be more effective in conserving Arizona's water resources.

12. (cent.) State (Phoenix: Hobson and Herr, 1950), 
pp. 356-357.

13. Arizona Daily. Star; June 16, 1951, p. 12.
14. Tucson Daily Citizen. June 5, 1951, p. 5.
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These recommendations will then be transmitted to the State
15

Legislature for action and approval. In;addition, rain mak
ing has been tried in southern Arizona, but with questionable 
success to date.

Another way to help the state's water program would be 
the passage of the Central Arizona Project Bill now before 
Congress. This issue involves a long battle with California 
over the waters of the Colorado River. The waters of the 
Colorado are allocated among the Colorado Basin States and 
California by the Colorado River Compact of 1922 and subse
quent acts of Congress. California, although contributing no 
water to the river, gets 4,400,000 acre-feet of water per 
annum from it, plus one-half of any surplus; Arizona's share 
is 2,800,000 acre-feet per annum, plus one-half of,any sur-

The Central Arizona Project Bill would authorize another 
power dam on the Colorado and facilities, for delivery of ap
proximately one million acre-feet of water to central Arizona 
per annum. The Senate has passed the bill to authorize the 
$788,000,000 reclamation project, but at present it is again 
bottled up in a Bouse committee where a similar measure died 
last year after being passed by the Senate. According to the 
Reclamation Bureau,,the cost of the Central Arizona Project

16
plus.

15. Arizona Daily Star. August 22, 1951, p. LA
16. Arizona Progress. March 1951.



could be paid back readily through power and water pcl#s*i 
The state of California has bitterly opposed this project, as
serting that it is far too costly, that it is impractical! and 
that it would infringe upon California’s water rights under 
present agreements. The real reasons seem to be California’s 
fear of competition from Arizona agriculture and possible 
limitations which might be placed on her own growth. It v . 
should be remembered also that California can always draw on
the water of the northern rain country, while Arizona’s fu-

17
ture growth must come from the Colorado River. _

As it stands today, the Central Arizona Project has lit
tle hope of materializing unless the bill gets through the 
House of Representatives as an emergency war measure» - The 
effect of this project, if and when the bill passes,*.will be 
of great importance to Arizona. It will help to keep valuable 
land in production and will enable the state to reclaim addi
tional land. Reclaimed land will become more: valuable, and 
the needed people to farm this land will add to the stability 
and prosperity of Arizona’s economy. The state and real , i 
estate prices will benefit in general from the water which may 
be gained through the Central Arizona Project.

Improved transportation has helped greatly the develop
ment of Arizona. The oxcart, the stagecoach, the stearn i , 
railroad, and the automobile have all served to foreshorten ,

17. Ibid.



the vast distances of the West and to help settle:relatively 
isolated,areas. By these means the products of forests, ; 
mines, and farms;of the state lave been hauled:out and the ; 
necessary imported manufactured articles, tourists, and fed-- 
eral employees have been brought la. At present tv/o impor
tant and far-reaching - transcontinental railways ’.span the 
state: the Southern Pacific in .the southern part of the state
along the thirty-second parallel line, and the Santa,Ze which 
travels along the thirty-fifth parallel route in the northern 
part of the state; In addition,, the state has the Southern 
Pacific of Mexico, iterminating at Mexico Cityj, and a local 
network of railways . covering points withinr the state,. ; - 
-: i.; Arizona has five important United States highways—  .. 
Numbers’60, 66, 70, 80, and 89• The last is Arizona^:part 
of the International -or.-.Pan-American. Highway which is planned 
to run from:Buenos Aires, Argentina to Fairbanks, Alaska. .
The other four United States highways are designed as east- 
west routes. Arizona:.is also well connected.by bus routes 
and airlines with ̂ ther points in the nation. Sky Harbor, the
municipal airport in Phoenix, ranked fourth in the United

18
States in air traffic movements in 1948. • / ,

Certain inequalities still exist within.Arizona's trans
portation system, however. Facilities for north:and south 
service are poor and freight rates are high; there are claims

18. Wyllys, o£. cit., pp. 343-344.
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of discrimination on east-west railroad freight hauls. The 
railroads contend they must charge higher ratesdue to She 
small and scattered volume of freight hauled to and from Ari
zona communities. They believe that lower rates will be pos
sible if freight volume is increased. Arizonans; m  th* ’ 
other hand, say that volume would be increased if freight' 
rates were lowered. At present, the Bureau of Business Re
search of the University of Arizona is conducting a study"on 

19
this subject.

Until freight rates are lowered and facilities are bet
tered, the development of Arizona will be hampered. With 
the steady expansion of population in the state; better fa
cilities and increased volume in addition to lower rates pro
bably will be attained. This should help Arizona’s economy 
and aid real estate values by making more land available for 
use and by increasing demand for existing real estate from 
new residents.

Arizona’s employment was near its all-time high as of 
June, 1951, rising 12 per cent over a year earlier; Employ
ment in trade and service industries is now at the highest 
level in history. The same is true of government employment. 
Construction activity is the best since 1943. Total mon- 
agrieultural employment for June, 1951 reached 177,800 or

19. Interview with Dr. LsuWs Casadpy, Director, Bureau 
of Business Research, University of Arizona, August 31, 1951.



19,100 above the eompamble period in 1950. -
: Arizona led the nation in the past decade in the rate of
growth of retail business, having a 306 per cent gain from 
1939 to 1948. Arizona also led the nation in the rate of in
crease in agricultural income, gaining 383 per cent from 1940 
to 1950. The state ranked second in the rate of growth of 
bank capital, showing a 292 per cent gain for the decade of
the 1940*s. It ranked third in deposit rise, a gain of 37621
per cent for the decade. All of these factors show the 
growth that has takenf pla&e* in' Arizona. The rise in deposits 
and bank debits indicates that the state will be better able 
to supply capital for her own expansion; the rise in agri
cultural income that Arizona is becoming more able to provide 
for its own people.

Arizona continued to lead the nation in output of non- 
ferrous metals. The state’s mineral production in 1950 was 
worth #199,000,000, a new high since World War I and the 
third best year in history. Arizona led in copper as usual 
and also in the combined value of the five principal non- 
ferrous metals: copper, lead, zinc, gold, and silver.

\ , -v .
The population of Arizona was set at 754,000 according

, 23 ■ - ̂  -
to the mid-year census of 1950. Another 150,000 people

20

20. Arizona Progress. August 1951.
21. Ibid., June 1951.
22. Ibid., February 1951. Ibid., July 1951.23
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were added to this figure during the winter months when both 
tourist traffic and the influx of agricultural workers were 
at their peak. Motor vehicle registrations, school atten
dance, telephone, gas, electric and water connections all 
showed decided increases, Postal receipts, restaurant sales,
utility revenues, and gasoline consumption were increasing 

24
also.

Bob Considine, famous sports writer, described Arisona 
very well in the following passage:

This is Texas without oil; California without 
Hollywood— but with all the unquenchable pride 
and vigor and lustiness that would now enable our 
people to start all over again and still come out 
on.top. CONFIDENCE SHOUTS ITS DEFIANCE AROUND 
THESE PARTS. We (as a fellow learns to say here 
after a few days) got the sunniest sun in the whole 
danged United States, and figures to prove it.
We got the most lettuce in the world, and the most 
copper, and the only long-staple cotton this S M e  
of the Nile Valley, and the purtiest girls and the 

. strongest men. We111 fight the whole dang state 
of California over the waters of the Colorado 

; River, and we've cured more people than half of 
the hospitals in the land. We got rattlers louder 
than any.rattlers anywhere, and the fattest cattle, 
and mountains that turn to bronze at sunset. And 
never is heard a discouraging word.25

But if Arizona received the loyalty and praise of most of her 
sons, this was not true of all of them. Westbrook Pegler, 
noted columnist and Tucson resident, had a different view
point of his adopted state of Arizona:

24. Ibid.. June 1951.
25. Bob Considine, "On the Line," International News 

Service, December 11, 1950.
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Arizona is immature, ineosgaetent, insolvent, , 
and incoherent and never hag been worthy of state
hood. At the present time she is politically in- : 
capable of adopting laws to forestall the disaster 
of exhaustion of her own underground water supply.
This precious treasure is being squandered rapidly 
by war profiteers, many of them carpet baggers in 
corporate form. Several notorious middle-westerners 
have driven down big wells to grow one or two qaiek 
crops of ordinary southern cotton-belt cotton for 
war industries. There is no ceiling on the price of 
cotton and, with a few woefully feeble exceptions, 
nothing has been done to prevent the war profiteers 
from destroying the water supply for their own quick 
profit. Big town gangsters are putting their roots 
down and posing as reputable businessmen and 
Florida’s sad experience of the 1920’s is being dup-. 
Heated in Arizona. The cotton-and-water problem 
is typical of the slovenly nature of government in 
Arizona.... Its most important industry is govern
ment patronage and, in the present situation and 
for some years past, this has meant that Arizona 
lived on war. Without war industries Arizona goes, 
on relief. Politically the state is an imbecile.2®
Arizona is typical of the young and vigorous West. With 

vast areas still undeveloped, its economic frontiers stand 
practically unlimited. The people of the state have the cour
age and the confidence to advance Arizona’s best interests.
The majority are young and progressive; through political and 
personal action, much of the land which now belongs to the 
federal government may some day be privately owned. In terms 
of real estate, this means that great potential values lie al
most everywhere within the state. Only people and water are 
needed to make Arizona the inland empire of the Southwest.

The. people are arriving in Arizona daily, but the water

26. Westbrook Pegler, "Arizona, Unfit to be a State," 
Tucson Daily Citizen. June 22, 1951, p. 8.
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is not. It is true that the water problem has not been faced
squarely by the people of the state. Tested interests asl -v
selfish groups have hindered greatly the preparation of an
effective ground water code. The present committee appointed
by Governor Pyle and the next State legislature may improve

2?
this situation. 1

It is true also that the federal government with its 
air bases, parks, forests, Indian Reservations, and employment 
patronage projects strongly influence the Arizona economy.
The state is young, however, and needs outside help and fi
nancing. At present the cost of releasing Arizona from fed
eral domination is being considered by Governor Howard Pyle# 
This would include the releaie of state lands now under fed
eral control, the release of national forests and grazing 
lands, the deeding of Indian reservations to individual In
dians, and the discontinuance of such joint state-federal

28
projects as social security and highway programs.

The inability of Arizona to protect itself with a strong 
water code damages real estate values. Though some areas'gain 
through increased agricultural production, the state loses 
because the resulting decrease in water resources frightens 
industry and other projects from entering. With fewer new 
people and new settlements, real estate values suffer due to

27. Of. p. 35. ante.
28. Arizona Daily Star. August 14, p. 1A.
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lack of demand.
Release from federal: domination la regard to grazing and 

other lands would enhance real estate values in one sense 
and endanger them in another. - ..It would help values because 
more and better land would attract additional people, thus 
aiding the economy of Arizona in general. It would hurt 
values because the release would cut off other government aid. 
Higher taxes would have to be levied in order to finance , 
fully such items as social security and highways, leal 
estate would be required to share part of this burden and 
would lose in v&lue due to these higher taxes. Since Arizona 
has been so careless in protecting its water resource#, it is 
doubtful if the federal government will turn over forest and 
grazing lands to be treated in like fashion.

Strong leadership is needed in both the political and 
economic fields to further the best interests of Arizona.
With a growing awareness of their problems and the state’s 
importance, the people of the state will no doubt furnish this 
leadership. Due to its high desirability as a place to live, 
Arizona will probably continue to grow. The future of the 
state seems tremendous from all viewpoints. ■

The Economy of Tucson

Tucson is a fluid and rapid-growing city. To gain any 
real understanding of residential real estate in the city, 
its economic background must be examined. In the, final: .



analysis, the e@©aoMi is the basic determinant of residSStial 
values in any city, Tucson inelttded. Those cities grow 
fastest which lave the most to give in employment Opportuni
ties, wage remuneration, business facilities, climatic condi
tions , scenery, recreation, and cultural activities. Every 
real:estate man tries to support any activity which broadens 
this list of advantages in his own community*
' Supporting the economy of Tucson are many varied Indus-* 
tries. They can be classified as primary, secondary, and ter
tiary. Primary industries are those which produce laiio raw 
materials* Secondary industries are those which involve the 
changing of materials already produced into more useful forms. 
Tertiary- industries are those which develop in order to more
completely satisfy the wants of the people who are working '

29
in all three types of industry.

The primary industries of the Tucson economy are mining, 
farming,;and the livestock industry. Climate also can be 
considered a basic resource which has led to population growth 
through tourists and the establishment of military installa
tions in the area. :r. “v

The estimated gross farm income for Pima Countyy for
which Tucson.serves as a trading center, was 18,550,000 in
1949. The largest part of this amount was.return for„cotton 
it contributed 64.8 per cent of the total. Only 1 per cent or

29. Employment Security Commission, op. cit., p. 2.

,**



about 60,000:acres of the land is utilized for crop produc-;
30

tioh;1 of this amounty 32,000 acres ' are irrigated.•
: Kie second primary industry is livestock ranching. Prac

tically 'all •Of -"the;-Pima--County area of siz million acres is 
devoted to the production of range cattle, principally beef 
cattle (Herefords ). fhe- value of range cattle marketed - in 
1950 amounted to approximately #3,000,000. The raising of 
quarter horses ' is also increasing. The Tmcsoh -Livestoek Show
which is held each year is gaining recognition throughout the 

31 -
nation. Helthef agriculture nor ranching is of great im-:
portance to the Tucson eoOBoay. They bring additional trade 
to the city, however,•and require more people in the com
munity to meet their needs. These additional people bring 
about increased demand for residences and so enhance fesiden- 
tial values.

Another primary industry' for the Tucson area is mining.
In 1949: production:of copper, zinc, gold, lead, and silver in
the ’31 mines of Pima County was valued at $28,324,068. The
largest mines are at Ajo and Sahuarita, but some of: this-min-

32
ing income . is spent in Tucson* latest- ore to be .dis
cover ed in - the Tucson area is urahium. Located in the * •••

30. Chamber, of Commerce, ■ Farming and1' Livestock in Pima 
County. Arizona (Tucson: Chamber ofCommerce, 1950).

••• '•■v J r . -  i 'U'S: •' -: r
31. Ibid. : ■ ■ ■ : ’-’/jV-rTT:' ....  . ... ..
32. Chamber Of Commerce, Facts and Figures (Tucson: 

Chamber of Commerce, 1951).O i : : " , .  ; - 7 7  7 I '
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Sierrita Mountains 35 miles southwest of Tucson, development
of the uranium-hearing ore deposit will depend on action taken

33
by the Atomic Energy Commission. .

The fourth basic resource of Tucson is that of climate.
The area has a warm, dry, sunny climate with an annual mean

34
monthly temperature of 67.3° for the past seventy years•
This climate has attracted many tourists and health-seekers
to the community. The tourist business brought $26,000,000
to Pima County during the past 12 months, with people coming

35
from 44 states and four foreign countries. Among the many
sanatoria and hospitals catering to health-seekers are the
Southern Pacific Hospital for employees, Arizona State Elks
Sanatorium, and the United States Veterans Hospital, . The
last brings an estimated #1,500,000 of revenue into the city

36
each year.

The military have come.into the Tucson area mainly be? 
cause of the nearly perfect flying weather which the region 
affords. Davis-Monthan Air Force Base was established at 
Tucson in 1941. Besides an estimated payroll of approxi
mately #12,000,000 the Base is now undergoing a #7,000,000 
expansion program. Included in this is a housing project to

33. Tucson Daily Citizen. June 21, 1951, p. 2.
34. Sunshine Climate Club, For More Fun and More Sun 

(Tucson: Sunshine Climate Club, 1950), p. 4.
35. Arizona Daily Star. June 13, 1951, p. 6A.
36. Chamber of Commerce, Facts and Figures.



eost #2,500,000. The Senate has already approved an addi
tional $19, 000, 0G0 expansion project, and final action on

33
this new program is expected within a month. It has -been
announced recently that Davis-Monthan is to be the home of
the new 36th Air Division, which will increase considerably.

39
the personnel stationed at the Base.

Thirty miles northwest of Tucson is Marana Air Force
Base which is being reactivated. During World War II, this
was the world’s largest basic flying installation. Present
plans call for the employment of 600 to 700 personnel at the

40
air base when it is reactivated. Fort Huachuca, 65 miles 
southwest of Tucson, also has been reactivated; much of the 
mechanical and clerical help at this station will come from 
Tucson, ■ ■■ . •• ■

Utilization of climate is the most important of the four 
primary activities of the Tucson area. It is true that min
ing, agriculture,' and ranching add to the economy of the city 
through increased trade and service activities; but they do 
not bring as much income into the city, nor do they.affect 
its economy as directly as does the capitalizing of climatic 
Conditions. The military men stationed in the Tucson area

37

37. Arizona Daily Star, -• May■ 1. 1951, p. 16.
38. Ibid., September 6, 1951, p. 1.
39. Ibid., September 1, 1951, p. 1.
40. Ibid., June 2, 1951, p. 1.
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directly stimulate the economy. They rent or buy homes; they 
use the city shopping, reoreational and cultural facilities; 
they cause an additional demand for service and trade people 
and increase the demand for residential real estate, thus en
hancing values. The tourists are an even more reliable source 
of income than the military. The money which they bring to
Tucson is marked for spending and was brought along for that 

41
sole purpose. They pour their money into the city's economy 
and create a demand for more services, commodities, and rec
reational activities. The resulting increase in population 
which is needed to care for tourist needs means more demand 
for rentals and homes. The tourists are quite important to 
residential real estate in Tucson for they bring more people 
and more homes, thus making better use of outlying lands and 
greater demand for property within the city.

The main secondary industry of Tucson is manufacturing.
It is new to the city on a large scale, coming only with 
World War II; however,'' ASmufacturlng on a small scale has 
taken place in Tucson for many years. Albert Stcinfeld, one 
of the Southwest * s greatest empire builders and one of Tuc
son's foremost pioneers, owned and operated an iron works, a 
machine shop and foundry, a brick plant, and even manufactured 
a tobacco mixture for roll-your-own cigarettes over fifty

. ' . ‘    - — ;1 ^    " ,; r " r  " ■ r n  ". i

41. Address by Dr. lyiWy Casaday, November 27, 1950.
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42
years ago.

The small Industry of Tucson is important because of the 
many different fields it encompasses. In times of economic 
stress, it is well to have the economy of a city tied to many 
types of manufacturing instead of just one. This will be one 
of the problems brought about by the establishment Of the * 
Grand Central and the Hughes plants at Tucson, for the city 
will now be more susceptible to the cyclical swings of busi
ness, especially those of the aircraft and electronic indus
tries. There are now nearly a hundred small manufacturing'̂ 
enterprises located in the Tucson area. Among these are sev
eral apparel plants, flour and feed mills, cement manufactur
ing, an iron foundry, broom and mattress making,’Sfciiroad
equipment building, paint and varnish plants, bullet making,

43
and soap production. ‘ r

' The two major manufacturing industries In the Tucson area 
are Grand Central Aircraft Company and Hughes Tool COMpany.' 
Both are very new and both are established on a permanent 
basis. Grand Central came to Tucson in May, 1950. The prin
cipal work of the company is modification and reconditioning 
of aircraft. There are approximately 3,500 men and women 
working at Grand Central, with an annual payroll in excess

42. Mary Hughs ton, "Albert St e inf eld, Merchant," 
Arizona Highways Magazine.XSVI (October, 1950), 7.

43. See Appendix - * ►
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kk
of 112,000,000. Most of the workers were secured from the 
Tucson labor pool and many were former workers at the Goasoll- 
dated-Vultee Plant which operated the present Grand Central 
plant at Municipal Airport during World War II. Tucson was 
chosen as the second home of Grand Central because of its

45
fine airport facilities and ideal weather for ,outdoor work.
At present, Grand Central is still expanding, having recently
been granted a loan of #6,000,000 from the Reconstruction Fi-

46
nance Corporation. It has leased more space at Ryan Field
and expects to employ from 2,000 to 3,000 additional persons

47
within the next year. • f

The second major manufacturing plant at Tucson has not
started operating yet. It is the Hughes Tool Plant which is
located south of Tucson on the Nogales Highway. Construction
of the new plant is nearing completion, and it will be ready

48
for occupancy by October 1. Plant officials have empha
sized repeatedly that the factory is not a war industry* Em
ployment during a war emergency may go as high as 12,500. At 
present it is believed that at least 1,500 will be employed 
early in 1952, and that between S,000 and 10,0,00 will be

44. Arizona Daily Star. August 31, 1951, p. 2A.
45- The main plant and headquarters of Grand Central Air

craft Company are located at Glendale, California.
46. Arizona Daily Star. August 31, 1951, p. 2A.
47. Tucson Daily Citizen. September 11, 1951, p. 1.
48. Arizona Daily Star. August 25, 1951, p. 2.



employed by the time the plant reaches full capacity in two 
years. The payroll is estimated at about $35,000,000 annu
ally. The Hughes plant also came to Tucson because of its

49
location, its climate, and its labor pool. : 1 -

The establishment of industry on a large scale is impor
tant to residential real estate values in Tucson.: It brings 
more people to the city and increases demand for services and 
commodities. Already the effect of Hughesf real estate pur
chases and the predicted amount of employment has served to
raise values of residential property within the city, espeei-

50
ally in the area between the city and the new Hughes plant* 
There is little doubt that Tucson will become increasingly 
industrialized in the months and years ahead. The Hational 
Security Resources Board, with the full backing of President 
Truman, favors the spreading out of industrial plants in or
der that these plants will be in less danger if the nation

51
undergoes a concentrated atomic attack. There will be a 
general move to the west for industry, and Tucson is one of 
the most talked of western cities in connectIon;with this 
move. This potential value as an industrial site will aid 
real estate within the city. Though properties may gain con
siderable speculative value, some of this rise will be per
manent as added industry becomes established in the Tucson

49. Tucson Daily Citizen. June 22, 1951, p. 1.
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area. ; - ■" ■ 1 •
Tertiary industries in Tnesdninelmde edmoation, trans

portation, and trade. Tucson is the home of the University 
of Arizona as well as many private schools. The" University 
is the leading educational institution of the state with its 
colleges of education* agriculture, business and public ad
ministration, law, engineering, mines, fine arts, pharmacy, 
liberal arts, and graduate studies; schools of musicj mili
tary science, and home economics; general departaeSfs of 
physical education for men and women; Bureau of Business Re
search; Engineering Experiment Station, University Extension 
Division, Steward Observatory, State Museum, Agricultural Ex
periment Station, Arizona Bureau of Mines, Laboratory of Tree-

52
Ring Research, and Agricultural Extension Service. The Uni
versity covers 85 acres in the center of Tucson and has 55 

53
buildings. It adds greatly to the attractiveness of the
city with its we11-designed buildings and acres of lawn. It
not only provides excellent educational opportunities and
cultural background for the city, but it also brings many
residents who stay on after graduation to make their homes in
the city. The University payroll amounts to |l,797,000 and

54
student spending is estimated at $6,000,000. In addition

52. The University of Arizona Record (Tucson: Univer
sity of Arizona, 1951J, p. 5.

53. Ibid., p. 40. ;
54. Chamber of Commerce, Facts and Figures.

1
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to the University, the: many, private schools: in the .Tucson 
area bring an estimatidirevenue of #659*360; to the, community.
annmlly. : v: :

In the field of transportation! the Southern lacifif . 
Railroad maintains extensive facilities in Tucson. Division
al headquarters covering theiarea from Yuma, Arizona- to Lords- 
burg, New Mexico are, maintained in Tucson.. The city is.the 
main point for refueling,.icing, and transfer of Mexican 
freight. In addition warehouses, repair and equipment build
ing facilities are* located in the urban area. The payroll 
of the Southern Pacific annually for the Tucson area is

57 x#9,000,000. :
Trade in Tubs oil has increased very rapidly, in the past 

decade. In the past six months, retail sales in Pima County
increased 22.2 per cent or #15,842,435« The total retail
sales of Pima County for the first six months of 1951 stood 
at #87,141i910* The majority of Pima County trade is carried 
bn in Tucson. Bank debits are mounting steadily. Pen the 
first five months of 1951/ the city’s bank debits soared 38 
per cent above the figure for a year earlier. The maim rea
sons for this spectacular rise in bank debits are general- 
inflation, increased business per, capita, and the generally

... 55. Ibid. „
56. Interview with an employee of the Southern Pacific 

Railroad, June 25, 1951. r h r, , . h,
57. Chamber of Commerce, Pacts' and Figures.
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rising tempo of iMustrial afiA other activity in Tucson.

Another factor of importance in the Tuomon economic pic
ture is the wage scale. It li often assumed that wage 
scales within the entire state are very low because the per 
capita earnings of Arizonans are below the national average. 
However, average annual earnings of workers covered by She 
Arizona Employment Security Commission have risen from a 
yearly figure of #1,304 in 1904 to $3,049 in 1950. These 
figures show wage payments more clearly, for they are not di
luted by the state's large Indian population and its many
seasonal Industries. These earnings also closely parallel na-

59
tional averages. ■

Wage rates in Tucson vary from $1.16 to $1.62 1/2 for 
common ungraded labor; the rate for skilled mechanics’ is from 
$1.85 to $2.75 per hour; domestic labor is paid from 65^ to 
90^ per hour, while clerical and sales help receives from 
$25.00 to $50.00 per week. - Most construction labor and res
taurant help is unionized. The proper procedure in becoming 
part of the Tucson labor pool is to file an application with 
the Arizona State Employment Service at 112 South Sixth Ave
nue, Tucson. In the past, the city has not been able to ab
sorb all available workers into its economy; but with in
creased industrial and other activity, many workers are now

58. Interview with Mr. F.N. Guthsan, Assistant Cashier, 
Valley National Bank, Tucson, June 12, 1951.

59. Arizona Progress. August 1951, p. 3.
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coming in from outside communities. The effect of this in
creased employment and better earnings will he enhanced 
residential values in the community. More people with more
money will be seeking homes, and values will rise due to

60
this increased demand. _ »

All of the primary, secondary, and tertiary industries 
found in the Tucson area help to raise the demand for, resi-» 
dential real estate, upon which values are dependent to a 
great degree. A home in the Sahara Desert has little value 
because of the lack of demand for it. Similarly, two homes 
built in adjoining towns will find after a lapse of years ; 
that the home built in the prosperous, still-growing com
munity may be worth several times more than the original
value, while the home built in the static area is often worth

61
much less than the original value. The demand for these 
homes is created by the number of jobs and the type of em
ployment a city has to offer its residents. Tucson can be 
characterized as the prosperous, still-growing community.
Many new jobs and types of employment are being created. This 
added employment, is bringing an increased demand for. homes ip 
the city area and thus is helping to enhance residential 
values.

Another factor affecting residential real estate values

60. Ibid.. July 1951.
61. Ivan A. Thorson. Simplified Appraisal System (Ins 

AngelesIRealty Research Bureau, Inc., 1949), p. 246.
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is diversification of employment. The more different types 
of employment a city offers its residents, the less efiebt 
depression in any one industry #113? Bate up6n its economy. 
Communities built around a single occupation may suffer a 
great deal when that one occupation comes to a standstill.
An example of this which is very close to home is found in 
the abandoned mining towns of the West. Most real estate men 
consider diversification of work a tonio and do all in their 
power to help their own cities attain it. Employment in the 
past in Tucson has been mostly in service and trade indus
tries, but the community is gaining diversification with the 
entry of industry and skilled workers. Wages have been low, 
but they are rising due to increased competition for workers.
Employment has increased sharply from 36.OOO a year ago to an

62
all-time high of 46,000 by July 1, 1951. This increased di
versification and employment is bringing a much heavier dimand 
for residential real estate, and as yet the existing supply 
of homes has not been increased to meet this new demand. Un
til it is, values will continue to rise in Tucson*

The community enjoying a widespread group of income fac
tors benefits by a more equitable distribution of income. A 
city can have high living standards only when everyone has 
money to spend (within reasonable limits, of course). The 
community gains little if the mass of wealth is held by a few

62. Arizona Daily Star. August 7, 1951, p. 2.
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individuals. Where factories and mills have been the sole 
economic background, public wealth and facilities for the gen
eral good are usually limited. These cities seldom attain
major importance in our national life because they are unat-

63
tractive to many people. fudson is again fortunate in pos
sessing a wide range of employment and economic factors in its 
background. With the growing importance of the Hughes Company 
to the economy of the city, care will have to be exercised in 
order to avoid concentration on any one industry or service.

The community that is experiencing swift growth should ' » 
more rapidly recover from cyclical unemployment than one which 
is stable or declining. Growth itself will provide jobs for 
the unemployed. Tucson is fortunate in this and many other 
respects. As has been pointed out, business conditions are 
excellent at the present time and premise to be so for s o m e 
time to come. There is practically no field in the Tucson , 
economy which is not expanding. This diversification and ex
pansion of the economy will bring more people with more money 
to Tucson. Homes will naturally be one of the largest out
lets for this money. With demand increasing steadily and 
supply as yet in question, the value of residential reaS . ,
estate in Tucson should rise. - ' - ^ r r-.i ,- .\V' ;h

' ^ . r-- :\y,. /
63. Harry G. Atkinson and L*S. Fralley, Fundamentals of 

Real Estate Practice (New York: Prentice-Hall, inc., 1946j *
P. 24. .
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BISTORT, GROWTH, AND LOCATIONAL FACTORS
OF TUCSON

Relation to Value

The foundations and early history of a city often have 
much influence on its later development and growth. Though a 
community may be centuries old, its early institutions and pat
terns have numerous effects on its later day residents. It 
can be said that every city has a personality. The observer 
may regard it only as a cold and inanimate legal entity, but 
within there are many of the features of a living organism.

Each city has its own atmosphere and its many individual 
characteristics, some of which even the local residents may 
not recognise. Cities may be ancient or modern, conservative 
or speculative, clean or ditty, old or young. The character and 
nature of the residential real estate contribute to these fea
tures, and the value of this same residential real estate, in 
turn, is influenced by the historical background, atmosphere, 
appearance, and characteristics of the community within which 
it is located.

Flat or rugged terrain and warm or cool temperatures defi
nitely affect the thinking and habits of people. In turn there 
is a responsive reaction upon real estate itself— the style of
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architecture, the size of building lots, the v/ay of living. 
Combined with the customs and traditions of the past, these 
factors make a city the living organism that it is today.

Tucson is such a city. The early history and foundations 
of decades ago are apparent on many sides. Although Tucson 
left Spanish control over a hundred years ago and became part 
of the United States 98 years ago, the old Spanish heritage is 
still quite apparent. Names throughout the years have re
turned th the past for their derivations. We have new devel
opment s named "Vista*Hermosa,""El Montivideo," "El Encanto 
Estates," and "Coronado Heights.” We have street names smeh 
as "Calle Mirasol," "Carlllo," "Santa Rosa," and "La Madera 
Drive." The greatest celebration in Tucson each year is "La 
fiesta de Los Vaqueros" or, translated, "The Feast of the 
Cowboys." Some of the city's newest homes and buildings are 
patterned after Spanish architecture. One of these, the new 
office building of the Tucson Title Insurance Company has 
kept pace with this tradition by adding a Spanish narada. 
Indeed, the city itself is as well known locally by its name 
of "The Old Pueblo" as it is by the name of Tucson.

Tucson is influenced, of course, by the many people of 
Spanish and Mexican descent who still live in the city. But 
mostly the people of Tucson are remembering the romantic past 
of the area; they try to keep this color, warmth, and beauty 
alive through place names, architecture, and pageantry.
These past traditions combine to give the community a decided
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nature and flavor of its own, and they are most Influential 
in the minds of newcomers in forming their first conceptions 
of the Old Pueblo.

Tucson also has an important heritage as part of the 
old West. Cattle, mining, and Indian fighting have played a 
great role in the early development of the city. Although the 
days of the Spanish hacienda are long gone, the modern guest 
ranches surrounding Tucson try to remember this past. Again 
this can be seen by names such as "Ranches de los Lomas," 
"Rancho del Rio," "Vista al Norte" and "El Rancho Corona."

The heritage and history of Tucson are favorable factors 
in the eyes of real estate men. To the average resident and 
to the newcomer, these names and architecture add a beauty and 
romance which often are worthwhile when translated into the 
concrete realities of modern day value* This , is important to 
Tucson, for it must be remembered that three-fourths of her 
people have arrived here within the past twenty years.

The History of Tucson

The valley of the Santa Cruz in which Tucson is located 
has been inhabited by man for thousands of years. The first 
white men came to Arizona over four centuries ago, but 
whether they visited the valley of the Santa Cruz is not cer
tain. Probably %he first white man to visit the ancient
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1
Tillage of Styook-zone was Padre Esubio Francisco Kino in
1692. He returned to the great Pirn rancheria of Bac,near
what is now A Mountain, in 1696, 1697 and 1698. In April,
1700 he laid the foundations of the first eeeleslaetieal mis-2
sion in southern Arizona— San Xavier del Bac.

Father Kino was the first great promoter ef the Santa
Cruz Valley. He made the country widely known to Spaniards
and Europeans through his writings. He brought settle, sheep,
goats, horses, and mules to the Fimas. He introduced new
varieties of fruit, vegetables, grain, and sugar cane. He
so encouraged the Pirns that they were able to hold their own
against the raids of their more warlike neighbors, the 

3
Apaches, « ;

Little interest was shown in Arizona by the Spaniards in 
the first half of the eighteenth century. Due to the War of 
the Spanish Succession, the country was left neglected and 1 2 3

1. The name Tucson originates from the Pima Indians. 
What is now A Mountain was known as "Styook" to them. It 
means black and is derived from the weather-stained volcanic 
rook with which the mountain is covered. The word "zone" 
means "at the foot of or base," in this case at the foot of 
a hill. Thus the name of the Indian village located at the 
base of A Mountain simply meant the village at the foot of 
the black hill, or Styook-zone. Through the years this name 
has been changed through corruption to Tucson. M.P. Free 
The City of Tucson. Its.Foundation and Origin of Its Name 
TTucson: n.p., April12, 1914), pp. 1,7.

2. Hubert Howe Bancroft, The History of Arizona and 
New Mexico. (San Francisco: The HistoryCo., I d # ), XVlt,

3. Rufus Kay Wyllys, Arizona. The History of a Frontier 
State (Phoenix: Hobson & Herr, 1950), p. 43.
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the great missions founded by the Jesuits became dilapidated
k

and overrun hy hostile Indiana. The situation was helped
somewhat by the establishment of a Presidio at Tubac in 1752.
With the recall of the Jesuits by King Charles of Spain in- .
1767, the missions fared even-worse, and San Xavier del Bae

5
near Tuesoa was plundered and raided many times. ^ ~ -

In 1776, the Spanish Presidio was moved from Tubac to 
San Cosme der Tuesoa. toils date marks the beginning of the 
first white settlement at Tucson.. This first village was pro
tected by a small,garrison of soldiers and by an adobe wall 
from the marauding Apaches.It is from this early walled

6
adobe village that Tucson now gets its name, The Old Pueblo.
~ * The revolt of the Yuma Indians in 1781 brought almost

complete twilight to the frontier country of Arizona. Arizona
became a lost pocket of territory somewhere between Mew.Mexico
and California. Because the area of the Santa Crum and '
southern Arizona produced the saro; commodities as Mew Mexico
and California, there was little need for its products. As

7
a result, it lay almost forgotten. The only notable event

4. Ibid., p. 45. ' ^
5. Thomas E. Parish, History of Arizona (San Francisco: 

Filmer Bros. Electrotype Co., 1915), I , 65-67.
6. Chamber of Commeroe, Welcome Visitor (Tucson: Cham

ber of Commerce, 1950), p. 3.
7. Wyllys, o^. clt., p. 63.
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of this era was the completion In 1797 of the present San.
Xavier Mission— "La Paloma Blanca del Desierto" or "The White8
Dove of the Desert"— near modern Tucson.

The war of the Spanish Rebellion started in 1810, and in 
1821 Mexico won its independence by the Treaty of Cordoba. 
Tucson became part of the Mexican state of Occidente, and suf 
fered even worse neglect than it had under the Spanish. In 
the period 1821-1835 it has been claimed that 5,000 men were 
killed in southern Arizona alone. The.Apaches gained almost 
complete control, and the infant republic of Mexico could af
ford little protection to its northern outposts. By 1830
Tucson and Tubao were the only white centers left in Arizona,

9
and they retained only a. shadow of.their former size.

The Mexican War came and on December 17, 1846 the Amer
ican flag was raised,over Tucson for the first time. In 
their march from Santa Fe to San Diego, the Mormon Battalion
established Cooke’s wagon road which was to be traveled by

10
many thousands of people later. Except for slight varia
tions, this wagon road also became the route of the Southern
Pacific Railroad in later years. The population at the time

11
of the Mexican War was 760 for Tucson.

8. Parish, op. cit.. p. 71.
9. Wyllys, op. cit.. pp. 66-70.
10. Ibid., p. 99.
11. Bancroft, op. pit., p. 475.
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In 1848 all of Arizona north of the Gila River was given 
to the United States by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. In 
1849 Cooke's wagon road became one of the favorite routes of 
California gold seekers. Due to the inconvenience of tra
veling through foreign territory, there were many petitions 
to have the desert country south of the Gila made part of the 
United States. This was accomplished by the Gadsden Purchase 
of 1853> when the present southern boundary of Arizona was
established by purchase from the government of Mexico for a12
price of #10,000,000.

The purchase of the southern Arizona country was not
without heated debate in the Congress. Senator Thomas Hart
Benton denounced this territory as being so "desolate, desert
and God-forsaken" that as Kit Carson said, "a wolf could not13
make a living upon it." Others criticized the purchase be
cause it did not include an outlet for Arizona on the Gulf
of Southern California. Although Mr. Gadsden tried to obtain

14
this concession, the Mexicans were firmly opposed; Arizona 
might be very different today if an outlet had been gained, 
for most of the great transcontinental railways might have 
had their terminal points on the Gulf of Southern California. 
Considering the fact that the assessed valuation of Pima

12. B i d . , pp. 479*491.
13. Wyllys, op. oit.. p. 110.
14. Ibid., p. 111.
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County alone stands at a figure over $149,000,000 today, the 
price of $10,000 
quite a bargain.

On March 10, 1856 the United States Dragoons took formal 
possession and Tucson became part of Dona Ana County, Terri
tory of New Mexico. Emigrant trains bound for California 
helped to keep the town alive through the early 1850fs and 
in 1857 the first stage line, the San Antonio and San Diego 
Mail, came through Tucson. In 1858 the Butterfield Overland 
Mail started its route from El Paso to Port Yuma. Agricul
tural and mining activities were increasing in the region 
surrounding the town, and cattle ranching was becoming an im
portant factor. Combined, these things brought Tucson to
the front as the first city of Arizona with a population

16
estimated at 800. ,

With the coming of the Civil War, both the Union sol
diers and the Butterfield Line left Tucson. The Apaches 
hit the trail again, and the population of southern 
Arizona was all but wiped out. The Apaches attacked from the 
north and east, the Sonorans plundered and raided from the 
south, and all who could fled to California and Sonora.
Those who stayed in Tucson retreated within the walls which

15. Interview with an employee in the County Assessor's 
Office, Tucson, September 19, 1951.

16. Wyllys, op. cit.. pp. 111-128.

,000 for the land purchased from Mexico seems 
15
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aurarouMed the Old Pueblo.
Tuoaon had always been somewhat Southern in sympathy.

The majority of the population was either Maxlofta or Spanishj 
and the other residents had come mainly from New Mexico and , 
Texas. Ihen the Union army abandoned the city in 1861, sym
pathy swung sharply toward the Confederate cause. The citi
zens elected Granville Oury as a delegate to the Confederate 
Government at Richmond. On February 24, 1862 President Jef
ferson Davis of the Confederacy proclaimed Arizona a territory 
of the Confederate Government. On February 2? Confederate 
soldiers entered Tucson* The westernmost battle of the Civil 
War took place at Fieaebo Pass, northwest of Tucson? and in 
June, 1862 the Tfaion army retook the city. Tucson had flown
four flags in as many decades: the Spanish, the Mexican, the
United States, and the Confederate States.

On February 24, 1863 Arizona was proclaimed a territory
19

of the United States by President Lincoln in Washington. 
Throughout the last years of the Civil Yfar, Tucson enjoyed 
peace except for the Indiana,#, By the end of the war, the pop
ulation of the city had nearly doubled, due to Increased 
trade caused by the needs of the United States troops garrisoned

17. Ibid.. pp. 140-142.
18. Ibid., pp. 143-148.

19. James H. McClintock, Arizona (Chicago: The S.J. 
Clarke Publishing Co., 1916), II, 313.
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. . . . . .  20
nearby. 21

Tucson claimed it had a population of 3,000 by 1871.
It had become a business and distributing center for the sur
rounding region, including the mines at Tombstone and Bisbee. 
Cattle raising and mining both had become important sources 
of income for the city, while agriculture was growing gradu
ally. West of the city was located the Silver Bell Minej and 
through the city came a constant stream of travelers. Tucson 
was on the main route from Sonora to the Gila Valley and on 
the southern line of travel from the East to California^ The 
completion of the Southern Pacific Railroad on March 17,
1880 brought the city its first transcontinental rail conneo-22
tions and marked an important stage of growth. Later Tucson
was linked with Mexico by a railway which was known as the
Bud Pacifico de Mexico. It led south up the Santa Crus Valley

23
and entered Mexico at Nogales.

24
Tucson opened its first public school in 1870. In

1877 the village of Tucson became the city of Tucson by grant
25

of charter from the legislature of the Territory of Arizona.

20. Wyllys, oj>. cit., p. 158.
21. Ibid.. p. 229.

, . 22. MeClintock, op. cit., p. 579. .
23. Wyllys, op. cit.. p. 278.
24. The Tucson Visitor fPueson: Kisro Publications.195.1)i p. r—  *—
25. John B, Whiting, editor, El Pueblo Viejo (Tucson: 

Tucson Title and Insurance Co., 19457, p. 3.
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With the homing of the railroads, the city became more or-y
derly and the hamlet of ’’honky tonks" and gambling houses
gradually faded. Tucson had been the territorial capital for
a brief period from 1867 to 1877; then the capital was moved

26 ' 
back to Prescott and later to Phoenix. In 1885 the State
University was established at Tucson, partly as balm for los
ing the Capital, and partly because land had been donated for 
the project by local citizens. Most Tucsonans reseated the 
loss of the State Insane Asylum and the State Jail; it has 
been said that they thought the University was small compen
sation for the loss of two such important institutions.

At the dawn of the twentieth century, Tucson was the 
largest city in Arizona. Its economic background consisted 
of cattle, mining, agriculture, and a trade and distribution 
center. The day of the tourist industry had not arrived as

28
yet on any scale. The population of the city was then 7,531.
Arizona became the forty-eighth state of the Union on Febru- 

29
ary 14, 1912 and Tucson kept pace by raising its population 

30
to 13,193.

26. Yfyllys, on. cit., p. 174.
27. MeCllatook, pp. 497-498.
28. Chamber of Commence, Facts and Figures (Tucson: 

Chamber of Commerce, 1951)* n. p. nos.
' 29. Wyllys, o&. cit., p. 310.

30. Chamber of Commerce, 0£. cit,, n.p.nos.
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World War I brought a great boom to Arizona and Tuoson. 
Beef, cotton, and copper prices soared. The importance of 
•toe Mexican border, both economically and geographically, be
gan to be recognized. A steady stream of machinery, cars, 
drugs, and textiles flowed south through Nogales to toe west 
coast of Mexico. In return came the ores and vegetables of 
the Mexican west coast. The importance of Tucson as a health 
center also gained recognition in this period, and the perfect 
flying weather was realized. Tmeson is said to. have estab
lished the first municipally-owned airport in the country in 

31
1919.

Having gained the aefnaimtance of the nation through
World War I, Tucson really started expanding. Many who had
visited the city returned to live permanently. The tourist
business was increasing rapidly. By 1920 Tucson had 20,292 

32
people. In 192? the Veterans Hospital was established 
near the city. In close - succession the 11 Conquistador Ho
tel, the Valley National Bank building (then the Consolidated 
National Bank), the Pioneer Hotel, and the United States 
Post Office were built In downtown Tucson. These improve
ments caused a major acreage boom in downtown and surrounding

31. Wyllys, o£. olt., p. 279.
32. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Fourteenth Census of 

the U.S. Number and Distribution of inhabitants(Washington: 
Govt. Printing Office, 1920), I, 180.
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33
areas. . :Another important development of this era was the
Invention of air conditioning. This enabled Tucsonans to be
eomfortable in summer as well as in winter, had^hae been an -
Important element In stabilizing the population of the'city.

t 34
. B y  1930 Tucson had reached a population of 32,506. The 

great prosperity of the 19201s. had subsided, but’even*so'the 
city fared better than many■cities during the deppessiba#/ 
Although the effects of 1 the national, depression" were widely 
felt, the residents of Tucson did not have the fuel or health 
problems that much of the nation experienced... The people" of 
the eity were dependent on"Various economic activities for 
their incomes and thus were not so badly affected as those 
communities which depended solely on manufacturing• The 
growth of the city also helped alleviate the depression, for 
this growth itself created employment in-construction and —

. V *
other lines. In addition, government projects such as road - 
building and construction at the diversity of Arizona helped 
bring the city through the depression. -Yet the people con
tinued to come and the population of the'city again rose- dur
ing the 1939,s to 36,780 in 1940 or an estimated metropolitan

~ ""

33. Interview with Ben.H* Sdlbt, President, Tucson > 
Heal Estate Board. June 15, 1951. :

34. U.S. Bureau ofthe,Genius, fifteenth Census of the 
U.S. Population (Washington: Govt. Printing Office,1930),Y/""92e'% : . : Lr,  ̂ vJ.: . •:
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popiMtion of 60,000.
Tueson*s greatest growth came with World War II. By 

then it had become part of one of the nation’s three most dis
tinctive winter playgrounds and resorts. The perfect flying 
weather of the area was recognized by the establishment of 
Bavis-Monthan, Marana, and Ryan air fields. Consolidated- 
Vultee Aircraft Company established a plant at the Municipal 
Airport. The cattle, mining, and agricultural industries 
were stepped up to keep pace with the national war effort. 
These various factors brought thousands of soldiers and civ
ilians to Tucson, many of whom remained or returned after.the

36
war to establish permanent homes.

Although the end of the war brought a temporary halt to
this expansion, it did not take long for Tucson to get under
way again. By 1950 the community had again doubled its popu-

37
lation with the city figure of 45.454 and an urban popula-

38
tion of 120,311. Davis-Monthan is again expanding, and
Marana Air Force Base is being reactivated. Grand Central, 
Hughes, Infileo, and other industries have been established.

35* Chamber of Commerce, op. pit., . • • -
36# Interview with J.B. Tuthill, Publicity Director, 

Tucson Chamber of Commerce, June 23, 1951.
. ' ' . ' L ' .

37. Arizona Daily Star. July 17. 1951.
38. Interview with Dr. h.V/. Casadgy Head, Special 

Population Committee, Tucson, September 19, 1951.
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These new activities bring diversity and balance to the 
basic tourist-mining-cattle-distribution economy of:the com
munity. % ' ■ : o ^

It is obvious that history has played an important•role- 
in the development of residential values in Tucsoni The land 
surrounding the community once was considered so elrthiiss * 
that many people did not cs^e to hciept it even hs a gift.
It was thought by most that' this desert land would be forever 
barren and that it would be of little use to the nation be- 
cause of its seemingly unproductive character. But time has 
changed these*ideas. It brought, the arid Southwest into na
tional focus when it was discovered that this area afforded 
the only year-round-' warm -weather~route to the newly-acquired 
areas lying on the' western coast of the nation* ^

History has shown the value of the desert country in 
other ways. With proper irrigation, the fertility of the land 
has been proved* Great mineral deposits lying beneath the - 
rugged terrain have helped increase land values. As time has %
passed, the beauty and grandeur of the mountain country sur
rounding Tucson have become widely recognized. The area has 
become famous for its almost perfect climatic conditions/
Many have taken advantage of this climate for health purposes, 
for tourist enjoyment, or for military training. As a re
sult, the once worthless M n d  In the valley arouM Tucson 
has pyramided in value. ’History‘has brought people and has 
developed this land from a barren waste to the shining
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eoamumity that is Tucson today.
Looking into the future, the golden era f #  Tmeon seems 

to be here at last. The real estate of the community has . 
grown in value through the years. Now that the full potenti
alities of the Tucson country have been recognized, the future 
should bring even greater progress which in turn will aid de
velopment of the valley of the Santa Cruz and enhance resi
dential values throughout this area in general.

Location and Growth Factors of Cities

There are many different types of cities which may be 
classified according to economic considerations and major 
characteristics. There are steel, automobile, flour, recre
ation, political, rubber, commercial, and industrial cities. 
Other types Include mining, fishing, lumber, farming, war, 
and educational cities. Most have more than one main charac
teristic and several types of industry in their economic back
ground. These characteristics are important, and the, domi
nant ones often can be used in predicting future growth and 
prosperity.

Economic considerations usually account for the origin 
and growth of cities. Political factors help by organizing 
the people to live together as groups. Technical factors 
make life in cities more bearable and possible through trans
portation, air conditioning, health programs, and countless 
other ways. These various factors often combine in
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determining the location and growth of a community. Many 
towns are started through accident or without design; others, 
because of a healthy climate, nearness to the sea, good har
bors, breaks or crossings at transportation points, and 
nearness to valuable raw materials. Nature plays an impor
tant part, as do the work and faith of outstanding men who

39
devote their time and interest to furthering their cities.

These beginnings often are very important to a city later. 
On the other hand, a community may make little progress for 
many years, and then some new factor is introduced which makes 
it mushroom overnight. This is true of Detroit, which became 
one of the nation*s greatest cities because the developers and 
early builders of the automobile came from that section and 
chose to build their factories there. Other cities may grow 
and then decline because the source upon which they were 
founded has been exhausted and no new factors of income have 
been found for replacement. This is true of some mining towns 
of the West. It is true on a larger scale of the anthracite 
coal cities of northeastern Pennsylvania today how that most 
of the hard coal has been removed.

Throughout the years of its existence, Tucson can be 
classified in various ways. Modern Tucson began life as a 
military post for Spanish soldiers. It became successively 
a frontier town, a mining and cattle town, a health resort.

* 39. Henry E. Hoagland, Real Estate Principles (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1949), p. id.
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and a tourist city. In World Viar II it could have been . 
called a war town, and it eight be described as an educational 
city due to the influence1 of the University of Arizona.' With 
industry now entering, it is taking on many aspects of xan in
dustrial city. Throughout^all these changes, it could be 
thought of as a commercial city due to its importance as a 
marketing and distribution center for the surrounding areas.

All these things— original location; nature; eeonaai®, 
political, and technical considerations; and the work of out
standing men— are important in determining the complexion of 
the modern city. By reviewing the past, the development and 
growth of a city can be comprehended; by looking at the pres
ent, the future can be estimated. Thus the relation of growth 
and location to residential real estate values can be seen.
Few home owners buy without first considering the economic 
background of a city. If a city has great potentialities, 
values will rise. A concrete and local illustration of this 
is the increase in land values in the area south and east of 
the city since the Hughes Aircraft Company announced its in
tention to build in that area. •

The location of Tucson

Tucson is located geographically in the valley of the 
Santa Cruz In southern Arizona. Almost completely surrounded 
by mountains, the city is situated on a wide valley plateau at 
an elevation of 2,400 feet. It is 67 miles from the Mexican



border; 120 miles from Phoenix, the capital; 520 miles from
Los Angeles; 1,805 miles from Minneapolis; 2,459 miles from
New York City; 2,360 miles from Miami, Florida; and 957 miles
from Dallas. It can be seen at a glano® that Tanson is quite
some distance from almost every place in the United States

40
except the Mexican border.

There have been traces of villages on or near the pres
ent site of .Tucson which indicate that the area has been set- 
tied for hundreds of years. When the white men first came to 
America, there was an Indian village named Bac located to the 
west of what is now Tucson. The initial location of any type 
of settlement near Tucson seems to have been prompted by the
nearness of the Santa Ortiz River and by the chance to use its

41
water for living and farming purposes. ,

The early growth and continuation of life for Tucson seem 
to have depended upon trade and transportation. The city was 
located on the low, warm, transcontinental route to California 
known as Cooke's wagon road, and on the line of travel from 
Sonora to the Gila Talley. Because it was one of the focal 
points for cross-country travel, its history is mingled with, 
that of the military, which also helped Tucson to grow through 
spending and trading in the town.

7?

40. Sunshine Climate Club, Enjoy Tucson (Tucson; 
Sunshine Climate Club, 1951).

41. Y/yllys, 0£. cit.. t>. 41.
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With the discovery of silver, copper, and other ores in 
the local region, the element of mining was added to the econ
omy. Both cattle and sheep ranching were well under way be
fore the beginning of the Civil War. The demand for beef in 
the California gold camps brought much money into Tucson and 
provided another stimulant for growth.

In the early twentieth century the healthy climate of 
the Tucson area began to be recognized over the nation. The 
mild, dry weather attracted many who were weary of the smog 
and rain of eastern cities. Agriculture through irrigation, 
especially for cotton and citrus fruits, was another factor 
as were the educational facilities ef the University of Ari
zona which brought many new students to the city each year. 
Thus we have the six basic elements that account for the loca
tion and growth of Tucson in its earlier years: location at
intersection of transportation routes, mining, ranching, cli
mate, agriculture, and education.

> v All these elements have become more important with the 
passage of time, and two new major elements have been added. 
The first is industry, which helps balance the economy of the 
community. The second is the military, which has become im
portant because of its various installations in the local re
gion # . : \ * . '' *, -

Taking these eight elements individually, the reasons for 
the size of Tucson today earn be explained. It would have been 
most difficult to predict the changes that the community has



undergone in the past century. It had little to recommend it 
in the way of industry, recreation, or education when viewed 
from the mud box angle that was Tucson a hundred years ago..
That it has achieved its present status is a tribute to the 
youth and vigor of the West, and to those men who had the 
courage to believe in the future of the city. * * -

Today Tucson’s location on the route of the Southern Pa
cific Railroad and at the head of the valley which is termed 
by many the "Gateway to Mexico” is most -important.. The wes
tern coastal region of Mexico is developing very rapidly•
Tucson is connected by rail with Mexico City and soon will be 
linked with southern Mexico by a modern highway. It is an 
important distribution point for all products entering and 
leaving western Mexico. Products from the West and the East 
come into Tucson by way of the Southern Pacific .Railroad and 
are taken into Mexico by the Southern Pacific of Mexico.

Western Mexico also is important from the tourist stand
point. Recreational areas are increasing, and plans are be
ing made to bring many more American tourists into the area. 
Once again, Tucson stands at the gateway and will derive much 
benefit from travelers going through on their way to Mexico. 
Many residents believe this holds the greatest single potential 
for future Tucson expansion as a distribution, transfer, and 
wholesale center for the communities of western Mexico. The 
emphasis being placed on this phase can be Illustrated by the 
new, controlled access highway which is being built through

79



the city and by the widening and straightening of the Tucson- 
Nogales highway.

Tucson is also important as a distribution and trade ©ea
ter for southern Arizona. Surrounding towns such as Benson, 
Mgrana, Willeox, Oracle, Tombstone, and Ajo do part of their 
trading in Tucson and look to the city for wholeeMLimg^ pap- 
poses. Tucson is well served by transportation and is a "baby 
crossroads of the Southwest" in this respect. The Southern 
Pacific, the Sud Pabifico de Mexico, and several trunk lines 
serve to connect the city with all parts of the state as well 
as with other cities throughout the United States and Mexico.
At the Tucson Municipal Airport, American and Frontier air
lines offer transcontinental service. The American and the 
Greyhound Bus lines both operate terminals in the city. High
ways 80 and 89 offer facilities for traveling east, west, 
north, or south. All these transportation means combine to
give the community excellent connections with all parts of the 

42
nation. ^

The climate zone in which Tucson is located has been im
portant from the standpoint of growth. This factor has brought 
about one of its greatest boons, that of tourist trade, a 
health resort, and a military center. Combined, the military 
and tourist business are important to residential'wines In 
Tucson. They aid in increasing population, thas raising 
demand for property and enhancing values.

80

42. Chamber of Commerce, op. cit.
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Tuoson is Itteatea in a mining region, especially for cop
per. The copper country located in a 300-mile wide circle in 
the south-central part of Arizona turns out half of the na
tion’s production of this metal. With copper prices at 24! 
cents per pound, the metal’s worth is at the highest level 
since World War I. Such a return calls for marginal opera
tion and increased production. As a result, Magma Copper 
Company will develop a new mine at Tiger, 45 miles northeast 
of Tucson. Before this mine even starts shipping, a minimum 
of 46 million dollars will have to be put into the project.
The outlay may reach 100 million by the time the mine is run-

43
ning at full speed. >

To get the ore out, the company will have to build a rail
road spur to Tucson or to Winkelman. Existing auto roads will 
have to be improved and extended. To house the hundreds of 
employees and their families, the developers must put In a~
complete new town. Much of the buying will be done in Tucson,

44
the nearest large city. Far less publicized but possibly 
more Important are the present explorations and research tak
ing place at the Silver Bell Mine located on Silver Bell 
Road near Tuoson. A large amount of low-grade copper ore 
exists at this location. If copper prices rise enough to 
justify operations at Silver Bell, this project may be on a*

43. The Wall Street Journal. March 12, 1951, p. 1.
44. Ibid;



larger scale than the development at Tiger.% It would ce^- . 
tainly mean more to Tucson in the way of in@zea#ed homes and 
residents. If fully developed, both these mines will stimu
late the community's economy®an4 help to raise fesideatial 
values. • . ... : . ■ . " . - ' ;c-

: Agriculture and cattle also comprise elements of laeome 
for Tucson. However, neither is connected with the location 
of ::the . city, very closely, and . any other city of the West , 
might have these same factors. . - c,. • - : :
.■ The last factor, and the one influencing the original 

location and growth of Tucson least , is industry# On .the 
other hand, the location of the city is a very great factor 
in attracting industry# In these days of atom' and hydrogen 
bombs, there is no single place that is perfectly safe.
Tucson, however, comes as close to this illusory safety as any 
place in the nation. It is comparatively isolated, being 120 
miles from any other large city, and is over 500 miles from 
any of the nation’s major cities. It is not near the main 
industrial or transportation hub of the nation. In an era in 
which decentralization of industry is receiving increasing 
emphasis, Tucson ranks high on the list as a new and out-of- 
the-way area. With the coming of two major plants to Tucson 
in the past year, this factor of isolation is beginning to be 
recognized as one of importance.

The bearing of the above eight elements on the prosperity 
of Tucson has been pointed out. In large part, these
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elements serve to make the community what it is today. In the 
same manner, they determine the value of residential real 
estate within the community. If there were no tourists*'in
dustry, transportation, trade, and mining, the real estate 
of the city would he worth much less. Tucson's location 
is responsible to a large degree for the presence of many of 
these factors in her economy. The relationship between loca
tion and residential real estate values thus becomes obvious. 
Locational factors have a very real bearing on the residen
tial real estate values of the city by influencing the economy 
of the city and hence the entire scheme of values. The loca
tion of Tucson is beginning to pay higher dividends each day. 
In the future, the prospects for even higher dividends are 
very bright. u .



■ ■ ;  ............... ■ ^  ■ v " - ; , ■ ■■ ' , ;  .

POPUIATION CHAHAGTERISTICS AND TRENDS „
OF TUCSON

Impogtanoe of Population to Real Estate Valttoa

People oame to cities originally to satisfy their W#l@  ̂ 
human desires for safety and for ©ompanionship. At present, 
gains in city population are due to such added reasons as em
ployment opportunities offered, the convenience %f trade* 
better transportation, communication, and recreational facil
ities. It is the changing characteristics and quantities of 
people who compose cities which make changes in values.

In the early nineteenth century the population of the 
United States was predominantly rural. The trend during this 
century was rapidly upward. Unrestricted immigration brought 
millions of foreign people to our shores. They settled on 
farms, in industrial cities, and in small towns. Land, under 
the Homestead Act, was to be had at little or no cost and 
American industry was hungry for cheap labor, which the immi
grants were willing to provide. Birth rates were high among 
rural and immigrant groups, where large families were consid
ered an asset; urban birth rates were eonslderiBly/above ./V
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1
those of the present a&y* „

Early in the twentieth ©entwy, the trend started chang
ing. The Quota Acts were passed restricting immigration; 
most of the publi® lands were occupied; the birth rate der 
dined and the size of families became smaller. The main 
reason for the decline in birth rates was the movement from 
the farms to the cities. Attracted by the industrial and cul
tural activities of the cities and pressed by the many labor- 
saving devices and scientific methods being introduced on the 
farms, many people chose to migrate to urban centers..; Conges
tion and lack of living space in the cities, plus heavier eoo- 
nomlc pressure, brought about smaller families. The seven-
or eight-room dwellings of the nineteenth century gave way to

' . ■ ‘ 2 
the bungalows and kitchenette apartments of the twentieth.

The rate of .population increase at the dawn of the twen
tieth century was about 20 per cent each decade. - By 1930 the 
rate had fallen to 15 per cent and by 1940 to less than 8 per 
cent. Part of this decrease was due to immigration restric
tions, but another factor was the decline in birth rates. la 
1875 the birth rate per 1,000 people had been 37; by 1920 it 
had fallen to 24, and by 1935 to 1? per 1,000. By 1940 it had 
increased to 18 and by;1946 it was up to 23 per 1,000. 1 2

1. Harry G. Atkinson and L.E. Frailey, Fundamentals of 
Real Estate Practice (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946)~p. 8.

2. Ibid.. pp. 8^9.
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Depression conditions resulted in a greater decline of birth
rates during the 1930*8, while prosperity and a large number
of marriages substantially increased the rate during the
decade of the 1940*3. This great increase was thought to be
Only temporary, but at present the trend toward a declining
birth rate seems to be definitely reversed.

In the years from 1940 to 1950 there were 32,000,000
babies born in the United States. It was thought that the
1947 birth rate of 3,900,000 babies might stand as an all-
time high in this country; but in the first five months of
1951 there were 1,508,000 births registered. The rate is
increasing so rapidly at present that authorities think

4
another new record may be set for 1951• Pima County has been
representative of this national trend toward more births. In
the first eight months of 1951 there were 2,453 babies born
in the county, a figure which surpassed any yearly total

5
previous to 1946. If present high prosperity conditions 
continue, the rate will remain high and a population of ap
proximately 180,000,000 for the United States can.be expected 
in I960 on the basis of present birth trends. 3 4 5

3. Henry E. Hoagland, Real Estate Principles (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1949),”p7~23(n

4. Arizona Daily Star. August 27, 1951, p. 17A.
5. County record of births in Office of County Health 

Department, Pima County, September 12, 1951. ,
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Another population trend quite evident in the United 
States is that of internal migration. The westward movement 
started soon after the limited States was first settled and is 
still continuing* The eaatei? of population has moved steadily 
westward, and this paoe was accelerated by World Yfar II. The 
western states of California, Washington, Oregon, and Arizona 
experienced:large percentage population gains during the dec
ade of the 1 % 0 ’s. In any analysis of population, this dis
tribution must, be considered as well as total growth through
out the nation. • : v..
; In appraising the influence ©f population growth and 
shifts on land use patterns and values, it is frequently fam
ilies rather than,the total number of people that count. It 
is the size of the family, and to some extent: the amount of 
rent they Can afford, which usually determines the size of 
the houses they will occupy* When an idea is gained of the 
average size of a family in a neighborhood, conclusions can be 
drawi as to5 the size of houses there. Families, of more than 
four people usually.require a three-bedroom house, while fam
ilies of four or less can be housed in a two-bedroom unit. 
Smaller houses usually are occupied by newly-married couples;
as the family grows, larger quarters are sought or additions6
are made to existing structures*

6. Arthur A. May, "Appraising the Home: II," The 
Appraisal Journal. XIX (April. 1951), 226.
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• - . The average size of .families, in the Uhitedr Stater-In
1899 v/as 4-99 persons; Vby.1%0 *it had decreased to 3.57. <
These figures show an;increase in the number of;families from

7
20,040 per 100,000 population. in l890 to 28,011 in:-1940., 
Therefore, even though,the birth rate has declined, there is 
an increased need for housing units due to a rise in thermua- 
her of families in .the:total population.

All of-these factors— declining immigration, changes:in 
birth rates, inward; migration, and decrease in size of fami
lies— compose .what;are knovm as population trends. By analy
zing these .trends, the needs'of the future can be ascertained 
foruthey largely determine1# e  demand f ^  residential real 
estate;- Real estate men are especially interested, for they 
can furnish the necessary supply to meet demand once they 
know what this demand will be. It is not houses 'which create 
values, lather, it is the i people v/ho live, ini these houses • 
who are the creators of value. Without people, there would 
be no demand whatsoever, for residential real estate. Popula
tion, then, is a basic factor in the analysis of residential 
real-estate valnear V L, f: v,? v ; -.1- ; ^

.... ... ... The Population of Tucson
■, ; \ : A r - L r : ; : -  - v ; ; v , :  '
There are various ways of arriving at population esti- 

mates for'cities. The Tucson Gas, Electric Light and Power

7. Hoagland, og. oit.. p. 11.
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Company estimated the metropolitan populati#m,im,4950 ##
128,000 basing these figures, on'a projection; of an average

6
curve trend of utilitie»^u*fre over the past decade* -The
Post Office calculated the population at 127,792 in 1950, -

9
basing their figures on letter deliveries and homes served.
The Tucson- Chamber of Commerce estimated the population of

10
the community as 129,305 in-; 1950*. ; . • ; v .

A: Special Population Committee headed by Dr. L.W. Cas- 
aday of the University of Arizona examined the■official-pre
liminary returns of theUnltedvStates census and,arrived at a 
figure of 120,311 for urban fucson* It is apparent that the 
population estimates mads hy fther ; Tucson groups were larger 
than the semi-official figure of th|s Special: OoMalttes* The 
reasons for these overages ? were that these - gfemps,.. included - 
larger areas than did the Committee;- these agencies also^-y.-x 
counted many people who, though residing in the community for

’ Ac
many months of the year, do not classify Tucson as their-per
manent place of residence. - c--:. : -ryv- r.rcVi:: :b:-
, - -The estimated.population for metropolitan Tucson in 1940 

was 60,000•, Coaparlag: this figure with the 1950 metropolitan

..A ' ........  ̂ y- :: r-y -A;, r-;-^ ,1 -

8. Interview with A.R;.Seaman, Commercial Manager, 
Tucson Gas, Bleotrio Light and Power Co., June 14, 1951.

■' •: : , ■ ' ’ lA v.; f  I  : :  :  . : ;  f  i.

9. Labor Market Trends (Tucson: Arizona State Employ
ment Service, %iy ).

10. Chamber of Commerce, Pacts and Figures (Tucson: 
Chamber of Commerce, 1951).

: ' - .. - A ;  c -  l - A  T V : . ' '  .
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f igure, it lean tie seen that.Tucson doubled ,its metropolitan11
population in the -past;decade.• , It shows the great prog
ress and growth which the city has undergone, and.is of . 
©special importance to real,estate men since residential.real 
estate values usually increase in those communities:which are 
experiencing rapid growth* . ; . > t- :

The future of Tucson from the population tviewpoint is 
very bright. In 1949 the City Planning Commission of Tucson 
brought,in Mr* Joseph Mellon, a planning consultant from Glen
dale, California, to make a study.of population trends and 
traffic problems within the community. He predicted a mini
mum metropolitan area population ©f 320,000 by 1970* He set 
the maximum to be attained by Tucson at 800,000. Judging from 
past experience, Mr. Mellon states that population forecasts 
usually have been too low in the West. He believes the 320,000
figure should be exceeded by 1970, unless there is a. serious12
water shortage in this area. : Many local;real estate men 
agree with him and feel the community can easily treble, its 

population by 1970* : ; ^ ^  l
Mr. Arthur Mann,manager of the Chamber of Commerce In-; 

dustrial Department, expects that the population of metropol
itan -Tucson may be doubled within the next four years, ;Her 
bases his estimate on the fact that 5,000 new job

11. Ibid.
> ■■ .i '* ■ / , :  l- . : j.:.: - "

12. Realty Digest.-II (February. 1950).
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opportunities will be created in Tucson within the next two 
years by Hughes and other industries. For each£f|©®i Indus® 
trial workers 8,000 additional workers are employed to fur
nish the necessary goods and services, according to national 
statistics. Thus 5,000 new industrial jobs will bring an 
estimated 45,000 workers to the community. Since the average 
worker*s family' consists of 2,5 persons, the total would 
reach 112,500 new people•

Mr. Gayle Smith of the Mountain States Telephone and 
Telegraph Company estimates the 1955 population of the Tucson 
community at 210,000. On the basis of engineering studies 
made by the Company, the present 42,000 phones is expected to 
increase to 70,000 by 1955. Since there are three persons 
to a telephone, according to statistics, this will mean a 
population of 210,000 by 1955.
' Mr. C.E. Hookings of the Tucson Gas, Electric Light and 
Power Company expects a population of 225,361 by 1955. He 
bases his prediction on the fact that there are 3.91 persons 
per registered utility user in the community; multiplying this 
by the expected 56,637 consumers in 1955, a figure of 225,361 
persons for urban Tucson is gained. The estimated number of 
users in 1955 was found by curve projections of past growth

13. Interview with Arthur Mann, Manager, Industrial De
partment, Tucson Chamber of Commerce, September 21, 1951.

14. Interview with Gayle Smith, District Manager, Moun
tain States Telephone and Telegraph Company, Tucson, Septem
ber 20, 1951.
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In utility users In the city area. '
Mr. August Vle&en, I&nager ©f the Arizona Employment Ser

vice, believes the community will have 160,000 people within 
the next eighteen months. This figure is based on the pres
ent stimulus being afforded by industrial growth a M  the addi
tional need for labor. Since defense spending is committed 
for the next year and a half, Mr. Vfieden thinks eorreht de--- 
velopment is assured. He believes that a critical defense area 
designation may hamper the growth of the community beyond

; v
1953, since growth is contingent upon extension of present or

16
new manufacturing enterprises.

Mr. Harold Collins, Postmaster of Tucson, believes the
population will be in excess of 210,000 by 1955 and that it
may possibly go as high as 250,000 by that time. ' He feels
that the sunshine and pleasant living conditions will continue
to bring people to the community, and that industrial growth
will be a natural result in order that these new people may

17
make a living in the city. -

Another prediction of future population using projected

15

15. Telephone interview with C.E. Hookings of the 
Tucson Gas, Electric Light and Power Company, September 20, 
1951.

16. Telephone interview with August Wieden, Manager of 
the Arizona Employment Service, Tucson, September 20, 1951.

17. Telephone interview with Harold Collins, Postmas
ter, Tucson, September 20, 1951.
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trend curves based on growth during the past two decades M s
been made by the Bureaw of Business Researdh at t M  Univer- 
sity of Arizona in eoHaboratloa with the City-fiounty Plan
ning Commission. Based on a 1930-1940 growth curve projection, 
the population of urban Tucson will be 170,000 by I960 and
230,000 by 1970. Projecting a curve on the basis of growth

}' ■■■■ - ■ '
during the past ten years, the population will reach 260,000 
by I960 and 550,000 by 1970. Taking a median of growth for
these two periods, a figure of 210,000 for the urban coa-

' -IB:. •' ■ ' ■
munity in I960 and 360,000 for 1970 is obtained,

The figures of these various men and agencies are here 
brought together for comparison:
1951 estimates

•Mr. karold Collins 
Mr. C.E. Hocking#

132,21?
131,000

1953 estimates
Mr . August Wieden 160,00©

1955 estimates ^
Mr. 6ayle Smith 210,000
Mr. C.E. Hookings •-225,361
Mr. Arthur Mann 225,000
Mr. Harold Collins, in exeesa of 2l©,000

and possibly 250,000
Joint study. Bureau of Business Re* :

search and City-County Planning 
* : Commission; based on ■ -

1930-1940 growth projection trend 140,000 
1940-1950 " " 175,000
Median of these two trends 157,500

18. Bureau of Business Research and City-County Plan
ning Commission. Population Study. Relative Rate of Growth 
(Tucson:University of Arizona, September 4, 1951).
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I960 estimates
Joint study; based on

1930-40 growth projection trend 170,000
1940-1950 ” « 260,000 
Median of these two trends 210,000

1970 estimates 
J.b. Mellon 
Joint study; based on

1930-1940 growth projection trend 
1940-1950 « »
Median of these two trends

320,000
230,000
550,000^
360,000

Maximum the Tucson community can attain 
J.R. Mellon 800,000

T/fhen all these various predictions of Tucson growth 'are!
considered, it is apparent that the community will undergo ex-

!tensive changes in the next decade. Many of these estimates 
are conservative. Such agencies as the Tucson Gas, Electric 
Light and Power Company, and the Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company must use sound financial judgment in predict-;

i

ing future population, for millions of dollars are involved in 
equipment and buildings based on these estimates. Predictions 
which are too high may prove to be most costly.

The writer has talked to and interviewed Tucsonans from 
almost every walk of life. It is his belief that most resi
dents of the community do not fully realize the meaning of the 
tremendous expansion which is now under way and which will 
continue for some time to come. This expansion will affect 
every phase of living in Tucson. It promises to transform the 
city from a quiet western town into a metropolis of consider
able size and importance.
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P i m  County has experienced a population gain of 93.9 
per contain the past decade, the highest for any county in 
Arizona. The rate of growth of the state was the, second 
highest in the nation during this same decade. • :,aen|idering 
these two facts, it can be seen that metropolitan,.Tucson, 
in which the majority of the people of Pima,County.live, is. , 
close to the top in rate of growth for all communities through-
out the natione' ■ ; ;

The effect of this grovrbh is important to real.estate
values in this area. The expected increase in population will 
increase sharply the dem#md for homes. Since local financiers 
are wary of investing their funds in the development of new, . 
homes, it appears the supply will not be able to keep pace 
with demand. Credit curbs and allocations also may hamper the 
construction of new hoofing.'for the expected influx of people.
If Tucson is declared a critical defense area, this will 
change the situation somewhat. With federal credit and 90 
per cent guarantees of cost which the Federal Housing Author
ity gives, home builders will no doubt scramble to provide an21 ...
increased supply of horns*

At present there is an adequate supply of residential 
real estate for the people of Tucson, but with the expected

19. Arizona Progress (July, 1951).
20. Arizona Daily Star. July 17, 1951, P. 13.
21. Of. pp. 238-24.0, post.



increase in population this supply will soon be exhausted. 
It appears that demand will outstrip supply and that prices
will rise due to increased bidding for homes and rentals. . It 
is doubtful that many of the new industrial wor&er# will/be
able to afford these prices, but the fact remains that they 
must have a place to live and so will attempt to pay more than 
they can afford. The effect of population in Tuopbp, then,, - "f-:
is to aid substantially-the values of residential real estate. 

The birth rate in Tucson also has increased rapidly dur-
ing the past decade. In 1940 this rate was only slightly 
larger than the death rate in Pima County; by 1950 there was 
a substantial difference. Births had more than doubled while 
deaths showed only a small increase (see Table I)»

Urban Tucson with a population of 120,311 composes 85.222
per cent of Pima County with a population,of 141,216, The 
birth rates of the two sections are approximately equal, the 
higher rate among the rural people in Pima County being bal
anced by the high rate among the Mexican-American sector of 
the Tucson population. Thus the net gain through births 
over deaths in the decade of the 1940’s in urban Tucson was 
approximately 85.2 per cent of the county figure ©* 11,499.

The remainder of the metropolitan population was ob
tained through inward migration. Therefore, of the

22. Arizona Dally Star. July 17, 1951, p. 13.
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BIRTH AH) DEATH RATES OF PIMA COUNTY23
TABLE I

Year Births Deaths Difference

1940 1,419 907 -..5.1,2
1941 1,521 1,003 ■ - ■
1942 1,854 1,045 #09
1943 2,258 1,191 1,067
1944 1,197 1,161

1945 1,218 1,093
1946 1,183 1,608
1947 3,*93 1,234 -1,969
1948 3,634 1,320 2,314
1949 .3,60.4 1.217 2.387
Total 24,953 11,515 13,438

■ ... - ■ .. 1 A - i V ■ ■■ , ■ • " - :
approximately 60,000 increase In population from 1940 to 1950 
in urban Tucson, the net increase of births over deaths ac
counted for approximately 11,449 people while the remaining
48,551 were gained through internal migration.; ■ . ‘ . . .  - ' : -■ ‘ -

The fact that Tucson has experienced a substantial in- 
crease in births ties in with the average age of the popula
tion of the area. A young population is important to the 
progress and growth of a city. Additional schools, recrea
tional facilities, retail outlets, and other means of caring 
for a young population must be met. In 1950, 32.9 per cent 
of the population of Pima County was under 20 years of age.

23. Record of births and deaths for 1^40-1950 in Office 
of County Health Department, Pima County.



according to a survey made by the Tucson Council of Social 
Agencies. ‘

TABLE ■ *•
POPULATION OF PIMA COUNTY UNDER 

20 YEARS OF AGE, lf$0

- Age 
group Number Per

Under 5 14,850 9.2
5 to 9 12,670 9.1
10 to 14 10,500 7.5
14 to 19 9,980 7.1 ■ ,

Tucson is representative of the nation in the aspect of
an increasing younger population. During the decade of the
1940’s children under five years of age in the United States
increased 54.9 per cent, while the increase in the five to
nine year age group was 23*9 per cent, On the other hand,
the number of young people in the 10 to 24 year age group de-

25
dined about 6 per cent due to low depression birth rates.

Additional homes also are needed to care for a younger 
population. Not only more homes, but larger ones are re
quired in the light of higher birth rates. In the future, as 
the present large number of children grow up and marry, the

24. Interview with Ward Stalnaker, Executive Secretary, 
Council of social Agencies, Tucson, June 20, 1951.

25. Arizona Daily Star. August 2?, 1951, p. 1?A.
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demand for residential real estate will be still greater.
Tucson residences are gaining and will continue to gain in 
value as long as the present high birth rate is maintained.

Homogeneity of Tucson's Population
' ■ : ' ■ ’ ' ■ ■ .

Homogeneity of population is important in bringing sta
bility to neighborhoods and to cities. People with similar 
backgrounds, of similar racial characteristics, and with sim
ilar incomes stay in the same neighborhoods and in the same 
cities longer. Cities can be characterized by the people who 
live in them; for example, New York is known as a cold and 
arrogant city, probably due to the multiplicity of backgrounds, 
nationalities, and creeds which compose it. New Orleans is 
noted for its laughter and charm, due to its French back
ground and love of enjoyment. Milwaukee is famous for its 
beer and the industry of its people, due to the great number 
of Germans who are found in its population.

In this sense the city of Tucson has a heterogeneous 
population. The inhabitants come from every state and from 
many foreign countries. Not only is there wide variation in 
the background and origin of the population, but there is a 
great variety of races, nationalities, and religious creeds 
assembled within the city. This aggregation has an important 
bearing on the social organizations, ideals, and standards 
of the city. Although civic and economic considerations are 
also important, these social forces are influential in
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determining the size of lots, the width of streets, the number 
of parks and the amount of recreation available, the style of 
architecture, the amount of slum area, the type of home lay
out, the number of churches, and the character of the resi
dential areas. The convenience, comfort, and safety which 
characterize a community are all determined by the composition 
of the population which makes up these social forces.

Conversely, while social forces have a vital bearing on
the use of real estate, it is now believed that real estate
also has an influence over people. The kind of homes in
which people live and the surroundings of their cities have a
definite influence upon their personal habits, ambitions,
morals, religion, health, and general character. "Thu# the
social pattern and the character of residential real estate

27
interact upon each other in forming values.

The city of Tucson has a large Mexican-Amerioan popula
tion. The heterogeneity of this population has led to many 
problems within the city. Approximate figures for Tucson 
include 70 per cent Anglo-American, 25 per cent Mexican-
Amerioan, and 5 per cent Negro, Indian, Chinese, and other 

28 . 
nationalities. Although Tucson is a southern city both

26. Atkinson and Frailey, ou. oit.. p. 4.
27. Ibid.
28. Chamber of Commerce, Tucson Report (Tucson: Cham

ber of Commerce, 1951).



by ollm&te ant characteristics, segregation of the races is
not noticeable throii^ont M m  ©ity to a very large degree.
There is no separation of colored and white children in the 

29
schools. There is little segregation in the theaters,
bars, and other public places such as is practised in the 
original South. :-

However, some segregation does exist. Although it may 
not be noticeable at first, the Mexiean-Amerleans, the Ne
groes, and the Chinese occupy places of their own within the 
community. While the Mexioan-Amerlean population lives in 
widely scattered sections, most of them tend to concentrate 
in living areas of their own. The same is true of Negroes, 
who live intermingled with the Mexlcan-Americans and other 
nationalities but seldom with the white group. The Mexioan- 
Amer leans and Negroes tend to live and move in their own so
cial circles due to custom and, to a great degree, their own 
desire to remain separate.

It must be remembered that the Mexicans (then as 
Spanlsh-Amerloans) started and for many years constituted 
the dominant group in the population of Tucson. By treaty 
with Mexico when the Gadsden Purchase was made, provision is
made for full citizenship rights to all Mexican people living

30
within the area of the Purchase, which includes Tucson. .

29. Arizona Daily Star. August 30, 1951, p. 14A.
30. Thomas E. Parish, History of Arizona (San Fran

cisco: The Filmer Bros. Electrotype Co., 1915), I, 193.
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Ttiey are Mo longer classed as a group by the-Snited States'' 
Census; M t  are listed together v/ith the other nationalities 
found in Tucson. They are regarded as a part of Tucson, 
yet there is a certain" indefinable line. TMrs :i$^r*
ent in the employment they hold; in the sections ;where they 
live, and in their general standards of life.•

It is true that Mexloan--Ajnericans and' Seg^Oes are will
ing to assume : types of labor which are commonly looked upon as 
tieing low class. Many of them have had little #oih#, for 
even those of higher mthtm ability sometimes have been kept 
on the lower occupational levels by prejudice. This cheap 
labor is a sore that cheapens and hurts many of our ■eitiea.'
It results in slum conditions aiid in source# of Immorality 
and cMim. Cheap laMn 4#;*«ie of the'''factors' that depress
population gfowth and stimulate it in prosper-

32ity. : ■:: ■■  ̂ .. .  ̂, v .: : :v-r.-';

In applying thi# %o#'#ept - to' 'Tucson',' the Mexi can-Ameri ban 
and Negro groups do most of the cheap labor in thh city. Due 
to their low incomes, these groups are the main inhabitants 
of the poorer and slum sOotlws of the odmmmlty. It is 
from these areas that n  ̂ peat d#al of the crime and juvenile 
delinquency of Tucson originate. The majority of these 
groups (Mexican-Amerlean and Negro) live to the south, west,

31. Interview with V/ard Stalnaker.
32. Atkinson and Frailey, op. cit.t. p. 27. • >
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and southeast of the city. This concentration has tended to
33

lower residential real estate values in those sections.
Another earnse for the heterogeneity of Tucson’s popu

lation is the widely varying origin of the people who live in 
the community at present. Approximately 50,000 people have
come to Tucson in the last decade from almost every section

34
and city of the United California and Illinois
are the two states which, have furnished the most substantial
immigration; also furnishing considerable numbers are New
York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Indians, Wisconsin,
Texas, and New Mexico. The states of Texas and New Mexico
were one# the most substantial contributors to the population
of Tucson, but in recent years the source has shifted to the

35
Mid-West, to California, and to the eastern states*
■' The inward migration from these various sections gives 
Tucson a wide number of labor skills, an increasing amount 
of culture, and a cosmopolitan viewpoint. The average Tuc
sonan has seen and experienced more of the different see- 

< tional, social, political, and economic climates than has 
the.average American. But if the average Tucsonan has a 
wide viewpoint of America, he does not always apply it to 
his own city. Many are so busy getting settled in their new

33. Interview with Mr. Earl Eppler, Tucson, September 
20, 1951.

34. Of. p. 98, ante.
35. Interview with J.B. Tuthill, Director of Publicity, 

Tucson Chamber of Commerce, June 14, 1951.
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environment that they neglect to consider the problems of 
water conservation, political action, and civic affairs which 
are facing the community.

There are vested interests and different selfish groups 
working toward their own ends in Tucson just as in every 
other American city. The community is decidedly handicapped 
by the newness and unconcern of many of its residents. It 
lacks the stability and unity of older, more settled cities 
and thus needs the attention of every resident in planning 
its future.

Almost every American city has faced these same problems 
of welding into a cohesive unit the many different population 
elearbs of which they are composed. These are problems of 
growth, and every progressive community must face them. Tuc
son should profit by the experience of other cities. In the 
meantime, this variation of viewpoints will affect real estate 
values. The best and highest use of land cannot be attained 
when the various groups involved are not in full agreement as 
to the best interests of the city in which the land is looa- 
■t*.

Attitudes of Tucsonans

The attitudes and ideas of the population of a city have 
definite importance to real estate values. The desires of 
people for home ownership, attractive neighborhoods, educa
tion and cultural accomplishments, and their attitude toward



public hcmeing, permanence of interest; and rent control all 
have definite bearing upon the value of land and homes in 
neighborhoods and cities.

The general problem of home ownership versus renting is
largely acadOmlG. There are so many subjective factors which
enter"that no decision can be made purely on the basis of
economic costs and returns. There are many who claim it is
more economical to rent than to -buy,- and they are backed up
by the fact that more people are accommodated by rental than

36
by ownership in rental areas. Rental is more flexible; it
avoids the rather rigid ties created by ownership* Often
people are unable to purchase because of financial reasons,
or they do not wish to buy because they have no permanence
of interest. Personal desires enter in; many people do not
care to be tied down by the many problems which home owner- 

37
ship creates.

On the other hand, ownership often is favored because of 
the subjective factors such as pride of possession, stability, 
enjoyment, and social prestige. During prosperity people 
favor ownership as a source of use for their funds because 
of rising property valuer* la depression, renting is favored 
due to lowering of property values and the larger number of 
vacancies available, which bring about lower rents.

36. Wm. H. Husband and Frank R, Anderson, Real Estate 
Analysis (Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1948), p. 322.

37. Ibid.
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' Is Tuoson, ao'sti people pref er to own their homes. ■ It t 
can M  described as a home .-owner's, town... Reasons for this • 
are the high rents charged due-to the-influx of tourists .dur
ing the winter season, the many health seekers who buy homes, 
for their convenience and freedom from worry, and the inde-, 
pendent spirit of most Tucsonans who prefer to own their 
homes rather than undergo the restrictions of landlords. The 
fact that rent has: been decontrolled for: some time and that 
many people who come to Tuoson bring savings with them from 
other parts of the nation also help, to advance home ownership 
in Tucson, The general prosperity of the city and the recur
ring tight housing situation also work toward home- ownership. 
And lastly, until the past few years there have been few in
dustrial and factory workers in Tucson, the ©lass who are most
often renters. The character of the city itself favors home

38
ownership with its. air .of accomplishment and progress.
: That mo,st;Tucsonans prefer, attractive neighborhoods is
evidenced by a tour, through the residential- sections of the . 
community. Tucson might be called the "City of Oleanders” 
due to the predominance of this shrub, in the yards and .lots 
of the city. But;the problem of attaining an attractive_ 
neighborhood is much more ̂ difficult than in most ©ittee for 
Tuoson is built on a desert; vegetation is difficult to ; 
start and much of the soil is low in fertility. - Lime is never
■ ■ • y : --- ■ - - ' .. : ..V:

38. Interview with Ben Solot ̂  President, Real Estate 
Board, Tuoson, June 1?, 1951.
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used, due to the high calcium content of the soil. Nitrogen 
is almost entirely lacking and must be applied for good plant 
growth. Part of the city is built on a caliche shelf where 
top soil and fertilizer must be used for good growth. lawns/ 
flowers, and trees will not survive unless they are watered. 
The expense of keeping up an attractively landscaped home can 
be considerable.

Due to the fast growth of the city during the past dec
ade, there are many residential areas which are new and rath
er barren. However, meat of these areas are being land
scaped; considering the rapid rate of vegetation growth which 
takes place in Tucson's climate, these areas will be attrac
tive neighborhoods shortly. Tucson also has many vacant lots 
and sections which impair its appearance, but with future pre
dicted growth these areas probably will be built up; Most of 
the older residential districts are quite attractive; as the 
city matures, the newer sections will gain in appearance.
For every tree planted and every home landscaped, residential 
real estate in general will gain in vtlue due to the increase 
in beauty and desirability of Tucson as a place to live.

The majority of Tucsonans welcome Industry and look for
ward to the expansion of the city into a greater and more di
versified center; others resent the entry of industry and con
tend that the city will lose much of its old western flavor 
and charm. The latter groups say that the factors which have 
made the community famous will disappear rapidly under the



pBSlaaght of industrial workers and an industrial atmos
phere. They would prefer to see Tucson remain as a quiet, 
tourist-residential town.
, When the Hughes plant was negotiating with local authori
ties to build in Tucson, the officials specifically stated 
that their plant would produce very little smoke and fumes. 
This fact has helped pacify the more conservative element.
At present, both groups seem satisfied. It is true, however, 
that Tucson will lose much of its guest r a n e h ^ w l s t  flavor 
and gain more of an industrial atmosphere with continued 
growth. But there is no reason why the two group® cannot 
work together in harmony. There is a great expanse of space 
in the surrounding valley; industry and tourists both can be 
accommodated with plenty of room left over.

The attitudes of Tucsonans toward government controls 
and various types of federal aid are sometimes too torrid to 
be put in writing. Many of them seem to forget that both 
Arizona and Tucson are young and growing, that the capital 
available for expansion often cannot be found within the city 
or state, that to promote growth in the shortest possible 
time federal aid probably must be accepted. It would be well 
for them to remember that Arizona’s great dams and air bases 
both are directly from the Federal Government, and that much 
of the state’s present prosperity is due to government em
ployment in various agencies throughout the state.

Evidence of the attitude of Tucsonans toward government
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encroachment into the field of private enterprise wee shown
last September when the electorate defeated a proposed.pub-
lie housing1program by a vote of 6,403 to 1,313. Although
only the people within city limits voted on this issue, it
is considered a good sample of metropolitan Tucson's opinion.

The story behind public housing in Tucson is far more
interesting than this vote of the electorate would seem to
indicate. The issue arose when the Mayor and City Council
appointed a committee on low-cost housing, headed by Attorney
Morris Udall. This committee submitted its findings on De-

40
cember 15, 1949. Surveys were made, hearings were held, 
and it was decided to submit the issue to the electorate for 
their decision since there were many who favored the acquisi
tion of a federal housing project while many others were 
strongly opposed.

To fully grasp the low-rent public housing issue In Tuc
son, an understanding is necessary of the intent of the Fed
eral Housing Program, ASeordlag to the Housing Act of 1949, 
the objective sought is "to further the general health end
welfare of the nation, and the health and living standards

41
of its people."

39. Realty Digest. II (October, 1950),
40. Morris Udall, Chairman, "Report of Citizen's Low- 

Cost Housing Committee" (typewritten report: Tucson: Decem
ber 15, 1949.).

41. U.S. Code Congressional Service (St. Paul: West 
Publishing Co., 1950), I, 409.

(
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Housing production and new development are wanted in 
order to remedy local housing shortage8 and to eliminate sub
standard and other inadequate housing through the clearance 
of slum and blighted areas. It is the aim of the Act "to
realize as soon as possible the goal of a decent home and a

' ' 42
suitable living environment for every American family."
. It is the policy of the Public Housing Administration
which handles low-rent housing that private enterprise shall
be encouraged to serve as large a part of the total need as
it can. Governmental assistance is to be utilized whenever
possible in order that private enterprise may serve the need
more fully. Appropriate local housing bodies are encouraged,
as are sound standards of design, construction, livability,

43
and size for adequate family life.

Under the provi#i@##%@f the Housing Act, the government 
dees not own, build, or operate low-rent housing projects.
They are owned by a housing authority which the particular lo
cality sets up. The government guarantees bond issues and 
makes annual,contributions or subsidies for the difference be
tween operating costs and the rents which officials think low-
income families can afford to pay. In certain projects, no

44
federal subsidies are claimed.

The first step in acquiring low-rent public housing is

42. Ibid. 43. Ibid.
44. The Wall Street Journal. August 16, 1951, p. 1.
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the organization of a local housing authority. This group- 
then applies to the Public Housing Administration for author
ity and aid in erecting a certain number of units. If the 
application is approved, the local body applies for a pre
liminary loan from P.H.A. to help launch its project. The 
town council or city government must approve this loan.
Plans and surveys are made, and the local housing authority 
then applies to P.H.A, for an "annual contributions contract" 
which guarantees federal subsidies and provides a guarantee 
of the bond issue. Construction funds are derived from these 
bond issues, land is acquired, bids are advertised, and con
tracts are let. Local contractors build all public housing

45
projects, using local labor and materials whenever possible.

According to Title I of the 1949 Housing Act, slum 
Clearance can be undertaken in connection with lew-rent hous
ing projects. For each new low-rent unit built, one sub
standard unit is razed. Under further provisions of this Act, 
no project can be built unless there is a gap of at least 20 
per cent between the rental cost to the individual and the
lowest price at which private enterprise is making available

46
rental units of standard quality.

... . Bent charges and the income which makes a family eligi
ble to live in a low-rent housing project are determined by

45.
46.

Ibid.
code op. pit., p. 417.
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e&eh loeal housing authority. Two sets of income limits are 
ipplie&ble: the firit determines eligibility for the project,
while a second, goas#hm# higher limits sets the1 largest in
come a family already living in the-project saa^ltttlti before
. . , 47

it is required to leave. -- Of the 166*000,families in low- 
rent housing projects, 4b4ttt 9 per cent or 17,300 are In
eligible to be there at present. If these families fail to
leave in a stated period* eviction proceedings can be started 

48against them. : i .i ; , ' , - -^ "'!;5 ^ o n > u ■-

: Pfefermce in low-cost public housing projects is given
to veterans and other families with children who are living
in sub-standard dwellings. The 1949 Housing'Act authorized
construction of 135,000 subsidized units in any one calendar
year. This figure can be raised to 200,000 or cut to 50,000,
depending on economic conditions; in 1950 there were 28,500
units started. Prdsiiilkt^Tfmmus put a limit of 30,000 oh
low-rent housing started in 1950 and ordered the whole hous-

49
ing program re-ezumlned# ̂ The 195# Sousing Act made few
amendments to the 1949 Act except to set up certain new fi-

50
nanoing and mortgaging provisions. •

Hearings were held by the Citizen's Housing Committee of

A7. Ibid. T::'..:; .. ■ : l : — :

48. The Wall Street Journal. August 16, 1951, 1.
49. Ibid.
50. U.S. Code. Congressional Service, p. 418.
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Tucson and ample publicity was given to the nature of the in
vestigation being oondm@te€| 1,022 units were surveyed. This 
was considered a good sample of the area where the great ma- 
jority of sub-standard units were located; 90 per eent of 
this section was within the area bounded by Stone Avenue on 
the east, by the city limits on the south and west, and by 
Speedway on the north. A dwelling was considered sub-standard 
for three reasons: if it was in need of major repairs or was
in seriously dilapidated condition; if it lacked proper sani
tary, heating, and other facilities; if it was overcrowded.
Of the 1,022 units surveyed 993 were used in tabulations.
Only 5 per cent of this number, or 49, were found to be stan
dard. The remaining 95 per cent were deficient in one or 

51 ■ .
more respects.

The Committee pointed out that the general deterioration 
in Tucson’s slums probably would worsen in the future. It 
stated that practically no rental units were available in the
slum, areas, and that further low-income influxes would cause

' . . ' ' .. . ■■■■• . .

more overcrowding. Many of these units were to be destroyed
in the near future, due to the building of the Freeway. Tem
porary wartime housing units then occupied would have to be 
destroyed also according to the terms of the Lanham Act under 
which they were constructed. This included Davis-Monthan, 
Consolidated, Santa Rita, and Estevan Housing projects.

51. Morris Mall, op. oit.
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The Committee on Low-Cost Housing submitted the follow
ing findings:
1. At least 1,500 families in the Tucson metropolitan area 

live in substandard dwellings♦ Standard dwellings are 
not available at prices these people can afford.

2. Financing, building costs, and regulations make improbable
any construction for this economic group now or in the 
foreseeable future. .

3. With the prospect of continued expansion, it is probable 
that present overcrowding and unsanitary conditions will 
get worse, until some type of aid is obtained.» • .

4. These slum conditions are bad for citizenship. Their al
leviation would be a solution to much disease, crime, and 
juvenile delinquency.

5. These slum areas are a liability to the community. The 
fire, police, and welfare costs to the city and county 
governments exceed the rentals taken in.

6. Congress has committed itself to a large program of fed
erally-aided, locally-managed public housing for families

; in the lower income groups. Substantial funds have been 
appropriated. Tucson will help pay for this housing 
through taxes, whether or not it obtains any housing.

7. Tucson is eligible for federal housing aid. It need only
apply.

. , ' ' - ' - - ^

8. A public housing project will not compete with private 
builders in Tucson because the individuals to be served 
thereby are not financially able to own their own homes.
It will not compete with landlords renting standard units 
because the families eligible for public housing cannot 
afford standard rentals. A new housing project will com
pete with landlords now renting sub-standard slum dwell
ings. . .

9. A new public housing project in-Tucson should not appreci
ably affect the real estate market for standard owned 
homes• ■ -- . - , , v ... ■ ■. ^

10. In a period of declining economic activity, a large pro
ject backed by federal funds would be of great assis
tance to business and employment locally.

The Committee recommended that the Mayor and the City Council
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apply for at least $00 units of public housing at the earli- 
eat possible moment; also, that the city government try the
1949 Housing Act and get slum clearance with thi%'%##%ouBing.

■ . " - , ^ i ' ■ ■■■ ■" - , ■ . - "v-V-::
They further recommended that these neW units be so designed 
and planned that, in the event they became surplus for any 
reason, they might readily be disposed of by sale to private

$2 ■ •' 'V ' \ -
owners. ' " ; " . : " ■ • h -

' ' ' -'"t .v - v  . ' - ' . " '

The City Council set an election for September 26, 1950 
to decide the public housing issue. Considerable feeling was 
evident and many loose statements were made; those groups fa
voring the proposal and those opposing it tried hard to con
vince the public of their respective viewpoints. The Tucson 
newspapers and the Real Estate Board were vehement in their 
opposition. An example of this opposition in defeating the 
public housing issue is quoted from Realty Digest: ;

There is no question but that some Tucson ; 
families are poorly housed. This situation has al
ways existed here and in every city in the world.
It is unfortunate but the world is made up of people 
who do not have as much as their neighbors. They 
have poorer homes, smaller automobiles, or none at 
all, less clothing, not as good food, less money 
for recreation and vacations, less chance for educa
tion. But the opportunity exists for everyone of 
these people to advance themselves. Millions have 
done so by hard work, thrift, and intelligence....
Now the Socialists and Communists are asking these 
same industrious Americans to pay for homes for 
other families. That is exactly what will happen 
if the Public Housing measure passes on September*
26 - Tucson tax-payers will pay for homes for their 
neighbors.

52. Ibid.
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If vie provide them with homes, why shouldn't 
they also get free automobiles? And free clothing, 
and free food, and free college educations for their 
children? T/hy not? ... They will certainly be 
better citizens if we give them each a car and fur
nish them free gas, won't they? Well, we wonder!
How better to encourage a nation of shiftless, lazy 
people than to take all incentive away from them!
The government takes care of Indians, and look at 
most of them! 're;:'

The government through its FEA program has made , 
it pretty easy for a man to provide a home for his 
family. Millions have done so and they still have 
their self-respect. Home owners are the backbone of ” 
this country and are much better citizens than the , 
man who lives in a public housing unit. Remember

26. Express your wishes bythe date, September 
voting.53
Mr. Draehman and other realtors pointed out the controls,

limitations and restrictions Which the government makes forr
the use of its services and loans in aiding such a project. 
They believed the venture of government into the field of 
housing was inconsistent with our tradition of emphasisMpten 
private initiative. They argued that the danger of to® much- 
centralized control by the Federal Government would reduce
state, county, and municipal governments to mere subdivisions 
of the Federal Government. Although public housing alone 
would not do this, it seemed but another step in the direc
tion of more regulation and less freedom of action. They be
lieved the acceptance of welfare benefits weakens the moral 
fiber of the people and results in the continuation of depen
dency by many who are already dependent upon the Federal'

53. Realty II (October, 1950).
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Government. The opposition was quick to point out that the 
mew housing was to be outside city limits.and that it.would 
not clear a single slum area, according:to the proposed mu
nicipal housing plan. . o - '■> \ .

Many resented the fact that Federal Housing men from 
Phoenix had made surveys in the city and urged low-rent pro
jects. They believed this:was but an attempt of federal job 
holders to feather their own nests and continue the increas* 
ing encroachment of the Federal Government into the field of 
private enterprise. Finally they presented the;strong argu
ment that public housing in unfair in that it subsidizes those 
living in: such projects at the" expense of others who have i only 
slightly better homes and, in some cases, homes which are not 
in as good condition. ' r : : - : ' . .:..r

The social agencies, welfare societies, and other pro
minent Individuals of the city were equally vehement in their 
support of the public housing measure. They based their stand 
largely upon the findings of the Citizen's Committee which 
had surveyed the sub-standard housing areas. They pointed out 
that decent housing was necessary for the poorer elements in 
order to protect health standards and for reasons of individ
ual and community morale. They showed that the alleviation 
of these slum conditions probably would decrease much disease, 
crime, and juvenile delinquency. They believed that various 
savings for public expenditures such as police, fire protec
tion, and public health services would offset the



non-supporting financial position of the housing provided. It 
was their opinion that ■ a certain minimum standard of living r - 
is necessary, for the preservation of, democracy.,’and,that some 
of Tucson's slums endangered our democracy by;causing unrest 
and disoontent. : ■ : "v,: ■■ r.;.~>r ~ \ ■.

They teou#t out the fact. that the Federal Housing pro
gram M d  already bewr put into effect by Congress,,and' that - - 
local taxpayers would have. to help pay for it, whether or not 
they participated in it. It was their ideathat low-rent , 
housing would not substantially, interfere with private inter
ests, but that it would aid economic conditions locally b y 
bringing more employment and funds for the,construction of : 
this project. They did not-believe there was any grave issue 
involved of private enterprise versus government. They argued 
that private enterprise had been given ample opportunity-to 
alleviate slum conditions in- Tucson' but had done little or 
nothing; and they believed that under prevailing cost and fi
nancing conditions, private enterprise eould not and would 
not do the job.  ̂ - -u-.- :■

The citizens of corporate Tucson*absorbed all this in
formation from both sides. They turned down the public hous
ing proposal, making it quite clear by the majority of their 
disapproval that they did not want further public housing;  ̂
It is most difficult to say what effect the attitude of Tuc
sonans has had on residential values. If the slum clearance 
provisions of the 1949 Housing Act had been followed in the



proposed public bousing plan, many unattractive and ugly ~ f 
areas might have been cleared. This would have aided residen
tial values by making the city a cleaner and brighter-place.

Low-rent housing, if it had been approved, would help a 
great deal at present when the community is facing a serio# 
housing shortage. It is true that such housing would•not be ' 
available to many, but it would aid in keeping rents at a rea
sonable level by taking care of some of the demand for hous- " 
ing which is becoming stronger each day. Dm the other hand, 
local housing construct!##'by private enterprise might have 
decreased to the same extent as public housing increased, due 
to expected competition and lack of demand. In this ddsei the 
public housing proposed would not have helped in the tight 
situation ahead.  ̂ 5 r -

From the tax angle, residential values probably vrould 
have been hurt by public housing. Most of these projects ate 
tax-exempt. The burden of taxation is thrown on remaining ' 
private real estate, which tends to decrease residential 
values. But public housing cannot be analyzed strictly from 
the standpoint of values. The other considerations such as 
Increasing government control, the danger of making our people 
too dependent upon society, and the restriction of private 
enterprise must be considered. Only then can each individual 
judge for himself whether public housing is an evil or a 
measure to be condoned.

Since this public housing election, increased interest
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has been shorn in better housing for. the poorer elements,of the 
city and in. slum clearance., A Negro ..housing;project, is. being 
planned by a group, of business men. . The. Real,Estate
Board has proposed,that repair of■run-down dwellings,be made;
mandatory and that the interested groups should aid home., own
ers- in financing such projects. The Board contends-that pres
ent city laws are inadequate to Mear slums because they do,, 
not; make such work compulsory. They have proposed that a. com
mittee be set up composed of builders, financiers, and others
interested
standard dwellings.. ,, ,, ,,,

. Another example of govern### regulation ,whiph,._h#.#; ceased 
to operate in Tucson is rent control; this ended in June, 1 % 9
when local governmnt. officials and the Federal Housing Ex--

56
pediter agreed.there was n© longer a need for it. There is
a possibility of its being re-imposed, however, if Tucson is
declared a critical housing area. Rent control is a very con
troversial issue. From the social side it can be argued that
it provides reasonable living quarters for the people of a city 
and protects them from exploitation by landlords. It serves 
to keep rents within reasonable limits when the supply of 
rental units is less than the demand.

54. Arizona Daily Star, June 24, p. 13A.
55. Ibid., August 21, p. 2.
56. Interview with Mr. Paul Manini, June 15, 1951.
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On the other hand, landlords are unwilling to expend any 
funds for repairs and upkeep of property which is controlled, 
with the result that general appearance and quality of prop
erty tend to deteriorate. From the viewpoint of residential 
real estate, rent control is depressive; When rents are 
held down, there is not as great a demand for homes;; also, 
the general quality of rented real estate drops, due to lack 
of upkeep. Both these things cause residential values to suf 
fer.

The population trends, homogeneity, and attitudes of a 
community are important to residential real estate, as has 
been pointed out in this chapter. They cannot be overlooked 
in the determination of values at any time or in any place.
In general, these trends and attitudes are favorable toward 
residential prices and values in Tucson.



CHAPTER V
■ V " ' <

THE PATTERN AND PLANNING OF TUCSON GROV/TH
-

,3̂Importance of Growth to Residential Real Estate
; ; .. ■ • . - V;1' / ; v : . . ,

The growth and expansion, of cities are prime factors in 
altering residential real estate valnes. As a community ex- 
pands from its point of origin, the older sections decline in
desirability and eventually become tenements or are used for
business purposes. The newer nelghitorhoods on the periphery
rise in value due to their being sought as residential sites.
As the city continues to expand, these onoe-new districts
start to decline and still new^ sites become popular as liv-
ing areas. The pattern is one of constant eh$mge. Pew areas 

■ - - - ' ■ - ' - 
maintain the same status indefinitely. The cycle affecting 
■ . '■ ■ : - = ' - -:- •.

residential real estate is as old as man. Neighborhoods rise,
they become stable, and then they decline.

The basis of city growth is population. Without increas
ing populations, cities remain static or decline. The process 
by which a community expands in order to care for the needs 
of an increasing population is one of the most complex con
siderations in the study of urban growth. As they grow, 
cities overflow their original bounds and extend over wider
areas. Eventually these new sections become incorporated 
into the city and form part of the larger municipality, unless
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state or national boundaries interfere. In recent years, city 
officials have been studying these adjacent areas and includ
ing them in their plans for the development of the .future 
community. . . ■ ■

Cities grofw becamia»f various economic, social, and 
physical factors. Climate has a decided influence; the loca
tion of industry often causes expansion; the courage ef*far
sighted men can be important. But the dominant theme through
out has been the effort of man to better himself and so find 
an easier and better w y  of life. This factor accounts for 
new and better residences Wing built on the circumference of 
a city; it accounts for new neighborhoods expanding and older 
ones deteriorating; it is the motivating force behind urban 
growth. e

A neighborhood should provide easy access to the princi
pal points of social and economic interest which are located 
elsewhere in the city. One of the basic principles of plan
ning is that good neighborhoods usually lie across the di
rectional paths of a city's growth. This is true of Tucson. 
The city is expanding to the east and northeast quite rapidly. 
Many of the best neighborhoods lie across the direction of 
this growth.

At first glance, cities appear to be a mass of buzzing 
confusion, of snarled traffic, and a chaos of intermingled

1. Arthur A. May, "Appraising the Home," The Appraisal:
Journal. XEX (January, 1951), 23.
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uses. There seem to be no principles or plan working toward 
bring a- semblance of order. BStempon closer study,- a'definite 
pattern of city growth can be observed. Several theories 
have been advanced to explain the pattern which cities follow 
in'their expansion. Among them are the concentric circle,£the 
radial growth, the sector-circlei and the functional: theories.

One of the oldest and least accepted theories-tedaj is- 
that of the concentric circle. It follows the"reasoning that 
a city is made up of concentric circles, with the highest and 
more intensive use at the center and the less intensive uses 
arranged in circular zones or bands around this center; At 
the center is the financial and office district surrounded 
successively by the central retail and wholesale districts, 
the light manufacturing section, and the heavy manufacturing 
district, interlaced With the homes of those who must live 
close to their work. Next come the better class residential
areas and finally, on the outermost ring. She homes of the2
commuters•

According to the concentric circle theory, peak values 
would be reached at the center and at the outer rim of the - 
circle. This theory assumes that as the city expands, uses 
which could not afford to pay the higher rents near the cen
ter would be forced outward. It is a far too simple theory

'O'.-.
with which to explain city growth and is little used today 2

2. Henry E. Hoagland. Real Estate Principles (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co,, 1949), pp. 22-23.
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for many reasons. Among them are: the interpenetration of
different zones by many uses; the tendency for industry and 
wholesale districts to congregate around transportation fa
cilities; the growth of modern, self-contained shopping cen
ters in residential areas; the fact that light manufacturing 
cannot be designated as using any one section, but rather 
seeks to find cheaper rent wherever possible; and topograph
ical factors such as lakes, rivers, and mountains which make
questionable the development of orderly city land use as

3
set forth under the concentric circle theory of growth.

This theory has little application in Tucson. The com
munity has not developed along the lines of this theory be
cause it has had little industry and has developed more along 
the lines of a tourist-trading center. Sentinel Peak, lying 
west of the city, and other limiting factors such as the 
Southern Pacific Railroad tracks, the Santa Cruz River, and 
the city disposal farm have hampered growth to the west and 
northwest. The eastern, southern, and northern sections have 
grown far more rapidly than the western section.

More applicable to Tucson is the radial theory of growth, 
which suggests that growth follows the major transportation 
arteries. This can be found true of Tucson by observing the 
growth along Sixth Avenue to the south, along Oracle Road to 
the north, and along Speedway to the east. 3

3. Ibid.. pp. 24-25.
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The third theory is the sector and circle explanation of 
city growth. It combines the first two theories: first, by
considering the outward expansion into undeveloped areas 
along radial lines of transportation as the most formative 
growth of a city; second, by considering the city as a circle 
with various sectors of use radiating from the center. These 
various sectors radiating outward from the center have broadly 
common characteristics, unless distorted by topography. The

Figure 3* Sector and Circle Theory 
as Applied to Tucson
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same Is true of the sub-standard residential districts which 
usually start near the manufacturing districts and retain 
their character on the city* s periphery as the city grows.

In a sense, elements of each of these theories apply to 
Tucson; but the radial and sector-circle theories applf best. 
To the south and v/est have been the poorer residential sec
tions; these areas continue as such today. To the southeast, 
the southwest, and northwest are the city1s greatest blighted 
areas, and development has continued to be slow there. To 
the northeast and east have been the better residential sec
tions of the city, and these areas remain so at present, M

There are many exceptions to the sector-circle theory as 
applied to Tucson. The better residential districts on the 
periphery of the city sometimes do not conform to the sector 
pattern in general; but it must be remembered this theory Is 
only a broad statement of trend. Another exeAptidn Is HSn©b 
Hollow,” a fine old residential district existing amid a 
poorer section west of downtown Tucson. The nY* did not move 
outward from "Snob Hollow.* Instead, industry andlower uses 
Moved in; but due to the tenacity and sentiment of the resi
dents, "Snob Hollow" has remained as a higher class' residen
tial district surrounded by less attraetlw*loses, business,

■ ■ . - . . : ' . V  1 Vf. : - - U  :
..." """ ......... — ............. .......................

4. Ivan A. Thorson. Simplified Appraisal System (tos 
Angeles: Realty Researoh Bureau, Inc., 1^4^),p.

5. Cf. p. 133 , tost.
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and industry* , . T i . . . . .
There are some sub-standard neighborhoods to the easty 

but in general the better residences, are found in the "7? -
sector in the northeastern and eastern sections. Around down
town Tucson the concentric circle theory applies in a fashion, 
as the center retail, office and financial district pushes ; 
outward. Less attractive-residences are found all through 
this district; but the main sub-standard sectors are located 
in the southern and southeastern sectors. To a lesser ex
tent, they exist in the western part. Again, neighborhood 
shopping centers upset the theory slightly, but not as a broad 
pattern. As a whole, the sector-circle and radial theories 
give adequate descriptions of the growth pattern of Tneson.
In applying these theories t© the purchase of residential real 
estate, the different seetors. should be examined so that the 
prospective owner will know what the future may bring for that 
particular location. In doing this, the best residential 
values should be obtained. * :

Basically there are only three ways In which a city can 
expand; (1) by extension Upward through the erection of : ; 
multi-story buildings; (2) by conversion to more suitable 
uses; (3) by outward expansion to undeveloped areas, either
by filling in the empty sections left in the wake of previous6
development or along radial" lines of transportation. Tucson

6. Thorson, ©£. cit., p. 256.
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has grown along the last two lines. It has not expanded ap- 
ward, especially in downtown Tucson, due to architectural end 
engineering limitations. The city has no firm bedrock founds- 
tion beneath it upon which to build skyscrapers. Another
limitation is imposed by Zoning Ordinance Bo. l!6# 
limits buildings in any part oi Tucson to H O  feet in height. 
The Valley National Bank and Pioneer Hotel buildings are ap
proximately this high, land is"being used more intensively 
in the downtown area than in the past, and sections near the 
central business district are gradually being eonTeried to 
business and industrial uses.

The main trend of Tucson growth is outward or extensive 
in nature. Urban Tucson now spreads over 60 square miles and 
is still expanding. Aiding this extension are the many self- 
contained shopping centers located throughout the city and 
the availability of open desert land. No longer is it neces
sary to visit downtown Tucson in order to purchase food, 
clothing, and other essentials. The result of this exten
sive growth has been to raise the value of land and residen
tial real estate in the outlying districts. Land values are 
enhanced by the conveniences available and by the more com
fortable and quiet life which can be had ih these areas.

Still another pattern of growth Is the functional type. 
It is an explanation from the land use factor rather than

7. Interview with Michael Mahoney, City Planning De
partment , Tucson, September H ,  1951.



from the geographical patterns which have been described. The 
line of reasoning used is that cities are divided into neigh
borhoods and these neighborhoods possess many of the func
tions of an entire city, la eSoh, one function usually pre
dominates. The four classifications of a city according to
the functional pattern are residential, bmsiness, institu-8 '

tional, and recreational. This pattern applies in Tucson as 
it does in every city; it has wide effect on real estate 
values.

Business sections usually lowSr the value of residential 
real estate contained within them. Both recreational and in
stitutional uses also have this effect. Local examples are 
the Mansfeld Junior High School and the Sam Hughes Elementary 
School. Each is surrounded by homes which are not as well 
kept or attractive as those found a few blocks distant from 
them. Another instance is Himmel Park, where the surrounding
residents have made various complaints as to further extension

9
of its facilities. The noise a M  heavier traffic around the 
park tend to make living condition# less desirable.

Residential real estate finds its highest value in its 
own functional area. Here the land is devoted exclusively 
to residential purposes and iias. People are willing to pay 
a higher price, for they get more of the things they want

8. Hoagland, op. cit., p. 24.
9. Interview with Michael Mahoney.
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from a home in these locations and fewer of the disturbances 
encountered in other functional areas. j ^ ^

The growth patterns mentioned are important to residen
tial real estate values• The land located aero## the growth 
pattern of the industrial and lower residential sectors is 
less valuable for home sites. On the other hand, the land 
lying across the line of growth of the middle and higher class 
residential sectors is worth more. This is true of Tucson. 
Values are higher in those sections which lie across the 
growth trend of the more substantial districts to the east 
such as Broadmoor, Colonia Solona, and El Encanto Estates.
On the other hand, values are decidedly lower in residential 
areas located across the growth trend of industrial and less 
impressive sections to the northwest of downtown Tucson such 
as the El Rio and Riverside Park developments.

- .
The Blighted Areas of Tucson

In its 60 square miles of metropolitan area, Tucson en
compasses many types of land use such as have been explained 
in preceding paragraphs. A factor which often limits and de
presses these different types of use is blight. A blighted 
area is one where values have declined due to the presence 
within or nearby of such harmful factors as industry, sewage 
plants, sub-standard housing, overcrowding, railroads, rivers, 
and other topographical features. Such areas often stop 
further growth in their direction; in other instances the city
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may have spread beyond the blighted section before these In
fluences became noticeable* Such areas are usually blighted 
in turn.

The city of Tucson has definite blighted areas to the 
immediate southeast, southwest, northwest and, to a lesser 
extent, the south. To the immediate southeast are several 
Mexican-American and Negro slum districts. In the same vi
cinity are the yards of the Southern Pacific Railroad, the 
old downtown airport, cattle yards for the railroad, and some 
industry. There was little new development in this section 
due to the blighting effect of these factors. A recent hous
ing project (Pueblo Gardens) was built in this sector, but
there were mahy vacancies in it until the recent need for; - . :
housing caused it to fill. Among other reasons, the blight
ing effect of the area between Pueblo Gardens and the city 
was largely responsible for the project’s filling so slowly.

Although the city has grown some distance to the south, 
the blight of the slum areas and industry has tended to hold 
down the value of this area. With the location of the new 
Hughes plant there, this section has shown some appreciation 
in value so far as residential land is concerned. It will be

. •  ̂t ■
some time before evidence of blight will show further-effect 
in this southern sector; possibly the new industry may revive 
it, but sound reasoning seems to indicate that the area will 
continue as one of the less attractive and industrial sec
tions of the city.
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There has been little development to the southwest of
the elty-along Mission Road and the Santa Cruz River a r e a . -
The main reasons for this are the possible occurrence of flash
floods along the Santa Cruz and the blighting effect of small
industry located directly between the city and the outer
southwestern area. The part of this section which is m a r
the city is lov; and affords little view. In addition, there
are no bridge's across the Santa Cruz for some distance in this
sector— from the Congress Street bridge to the Indian #cWol
Road bridge west of the Veterans Hospital on south Slrth Ave- 

1°nue. ■■ ' v , ...-rvv
Development to the west for Tucson has been stopped %  

the railroad tracks, the city disposal plant, the Santa; Cruz 
River, and the flat, unattractive land of this area; Sen
tinel Peak has hampered further growth in its immediate vi
cinity. As one goes farther northwest, it is the. blighting 
effect of the factors mentioned, in addition to heavily roll
ing ground near the Tucson Mountains which have stopped growth 
in this area. ■■ . - ~

Paradoxes in the western area are "Snob Hollow” and the 
11 Rio Golf and Coimtry Club. Both seem out of place and are 
surrounded by small industry and poorer reeMentlal arms. •" - 
There are few blightediKeeas t® the north, northeast, and 5 1 
east. Here are located-WlAwhavste^'irosSMSor, -Colonia

10. Interview with S.S. Partlow, sales manager, Draoh- 
man-Grant Realtors, Tucson, September 22, 1951.
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Solans, El Encanto Estates, Catalina Vista, San Clemente, 
and other finer residential districts. The section;east pro
bably will develop faster in the future than other parts of 
the city. The main reason is that this is one of the few 
areas which can expand without encountering mountains^ indus
try, or airbase installation## "

The area between Davis-Monthan, the Municipal Airport, 
and the Downtown Airport probably will be built up. The 
blight on the southeastern sector may be eliminated largely 
by this building, at least in the outer limits. The acreage 
north of the air base to Broadway has been very active, and 
probably will be the site of many new homes in years ahead. , 
A problem which must be solved in this location is proper 
drainage, since most of the water from Davis-Monthan floods 
this land during heavy rainstorms. Activity is under way 
to prevent this and to keep the water from flowing northwest 
toward the city; at present the project is still in the en- - 
gineerlng stage. '

The growth trend of Tucson to the east and southeast—  
and to a lesser extent, the northeast and north— will cause 
properties in these locations to increase in value since they 
are located across the directional path of the city's growth. 
Considerable increase in land values in vacant areas has al
ready been noted, due to their potentialities as sites for.

11. Realty Digest. II (May, 1951).
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Maes to accommodate those who will come to Tucson as a re
sult of the increased industrial and military activity.

The Nature of City Planning
..-1.rr'Mr.'.7"-'.r """""" -

' ' - ' \
City planning is the development of an outline or pro

gram for future groYfbh. It embraces all the elements which 
compose a city such as parks,1 schools, highways, streets, 
public buildings, business..and industrial sections. Although 
city planning often has been neglected, it has existed; it 
is as old as cities themselves.

All planning must be geared, necessarily, to the level 
of intelligence of those who draw up the plans and this level, 
in turn, is conditioned by their comprehension of the prob- 
lems which they face. Our forefathers could not foresee 
the advent of the automobile and many other modern inventions.

' r ■ ■
Many city streets were laid out at awkward angles and with

- - " . ■ •
dead ends. They were adequate for the slow traffic of horse- 
drawn vehicles, but the swiftness and size of the modern auto 
have brought great congestion. Few cities in America today 
provide avenues and thoroughfares that can care adequately 
for the number of motor vehicles using them.

Another factor which early city planners did not antici
pate was the great rapidity of growth which has characterized 
many American cities. To plan adequately, estimates must be

12. Hoagland, op. cit., p. 487.



made as to what will be required in-the way of future schools, 
highways, homes, streets, recreational and other facilities to 
meet the needs of the people. : In most American cities,.p ast 
estimates of population increases have been far too conser
vative. These same limitations apply today. It. is a pre-  ̂
carious business to forecast the populatioa for decades ten 
to 30 years hence; yet such forecasts must be made,if satis
factory plans for community life are to be attained.

City, planning has evolved rapidly during the past 25 
years. The evils arising from slum conditions and the sub
standard housing of .the early/.twentieth century brought force
fully to the attention,of city officials the need for some - 
type of control. ;The^solution was building codes and zoning 
laws. These regulations tend to - define.and, to an extent, 
limit the uses to which property, may be put. ,

■ Buildind codes set. standards for different types of 
structures. Among the,elements-.regulated are size, height, 
sanitary requirements, types of material used, methods of 
construction, lighting- and ventilation provisions, and fire 
precautions. Zoning laws, on the other hand, regulate the 
use that may be made of each parsol of land* Certain areas 
are set aside for industrial, residential, and business pur
poses; in addition, recreational, institutional and other 
uses in these same zones are regulated. Both zoning laws 
and building codes are based on the theory that the public 
welfare, is a dominant consideration in any community where



people are drawn together -1m large imafcers. -i-v-:
Zoning ordinances and 'building codes are passed and up

held under the authority of the state's police power. Each 
state or city has the power to adopt such rules and regula
tions as are necessary to protect the public safety, morals, 
and health. Any reasonable exercise of this poMr5 li1 deai-
nant over the right of the individual to use his property as 

13
he wishes. While the power of zoning is a police function, 
it' has been unrecognized customarily unless specific statutes 
to enable zoning have been passed by state legislatures.

A second important element in city planning is transpor
tation. To begin with, transport facilities made city growth 
possible by bringing together and caring for the needs of - 
large numbers of people. As cities grew the older means of 
transport such as horse-drawn vehicles, street.bars, and ele
vated railways were supplanted by autos, busses, and subways. 
These new modes were necessary because the old facilities 
were no longer adequate. • - ^

Today the transportation phase of planning includes a 
wide scope of activities. Streets must be of sufficient " 
width to accommodate both pedestrian and auto traffic. Park
ing facilities in downtown areas must be provided, and means 
arranged for public transportation of those who do not have 
autos. Routes for through traffic and to recreational

13. Robert Kratovil, Real Estate Law (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946j,"™p7-271^ ~



facilities must be laid ©at. Provisions for rapid yet safe 
movement of - traffic within cities must be; made. • All these ,,, 
plans must be integrated,with new residential, business, and 
industrial developaent«.r

The transportation phase,of planning has wide effect on 
residential, real estate values* Afeessibility to streets and 
highways increases:value,,yet location near main transporta
tion arteries;is not desirable due to the noise and dagger 
involved. Availability of public transportation and access 
to recreational#: shopping, and; #ohool facilities- alse-hav©...fa
vorable ;results-.on residential,;values# -Except fer: the 
wealthy;who can; affordrto ignore these factors, adequate trans
portation facilities enhance residential values in.general..

The third element city,planning is a movement for at
tractive public buildings% Architectural design has been 
somewhat;neglected in public;buildings in this country.during 
its early development. Americans became more conscious of 
this phase when their fellow citizens returned from visits 
abroad with high praise,for the public buildings in.Europe. : 
The Chicago World Fair >furthf? ,showed.,our people fhat beauty 
a..community could attain by associating:proper architectural 
standards with., caretuAlf-pi®^edasettings. .Civic centers
are becoming more common in American cities,. ;Those already 
attained in Denver, St. Louis, and San Francisco are worthy

14. Hoagland, op. oit.. p. 489.
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Attractive public buildings only indirectly affect resi
dential real estate values. By making a city more civic 
conscious and giving it a reputation as a place of beauty, 
residential values are raised. The average person prefers 
to live in a city famed for its appearance rather than in one 
noted for unpleasant living conditions. •

The fourth phase of city planning concerns new develop
ments. In the last, cities have grown outward, encroaching - 
on surrounding areas, with little attempt toward coordina
tion. The new trend is to direct growth by offering home 
and business sites in projects which are well planned and 
self-contained. Although this phase of planning mainly con
cerns real estate men, developers and contractors, it can be 
directed and coordinated by city officials through the use 
of building permits, zoning laws, and other regulations.
This fourth phase has included new ideas for sanitation, 
housing, parks, public buildings, and transportation. It 
brings all the other phases of planning into new developments 
as they originate, with resulting benefit to the value of 
residential real estate therein. All foreseeable needs are
met when houses are constructed, and the prospective purchaser

15is willing to pay more for the additional facilities.
The idea of comprehensive city planning has grown

15. Ibid., p. 491.
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concurrently with the four phases of planning discussed.
■ ,

Planning at first was directed toward correcting specific 
evils. Civic-minded ieAdefs sought to improve the living 
conditions of their fellowmen and make their communities bet
ter places in which to live. It 'was soon found"that these 
problems could not be attacked separately. Rather, an over
all plan which would view the city as a whole was necessary.
To develop a community properly, all phases of planning must16
be coordinated; the comprehensive city plan was the solution.

Today, as cities transcend artificial municipal boun
daries, regional planning Is becoming increasingly important. 
This is broader in scope than city planning, for it includes 
areas outside present municipal limits. It often Includes 
coordination with planning in adjoining cities, as in St.
Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota or Boston and Cambridge, Mas
sachusetts. In a community such as Tucson where the greater 
part of the population lies outside the city limits, a re
gional plan is almost a necessity for future development.
Both comprehensive and regional plans aid residential real 
estate values by making a community potentially a more de
sirable place of residence. A city that offers a great deal 
in the way of good living conditions will attract population, 
which will increase the demand for residences and thus add 
to their price and value.

16. Ibid.
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City Planning in Tucson

City planning began in Tucson in 1928 when the Mayor and 
City Council set up the first City Planning and Zpning^Goa- 
mission. This Commission prepared the first zoning ordi
nance and map for Tucson and was concerned mainly with ©stab- 
lishing a body of regulations to correct specific evils which 
had arisen during the city's growth. That no comprehensive 
plan was prepared at this time is evident today by the con
gestion in downtown Tucson, the lack of coordination in ex- 
tending streets and avenues into outlying districts, the lack' \ ' .. ' • : ' ■ • - ' r .. : V . ■. .• •
of downtown parking facilities, and the existence of slum and 
blighted areas.

It is readily admitted that the rapid growth and present 
population of Tucson would have been most difficult to fore
cast 23 years ago. At that time the city was a health resort, 
a tourist mecca, and a trade center. The industrial and mili
tary activities of the preswit were difficult to foresee. The 
early residents cannot be blamed for lack of foresight. They 
did remarkably well considering the mood of their time and, . 
the facilities with which they worked to gain a comprehension 
of future Tucson.

During the 1930's and early 1940's, the citizens of Tuc
son became more aware of future problems. Seal planning, as

17. Letter from William Dunipace, Attorney for the 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, July 29, 1951.



distinguished from gamin** *e#*h in 1941 with theSegoe Sur
vey officially conducted by the city under the direction of 
ladislas Segoe, planning consultant. A movement tov/ard com
prehensive and coordinates plisinlHg had begun' in thb late 
1930*s among many citizens. This culminated in 1938 With the 
organization of the Tucson Regional Plan. A direct outcome 
of this organization*s efforts was the Segoe Survey and the 
acceptance of the Tucson Regional Plan in 1945 as a guiding 
force in future planning for the area. 1 ;

This Regional Plan forecast future population and 
stressed the need for added economic stability in the local 
area. Zoning studies were made and thoroughfare flans Were 
drawn up. A program for improving the appearand® of the city 
and for rehabilitation of blighted areas was proposed through 
the establishment of a downtown cultural center with neigh
borhood community centers In the suburbs. A civic center, 
where public buildings would be brought together into one 
well-defined area, was proposed. Comprehensive plans for 
schoolsj parks, and playgrounds were formulated. Other studies
made proposals for downtown parking, for transit and railroad

Vv : .; . ■ ... ■ . _ ; ; 18
facilities', and for proper standards for subdivisions.

Today the Tucson Regional Plan is being carried out 
through the joint efforts of the city and county planning and

18. City Planning and Zoning Commission, "The Tucson 
Regional Plan" (Tucson: typewritten report, 1945), Part III.
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seaing agenetes. Under this nev/ program, the planning of
fices of the city of Tucson and of Pima Countjrmr# a@®rdi#- 
mated by a Joint City-County Planning Departmentj headed by 
Mr. Andre Paure. Itsenrei and coordinates the activities 
of the-city planning and zoning commission, the city board': 
of adjustment, the street^naming committee, the'joint airport
zoning board, the county planning and: zoning commission, and

19
the county postwar planning board, r a s : .Jr : - ,
-; This coordination is important when present: and future 
growth,are considered. In 1930, 80 per cent of the popula
tion of the Tucson community lived within city..limitsj by 
1940 only 60 per cent of the .urban:population lived in the , 
eity proper , irtiile: in 1950 the city population composed only 
37 per cent of the entire number of people -in the metropoli
tan area. Much of this metropolitan area some day will be - 
a part of the city of TueSem* Inthe meantime, planning for 
the development of this area can be coordinated through this 
joint agency. Such integration will help residential values 
by proper planning of thoroughfares, parks, and other facili
ties. These factors add to the attractiveness and conveni
ence of homes, thus making them more valuable in the eyes of 
prospective purchasersy j.vSO. r;* ;

First to be considered in Tucson planning are the in
dustrial and business facts, indices of present population,

19. V Chart showing organlzattonal set-up of City- 
County Planning and Zoning Agency, June 29, 1951.



and the current rate of growth. From this information can be 
gained an idea of what is needed for present and future ac
tion. When the needs are imwn, the next step is to decide 
how to proceed in meeting these objectives. The important 
thing is to acquaint and persuade those people who are build
ing the community of the necessity for proper planning, fife 
entire program hinges on proper presentation of plans, tte-
less the people of the community are willing to cooperate,

. . . .  ■ - 2G . , ...
planning in Tucson cannot be a very great sueeese.

Effective planning is the answer to the challenge'of 
the fast growth of Tmelon*' It Is the only means of finding 
out what is needed and wanted, where to obtain thee# things, 
arid where to put them. It places things where they belong 
and brings greater value to real estate through better work
ing efficiency fob the entire community. It should be remem
bered that planning officials do not have police power to 
take on enforcement of zoning ordinances and building codes. 
They make recommendation# which usually are the basis for 
subsequent legislation; but it is up to local governmental 
agencies to put these plans into effect.

The Tucson Regional Plan was based on a metropolitan21
population of 90,000 by i960. By 1950, ten years ahead of

20. Interview with Andre Faure, Director of the Plan
ning Commission, June 30, 1951.

21. Population forecast by Ladislas Segoe, planning 
consultant.



the for©east date, this estimate had.been exceeded by 30,000 
i©opl©. .. The Regional Plan is,being revised almost continu
ously; many parts have- been insufficient to keep up with the 
growth of the community. ; * 1 , • ' J-

The basis,for'present zoning laws in Tucson.was laid ■ : 
in,a survey conducted in• 19^0,;by.Ladislas Segoe, then plan-, 
ning consultant for the city. Passed by the ISayor.aM Ooun- 
cil on September 20, 19W# tb© current: zoning ordinance:.v- 
(No. 1168) divides the city, into eight classes of districts. 
There are four types of residential;zones, three @f business 
districts,, and ;on© :industrialTclassification* The ordinance 
prescribes size of-Jots; types of buildings;'land uses; re
quirements for accessory buildings; specifications for front, 
side, and rear yards; and other datarfor each different zone. 
It prohibits certain types/of business and industry in dif
ferent zones; it also prescribes height and other building ;; 
limitations for;residential, business, and industrial dis
tricts, and it sets forth -regulations for institutional^ ., 

recreational, and ■other i uses*, ' "y , . ■:•*•.. ■■■c ,
.The Building Inspeetor v/ith the aid of the Police De- ■

; ? p
partment ©nforeef the Zoning Ordinance. Certain allowable 
exceptions as to height, alignment, and use are made. The 
ordinance provides for ;s Beard of Adjustment of five-members 
to hear applications for exceptions, for appeals from deol- - 
slons of the Building Inspector, and for non-conforming uses. 
Changes in district boundaries and amendments may be made by
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the Mayor and City Council; any proposed amendment or change 
m a t  first be transmitted to the Planning Commission for its 
recommendation and report.

At present a restudy of planning:and zoning is being 
made in Tucson, .Since 1 * e a t  a new crossroads, a re
view of: land use plans is in order to bring [existing lav/s up 
to date, Meed for change has been indicated -by the large 
number of requests for rezoning. - It is hoped to eliminate: 
the necessity for getting petitions signed and going through 
the great amount of detail now required for zoning changes.

The zoning and building regulations of the city do mot 
apply to residential areas lying outside municipal limits.
At present Pima County is attempting to inaugurate a county 
system of zoning. Although this is possible under existing 
state laws, the approval of property owners in areas to be 
zoned must be obtained and the county has not been too success
ful in this respect. As a result, builders in the outer 
urban area Eire not .hampered by the strict zoning and building 
restrictions found within the city, 'A builder.ban do prac
tically what he wants, except for meeting the requirements of22
private companies for gas and electrical connections. This 
situation tends to hamper residential values in the urban 
area surrounding city limits. An, example is Vfinterhaven, 
which is surrounded by unrestricted and somewhat vacant areas.

22. Interview with.David Batavia of the-Batavia Realty 
Company, Tucson, September 22, 1951..
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In the future, development of these areas with other uses and 
smaller homes can hurt residential values in the Winterhaven 
section. ^ ’ " " ' '

The zoning laws of Tucson tend to create stabilized 
values. They define as a matter of law and record the u&es 
to which particular pieces of property can be put. Prospec
tive purchasers of residential real estate gain assurance as 
to the use of land in any one section. B e y  cah proceed in 
acquiring a home with the knowledge that the use for this land 
has been stabilized. Any element of future speculation for 
other purposes is thereby decreased, and the value df land 
for residential use is increased.

Plans for new parks and recreational facilities are co
ordinated with the Planning Commission by the Park Board of 
the city government. Likewise the Playground Board, Greens 
Committee, Housing Authority, Chamber of Commerce, and Heal 
Estate Board all seek the advice of the city planners. Pro
grams for new developments, public and semi-public buildings, 
transit facilities, and rehabilitation of blighted areas all 
concern the Planning Commission. It is their task to co
ordinate all these separate projects into the best possible 
combination for future Tucson* In so doing the Commission 
helps raise residential values in the long run by making the 
city a more convenient, attractive, and comfortable place 
in which to live.

Perhaps the most important phase of planning in Tucson
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at present is that of street planning ana thoroughfare devel
opment. The streets of original Tucson were laid out in a 
narrow and orooked fashion. Today there is a lack of both 
street and off-street parking faelllties. Two parking gar
ages are being considered, and additional parking lots are 
being prepared which in some measure will alleviate the down
town parking situation. There are other methods of attacking 
the problem. The city could set up a Parking Authority to 
undertake the establishment of several publicly-owned perking 
lots. Or the merchants themselves could embark on a program 
to provide proper parking facilities through privately- 
financed lots and garages. Or the city and merchants could
cooperate in solving the problem, which probably would be the 

23
best solution. The Planning Commission is quite aware of 
the parking problem and is endeavoring to have all mew build
ings properly set back from the street so as to increase the 
chance for future widening of streets and decreasing of con
gestion. *< :

One of the most confusing situations in the entire Tme- 
son community is the lack of any system in naming avenues and 
streets. Little coordination or cooperation has been shown. 
This has been carried to such an extent that, according to a 
report made by a street-naming committee in 1948, the 16# 
streets in the city had a total of #83 names. This was more

23. Realty Digest. II (June, 1951).
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than the alty of $ Chicago had at that’ time. An example is ' 
one of the main-thoroughfares v/hich runs through the northern 
section of the city.’ M t  starts out as Mile Wide Road,- ' :
changes to Ironwood Hill Drive, then "becomes De Moss Petrie 
Road and assumes *iuocesaively such haines as Call# Norte , Luna 
Street, North Street, Grant Road, and finally Wrightstown 
Road (also known as the Tanque Verde Road) . W m n y w i #  
ing to find his way-about the city, this situation is ex
tremely exasperating. If the proposed plan had been adopted 
when recommended three years ago, it would have eliminated '
jBUOh eemfusion. As it is, the situation grows worse as the

2k
community continues to .expand. , - - - V
; The cost of putting this new system into operation is , 
estimated at around #200,000 by H.A. Arnold, Chairman of the 
Street-Naming Gofflttitte#> Th# i><»t ‘Cffloe has indioated oppo
sition to this plan, estimating the cost to the government 
might run as high as #5d0,000. Recently Postmaster Collins 
said the Post Office will comply with the program and aid the 
city as much as possible jBf the plan^becomes official, iiec-
trio and telephone companies also would be greatly affected

26
in making changes on customer cards. . ^

Residential real estate would gain in-value due to elim
ination of the present-hc^usion in street" names. Fire and
- ' ' • ' . * ■ ' ' *‘.f - r- .« .7 ^  i • ■ A '  ' -• - :

2k• Editorial, Tucson Daily Citizen. September 13, 1951,
p. 12. __... .. .....

25. Ibid., September 20, 1951, p. 23.
26. Arizona Daily Star. September 16, 1951, p. 18B.
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polio*.protection could be more efficient and rapid if these 
people knew exactly where they were going in times- of - emer
gency. Service industries would find their jobs easier and 
their expenses reduced in the long run. The residents of 
the community would save much time in finding their'way  ̂
about the city area. It appears at present that-liti plan,
with some changes, will be adopted. It is backed by the ma-

27
jorlty of the community's residents.

The-largest project being undertaken in thoroughfare de
velopment at present is that of a controlled access highway 
through the city. The Regional Plan laid the groundwork for 
this project with preliminary engineering studies in!944.
The highway is to be financed with federal and state funds, 
and is to cost between five and six million dollars. It is 
designed to promote safety and speed and to alleviate conges
tion in downtown Tucson by carrying much heavy truck and 
through traffic around the western end of the oity^ a short 
distance beyond the railroad overpass. It will then pass
through the western part of Tucson along the Santa Cruz River 
to connect with the Benson Highway near the overpass just 
north of the Veterans Hospital. Traffic interchanges will 
be constructed at Speedway, at St. Mary's Road, at Congress 
Street, and at 29th Street. The new highway will go under 
De Moss Petrie Road, over 22nd Street, and over north Tenth

27. Ibid.
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Avenue. An access road will leave the new highway at west 
Sixth Street and come into the central business district via 
Church Street.

Two other projects are under way to complete the north-
south traffic system through Tucson. The highway from Tucson
to Pioaoho is being reeonmtrmeted and the Teeson-Nogales
Highway is also being rebuilt. Combined, these three projects
will facilitate greatly the heavy truck and trailer traffic28
which flows through Tucson to and from Mexico. -

This controlled access highway will definitely affect 
property values in the Menlo Park and Snob Hollow districts. 
Values along Main Street and in the western section of the 
city also will be influenced. Menlo Park values will be 
aided by better access; west Tucson and Main Street,proper
ties will be more in demend for individual retail and whole
sale purposes; there will be a shift away fro# the brickyards 
and other small industry now located in these sections. Snob 
Hollow will gain by having the heavy truck and other traffic 
which now travels through th# vicinity moved to the new con
trolled access highway.

Another problem faced by city and county officials at 
present is the construction of roads to care for traffic 
needs in the vicinity of the new Hughes Plant on the Nogales 
Highway. The company has proposed an elaborate system of

28. Interview with Mr. Warren Walker, Executive Assis
tant, City-County Planning Department, June 17, 1951.
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roads to provide access to the plant.. They, have suggested
Country Glut Road as-the principal route, with Park. Avenue
to be used as a seeom#ry artery. Under this proposal, south
County Club Boad would be made .a four-lane highway from the

29
plant entrance to 36th Street. .• Here traffic would be split 
into two streams, one running northeast to tie in with Broad
way at Columbus Boulevard;the other to feed traffic into 
south Campbell and:enter Broadway at Cherry Avenue. The; 
company also asks, that the Segales: Highway and south Sixth, 
Avenue be widened, a»^ suggests other changes in the road
system as• far. north as Grant Road and as far east as V/ilmot 

30
Road. , ■ • % : , .

The plans worked out by city and county officials are
31

similar to those of.the company except for minor details.
A county set-back ordinance is now being prepared. The pro
posed ordinance will protect both the-developer and the gen
eral public. .By•protection of rights-of-way now, future . 
development will,not be hindered. by expensivecondemnation 
suits to secure land needed for street widening. , At present 
the main stumbling block in the proposed Hughes plant road 
system is financing. , An attempt to secure federal funds is 
being made to assist the. city and county in this construction.

______ ■ - ; ' ■ - ' h
29. Arizona Daily Star; August 17, 1951, p. 4A. - ■
30. Tucson Daily Citizen. June 2, 1951, p. 3.
31. See Appendix. , v; ,1, r..
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Another-problem is the bottleneck on east Speedway.be
tween Gountry Club Road and Tucson Boulevard. At present 
the city has been deeded land bn all but one block of this 
area where several property owners are still holding out.
The main reason for their opposition is that the deeding of 
their land will reduce their lots considerably in depth and 
so reduce their value. Unless these additional deeds are ac
quired, this stretch of Speedway will constitute a definite 
traffic hazard for some time: to come* The city, of course, 
can condemn these properties or improve this stretch at the 
expense of abutting property owners. Since funds are avail
able from the state for this project, such action seeai jus
tified due to the narrowness and danger involved in this

32
section of Speedway. ? - , ,

Speedway is also receiving much criticism due to tho. 
four-foot, rounded dividing "hung*" which separates east- and 
west-bound traffic. It has been labeled one of the worst en
gineering mistakes ever made in this area. Olty-eonnty 
Traffic Engineer John F. Caarls has proposed that eight feet 
be taken from the four traffic and two parking lanes, and 
that this be added to the divider to make it twelve feet in 
width. The necessary safety for-making turns would be pro
vided by this new width. Since removal of this "hump" might 
endanger future funds from the Federal Government, little

32. Arizona Daily Star, September,13. 1951, p. IB.
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concrete action has been taken to remedy the situation.
State or federal funds are involved in all three of these 
projects— the Hughes road system, the Speedway and
the Speedway bottleneck. Perhaps less attention should be 
paid to securing state and federal aid, and more attention 
should be given to the wlehea of the people of Tucson who
are almost unanimous in favoring the elimination of the

33
"hump" on Speedway. By furnishing funds for these projects, 
the state and federal governments can call the tune for much 
of Tucson's progress. This is an important point to remember 
when considering these programs.

There are many smaller traffic problems being solved : 
throughout the metropolitan area. The junction at Grant Hoad 
and Campbell Avenue is being widened. Traffic lights are be
ing installed at various points. Plans are being made for a 
system of one-my streeflf In downtown Tucson to relieve 
traffic congestion. Proposals have been received to funnel 
traffic in and out of downtown Tucson by making the Fourth \
Avenue Subway a northbound traffic lane and the Sixth Avenue 
Subway a southbound artery. Another milestone to be accom
plished in the regional highway system was the recent comple
tion of the Tucson-Ajo Road paving project at an approximate

34
cost of $1,500,000.

33. Ibid.. July 21, 1951, p. 14.
34. Interview with Warren Walker.
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All of these planning factors being worked on by city 
and county officials are important to residential real estate 
values. Business houses profit by widening of streets and 
thoroughfares because of the increased availability of their 
goods to the passing public. Home owners are more concerned 
with costs than with benefits and are not interested primar-

' : ... , , / ' v:
ily in increased values. However, due to better accessibility 
to homes, time saved in avoiding traffic aoagesbim, .and th® 
enhanced appearance of th# city resulting from wide streets 
and boulevards, residential owners usually receive increased 
values also. :r"

City planning in general cannot help but put residential 
values in a better position. Better parks, schools,-roads, . 
and recreational facilities make life more pleasant. In Tuc
son, as in every other American city, most people are willing 
to pay for these advantages. That all citizens should sup
port city planning is evident. It increases the beauty and :? 
pleasure of life in Tucson and by so doing Increases land 
values within the community. : .

■■ .f •. . '

*
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CHAPTER VI

•' .

G0V1RHMENTAL ACTIVITY AM) EFFICIENCY 
IN METROPOLITAN TUCSON

. , x ' . - - \ -'K' /

Relation of Government and Real Estate

The role of goverMent In the area of economic activity 
has become increasingly important in recent years. Real 
estate has not escaped the impact of this enlivened public 
interest; it has received more than the usual amount of atten
tion. In the past, municipal units were concerned largely 
with passive measures in regulating the field of real estate. 
The main objective vjas to obtain revenue and to enforce mini
mum standards for the protection of public health and safety. 
The initiative for starting new housing developments and other
positive real estate measures was left strictly to private in- 

1
terests. . . . . \

/

Today public authorities are showing increased interest 
in measures designed to stimulate and regulate further the 
field of real estate. Planning and zoning are given emphasis 
in order to originate programs for the coordination of all the 
elements of cities into comprehensive plans for the future. 
Having realized the importance of economic background, city

1, Wm. H. Husband and Iftrank R. Anderson, Real Estate '
Analysis (Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1948), p. 451.



official*' ncjw attempt to attract, and Influence the; location 
of industry within their metropolitan-areas. Public inter
ests have' demanded ,that proper housingrand programs for slum 
clearance and rehabilitation he undertaken. Progressive city 
governments -attempt’to carry out these demands by securing 
the necessary housing;and adopting other remedial measures, 
often In opposition to vested interests which stand te lose 
through these: measures*

An, awakened eitlsemryihas woskod steadily toward better 
and more efficient government in the local,istate, and nation
al sense. In the past,-many cities have fallen into the hands 
of leaders who have encouraged.and profited by.vice and cor
ruption; These cities became known for their gambling,halls, 
saloons, bawdyrwomen, and. other undesirable elements. While 
these conditions may.have resulted in an increase of those 
who were fast and loose-morally, there was a lo## of the more, 
respectable: types of people who simply moved to other,locali
ties where they could find a more proper atmosphere for the2
rearing of their families. .

The importance of efficient government to real estate . 
values,is illustrated by this point. Few citizeps will- choose 
to remain indefinitely in a .community which.is characterized by 
poor and inefficient government, When political graft, of
ficial incompetence, crime, and high taxes become too . 2

2. Harry G.. Atkinson and L.E. Fralley, Fundamentals of 
Real Estate Practice (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946),
ppe 29-30.
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intolerable, the average citizen usually can move to a better 
and more desirable environment. The met result is a lowering 
of property values, since the demand for residential sites 
declines rapidly. , ■ * - 'v3>v :

Poor government as represented by extravagance and abuse
. • ' ■ ■ ■ ■

of power is not only a reducer of property values, but acts 
also as an impediment to population growth. When taxes be-

JM."'
come too high, many people refuse to purchase homes. They 
either rent or move to locations which are more desirable. 
Investors hesitate to risk their funds in cities which are 
fiddled by graft and corruption, for the return on their in
vestment will be lessened substantially by high taxes. Many 
industries either halt expansion or abandon entirely such 
communities for the same reasons. They seek to protect their 
profits as much as poeeitfle.

All of these factors cause real estate values to decline. 
There is less demand for homes; there is less investment
money offered to finance real estate developments; there is

■

less economic activity to furnish a living for the people of 
the community. When people can no longer find employment in 
a city, they move to other locations where work is available. 
The end result of these factors is a lose in population and 
lowered real estate values due to lack of demand for homes. 

Local taxes depend on the financial administration of a

3. Ibid.. p. 29.
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city. There can be little community pride or spirit when the
financial structure is not sound enough to carry and maintain
public improvements and services. Yet when taxes become too
excessive, the morale of the citizens is equally impaired.
Either way, the financial policies and position of any city
can determine the difference between fair and unreasonably low

4 „
values for existing real estate. ' v*

The financial administration ef a city determines the 
debt burden, which In turn determines the tax burden. Since 
the bulk of local taxes usually is carried by real estate, 
care should be exercised by property owners that they are not 
carrying more than their fair share. Tax delinquencies indi
cate too high taxes. They show that people are risking their 
properties and suggest serious difficulties both for the prop
erty owners and the community. This point was made all too 
clear in the depression of the 1930fs when thousands of fami
lies lost their homes due, in large part, to heavy and in
equitable tax burdens• Residential values declined sharply
and municipal administrations were forced to look elsewhere

-■ -■ . 5 ' - ■■ ■■■ ' 'for means of revenue.
At present, property owners and other citizens are be

ginning to realize more fully that they are shareholders In 
their local governments. They realize they should follow 4 5

4. Husband and Anderson, on. cit., p. 53.
5. Ibid., p. 54.
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carefully the progress of the organization in -which they have 
invested their money. Only by being alert to the trends and 
practices of their municipal governments can they avoid the 
graft and corruption which have characterized so many Amer
ican cities in the past. ' ! , v

The modern tendency is to stand fast and attempt correc
tion of graft and corruption as they arise. No longer is it 
possible to avoid responsibility by seeking a new and unde
veloped environment. It is now the duty of the citizen to 
remember that sound municipal government— financial, legal, 
and administrative— rests wholly upon the wishes and actions 
of himself and his fellow citizens. In "the final analysis, 
the efficiency of government is up to them. Only they, as the 
electorate, can initiate change and reform.

of ■ Government
lucson

Since this study of residential real estate values con
cerns metropolitan Tucson, the functioning of two local govern
ments must be discussed. The government of the city of Tuc
son is applicable to the 45,454 people who live within the 
municipal limits, while South Tucson's administration affects 
2,364 people within its corporate limits. The government of

; ' -i V  - '• ’ ' • ' : . : : ■ . V

Pima County covers the remaining 72,493 persons who are part

6. Arizona Daily Star. July 17, 1951, p. 13.
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of the urban Tucson community. We thus h a w  the of
the city government of Tucson being applicable to only 37.7 
per cent of the population in its metropolitan area.

The people of the suburMn areas surrounding the city of 
Tucson depend in large part on the city for cultural, recre
ational, financial, and shopping facilities. They use the 
medical, transport, library, and other accomodations which the 
municipality offers. To a great" extent, they are dependent 
upon the city’s economic background for employment. Services 
such as water, garbage collection, and fire protection are 
more expensive and harder to obtain in the unincorporated 
suburbs. Lower insurance rates and better police protection
would be obtained by joining corporate Tucson.

' ■ . . ■ ' - " .■ ■ :
Yet the tendency to build new’ homes outside the municipal

. ■ . ' •

limits continues, despite the fact that there are numerous
vacant lots available within the city proper. The reasons

• ' • .. ■- ■' ■. ..
seem to be that less expmsive lots can be obtained outside
the corporate limits; construction costs are slightly lower;

' - • ■■ . " . ;  , ■ '

building and zoning restrictions are of less importance; and
tax rates are decidedly lower.

Upon careful examination, these, reason# fo# building out
side the municipal boundaries lose much of their validity.
The large initial price paid for a lot within the city brings 
a great deal in exchange. .Paved streets pass most of these 
properties, while water and sewer lines are installed to most 
lots. Police facilities, fire protection, and garbage



collection are easily obtained as a part of the city's ser- 
vices. If a buyer locates outside the corporate limits, he 
will have to wait and pay later for these improvements. In 
addition to the inconvenience, the cost of these various im
provements added to the initial cost of the lot often may be. 7
greater than if a lot inside the city had been purchased.

A strong reason for locating outside the municipal 
limits is lower real estate taxes. It is true that^aunlolpal 
taxes are considerably higher than those in surrounding areas. 
It should be remembered, however, that the city affords bet
ter protective and other services which cost money and must 
be paid for through tax assessments. Tax and utility rates 
Would reflect clearly the filling of vacant lots with homes 
inside the city limits. If new people located in populated 
districts where sewer, power,* and phone lines already were 
installed, the drain on both municipal and public utility fa-
d u t i e s  would be lessened.. Tax rates could and would be low-- ■ -■ -
ered in all probability. When homes are built on empty lots 
within the corporate limits, the higher tax rates have a : 
definite effect on the resale value of these homes. Because 
of these higher rates, values tend to increase because owners 
add them when computing new values for residential property. 
Thus values become higher within the city limits because of 
the addition of these taxes.

7. Editorial, Ibid.. July 18, 1951, p. 10B.
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There are other advantages which would accrue if vacant 
lots were filled with homes and surrounding areas were to 
join the city. The valuation of the city would be increased 
materially; this increase would be caused by new homes and ' 
would tend to lower taxes because of the added'#.##' over Which 
the burden of municipil tatotlon could be spread. The value 
of real estate within the corporate limits also would be in
creased due to the added appeal of homes surrounded by other
residences instead of by vacant lots overrun with brush and8
desert weeds.

The city would gain a rating in commercial listings which 
it does not hold at preient. Difficulties in obtaining ma
terial allocations for utilities, in securing newsprint and 
other services based on population figures would be lessened. 
Finally, a truer perspective of Tucson would be obtained by 
the rest of the nation. Instead of being thought of as a 
city of 45,000 people it would be viewed as a city of 120,000 
which in reality it is.

The annexation laws of Arizona are partly responsible 
for the extremely slow integration rate of Outlying districts 
with the city of Tucson. These laws make it practically im
possible to annex suburban areas without the permission of 
the prospective annexees. The people, to a great extent, can

■                     «• - ‘ " - f f ' ' "
8. Lecture by. James Hearon of the Hearon Realty and 

Mortgage Company, Tucson, April 15, 1951.
; • ■ ; . ' ' v: ■■ " ' . . ,



dictate the terms under which they will he annexed. Nor have
the city officials of Tucson■encouraged and promoted the idea
of annexation as much as some other Arizona cities have. As
a result, Tuosoa will lose approximately #40,000 in sales tax
revenue this fiscal year because the distribution of this tax
is based on the proportion that a city’s population bears to
the population of the state. Phoenix, by encouraging annexa-

9
tion, stands to gain considerably.

The situation promises to stagnate the growth of Tmeson. 
There are three possible plans which may solve the annexation 
problem:

1. Legislation could be introduced into the State 
Legislature which would change the present an
nexation bill so that cities could annex con
tiguous territories without the permission of 
the proposed areas; this would allow the city 
to annex large parts at once and would be 
fairer to everyone.

2. Real property owners could bring about an elec
tion and vote to amend the city charter. This 
amendment would be to the effect that city real 
estate taxes could not exceed a fixed amount of

- the real market value of the property, as 20
cents per #100 actual cash value, not assessed 
value. Then a man with a $20,000 home actual 
value would know that he would never have to 
pay more than #40 for city taxes alone. Many 
citizens of outlying districts would be more 
willing to be annexed if there were fixed tax 
conditions in Tucson, 3

3. The third method would be similar to the plan 
adopted by the city of Toledo, Ohio. Toledo, 
like Tucson, found itself with a large 
"sleeper population* outside the city limits,

r with many people who worked in the city, made

9. Editorial, Arizona Daily Star. July 23, 1951, p. 4.
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their living there, but contributed little to 
the city Itself through real property tatet.
Toledo devised the plan of a one per cent with
holding tax on all salaries paid within the city 
limits to anyone. This plan worked very well 
for Toledo, beyond all expectations. It could 
materially help to lower real property taxes in 
the city, of Tucson by distributing the burden 
of taxation over a wider base.10 11 *

The first and third plans seem to be wiser and more prac
tical. The second plan would result in the lowering of Tuc
son’s credit, if tax li^thtlons.>i»ere:‘iade on real estate. 
Separate taxing authorities or ‘districts also could be set 
up to avoid this situation. In the meantime, real estate 
values within the city limits may suffer from the resulting 
lack of publicity and growth which are brought about by these 
rather strict annexation laws.

City Government in Tucson

The government of Tucson is of the charter form which
was first granted by the Territorial Government of Arizona in
1877• Another charter was granted in 1883 and the present

11
charter was put into effect in 1929. The city is adminis
tered by a Mayor, a Council of six members, and a City Mana
ger. The Mayor and the Council members are elected by the 
public, while all other municipal officials are appointed

10. Letter from H. Cowan Drachman, Arizona Daily Star.
July 18, 1951. - ~ ”

11. Sarah Lee Garrett, "The Development of Council- 
Manager. Type Government in Tucson, Arizona” (Master’s thesis, 
University of Arizona, 1948), pp. 1, 32.
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directly or under Civil Service regulations. Under the Mayor
and Council are the 21 boards and commissions which carry on

' . - ' 12
much of the detail of city government. These administra
tive units possess only the authority given them fey the Mayor 
and Council. The Mayor and Council are concerned with all 
matters pertaining to the city, ranging from granting of li
quor licenses to the preparation of a municipal budget,
Minor ratters are handled fey voice vote. More important ones 
are enacted into ordinances and become laws of the city.

The council-manager type of government has been a de
cided success in most of the 800 cities which use it. At 
present the position of City Manager is vacant in Tucson.
The Mayor and Council are expending considerable effort in 
selecting a new manager who has the proper training, experi
ence, education, and ability. The City Manager is the fore
most administrator in the council-manager type of government. 
It is his duty to provide responsible, efficient, and non- 
partisan municipal administration. He plans, budgets, or
ganizes, appoints capable subordinates, and directs the work 12

12. These 21 boards and commissions are: Board of
Health, Board of Adjustment, Park Board, Library Board, 
Playground Board, Board of Examiners and Appeals, Civil 
Service Board, Aviation Commission, Planning and Zoning Com
mission, Board of Plumber Examiners, Baseball Commission, 
Boxing and Wrestling Commission, Fire Prevention Committee, 
Flood Control Committee, Greens Committee, Honorary Cus
todians of Oury Park, Housing Authority of Tucson, Humane 
Board, Joint Airport Zoning Board, W^ter Committee, and 
Honorary Custodians of 1st evan Park.
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of the municipal adminiatration• The structure of government 
is simplified and becomes more clear. Impartial considera
tion is given to all citizens, and political favoritism is 
eschewed. The manager is able to provide citizens with. more 
information about their government, while the mayor and coun
cil have more time to give to public relations. The appoint
ment of a new Manager will be an important step toward better

13
government in Tucson.

City government in Tucson can be considered generally 
efficient, when the many difficulties encountered are consid
ered. One of these is lack of funds, due to limitations made 
by the state budget law which holds all cities and counties 
in Arizona to a 10 per cent increase in their budgets over 
the previous year. Another problem is the securing of an ade
quate and qualified number of personnel. The action of the 
city in tying salaries to the cost of living index has helped 
solve this problem. But there is still the question of where
to secure the funds to pay the 500 municipal employees of 

14
Tucson. Other problems arise from the extra police, park
ing, traffic, recreational, and other facilities necessary 
to care for the people who enter Tucson from surrounding 
suburbs but who pay no taxes to the city. . 13 14

13. Letter from Dr. Paul Kelso, Assoc. Prof., Dept, of 
History and Political Science, University of Arizona, Tucson, 
August 25, 1951.

14. Tucson Daily Citizen. June 4, 1951, p. 10.
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- The city has a total bonded indebtedness of §2,020,000
which is composed of' general-purpose bonds, sewer bonds, and

15 - ‘'
watsr revenue bonds. An adequate water system-has been
Milt. During 1950, 47 miles of new and larger water mains16
were constructs. Mater charges are considerably lower than 
those of surrounding districts. The city-provides free gar
bage and trash collection, a service whidh can be obtained 
only from private agencies in the adjoining suburbs.
' " Pollde: protection in TuSiOtt-his been adequate^ although 

additional manpower is badly needed by the police department. 
While the police department works inside the municipal limits, 
it is concerned with the people of the entire community who 
use the city. Bettef pay and personnel are needed to man the 
police force, which now consists of approximately 70 men.
The department uses modern- equipment consisting of three-way 
radio patrol cars and a motorcycle squad. A laboratory for 
photographing,' fingerprinting, and scientific crime detection 
is maintained. The department has itsrown breadcasting sta
tion, EGA 255. To keep pace with present growth, additional 

. . 17
men and equipment will be needed by the police department.

Fire protection also has been adequate in the city. 15 16 17

15. "City of Tuisoh, Auditor1s Report for the Fiscal 
Year 1950-51” .(mimeographed report), p. 39.

16. Tucson Daily Citizen. April 2, 1951, p. 1.
17. Chamber of Commerce, Facts and Figures (Tucson: 

Chamber of Commerce, 1951).
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Seventy men operate the fire department from four stations
With property and equipment valued at #362,667. Fire trucks18
do not answer calls outside the municipal limits. There 
were no city firemen at the jrecept Safeway fire on east Speed
way, which is estimated to be the costliest fire in Tucson's: ■ ■ i - ■ '
history. The protection afforded by the fire department is

.

reflected by low fire insurance rates within the municipal 
limits and much higher rates in suburban areas of Pima County 
where dependence oh private fire-fighting facilities is the 

rule.
Tucson has 200 miles of streets, 125 of which are paved., 

At present, paving programs and the installation of signs and 
traffic signals are being accomplished as rapidly as the bud
get permits. The controlled access highway now being built 
through the city is a major step in relieving downtown traf
fic problems.

Parks within the municipality cover an area of 70.9 
acres. Just outside the city are Randolph and 11 Bio golf 
courses. Mt. Lemmon, Tucson Mountain Park, Sabiao Canyon, 
Saguaro National Monument, and other parks provide additional 
recreational grounds for Tucsonans. Among the various boards 
and commissions which coordinate recreational.needs are the 
Park Board, the Library Board, the Playground Board, the 
Baseball Commission, the Boxing and Wrestling Commission, 18

18. Ibid.
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the Greens Committee, and the Honorary Custodians of Estevan
19

and Gary Parks.
The city government ##hlates zoning and building prae- 

tioea through the Planning and Zoning Gommiiiioi, th#'Zoning 
Board of Adjustment, the Joint Airport Zoning Board, and the 
Board of Plumber Examiners. Cooperation with Pima County is 
secured through the Joint Planning Agency.

The Aviation Goomission promotes air facilities and
aids in regulating flying conditions around the city. In co-

; . ' •. : ' '

operation with the Tucson Airport Authority, this Commission 
has shown great foresight in acquiring 4,200 acres of land for 
a municipal-airport and industrial purposes. This acquisi
tion has been very important in bringing Grand Central and 
Hughes to the community. The resultof course, has been a 
greatly enhanced economic background.

Health and sanitation problems are handled by the Board
of Health. The city and the county have an agreement as to*
over-all sewage disposal, and a separate Sanitation District
handles sewage problems. A new plant recently has been com-

20
pleted at a cost of more than a million dollars. The Water 
and Flood Control Committees of the municipal government 
handle problems related to water supply, storage, and control; 
these committees will become increasingly important as water 19 20

19. Ibid.
20. Tucson Daily Citizen. April 2, 1951, p. 1.
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shortages and summer flash flood dangers increase with the 
growth of the city. ,

All of the factors which have been discussed compose 
municipal government in Tucson. To date they have been rea
sonably effective in promoting the bes| interests of the city. 
This effectiveness has been one of the factors which has 
enabled residential real estate in Tucson to enjoy a rise in 
value during the past two decades.

The Government of Pima County

The government of Pima County is administered by the
Board of Supervisors which consists of three members. The
county government is more extensive in scope, and at present
has even more problems than its municipal counterpart. It,
too, is restricted by the budget limitation laws, by lack of
personnel, and by problems of growth which are far greater
than those faced by the city. Since 1940 the county has
increased by 68,378 people while the city has increased by 21
only 9,702.

The bonded indebtedness of the county is very low; it 
amounts to only #10,000. A #900,000 general bond issue is 
contemplated in the near future for the erection of an annex 
to the present Pima County Court House. County school dis
tricts have a total bonded indebtedness of #3,807,500.

21. Arizona Daily Star. July 17, 1951, p. 13.
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Improvement districts which come under comity jurisdiction - 
have 1693,711.71 in bonded indebtedness, v/hile the county por
tion of the Sanitation District has a similar debt of 22
$2,500,000.

lire and police protection in Pima County have been 
notably inadequate, especially in the urban Tucson area. Al
most daily reports of robberies in the suburban sections can 
be seen in the newspapers. Police and fire protection are 
supplied mainly by private interests. The staff of the 
county sheriff is not sufficient to properly patrol and pro
tect all suburban areas.

Law enforcement under the regime of Sheriff Jerome Mar
tins and County Attorney Bryce Wilson was shockingly cor
rupt. Wilson has been charged with accepting the earnings 
of a prostitute, conspiracy with criminals to permit them to 
violate the law, and bribery. After a succession of delays 
and changes in plea, ex-Sheriff Martin is currently on trial
on a two-count grand jury indictment consisting of bribery

23
and conspiracy to violate the state's gambling laws.

The cases of Martin and Wilson, one-time responsible 
county officials, have brought national disrepute to Tucson 
and Pima County. The first trial of Wilson was largely 22 23

22. Interview with Fred 0. Goodell, Pima County Comp
troller, Tucson, September 25$ 1951.

23. Arizona Daily Star. September 16, 1951$ p. U L
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attended and widely reported throughout the state and:nation.
U©: conviction v/as obtained. It is the writer’s belief that 
this was due to improper persecution by presentbedunty of
ficials and the. leniency with which local jurors sees to . 
look upon crime and corruption# This attitude was further 
illustrated by the light verdict handed down in the murder . 
trial of Harold Whitney when he was'found guilty of man- ; 
slaughter instead of the seemingly more:justified Verdict of 
first degree murder. ■:>v ;1' - .. w..:-: . .

; But at least an attempt toward better law enforcement 
has been made; and the corruption of county politics has been 
brought into the open.t The success of present County Attor
ney Morrison and Sheriff. Eyman in their legal enforcement 
problems cannot yet be judged. These men were elected be
cause the people wanted'reform. They have been greatly ham-# 
pered by disappearance of witnesses and evidence, arid even 
of one of the defendants, Bryce Wilson, who was finally found 
in Colorado• That professional lawbreakers, gamblers, racke
teers , pimps, and other hoodlums have been "scared off" is 
probable. It is to be hoped that present county offielals 
will redouble their efforts, for the nee# of efficient law 
enforcement in Pima County is still very great.

Improvements in Pima County are . started and governed 
under the District Improvement Act of 1945. The property 
owners must initiate action by filing a petition with the 
Board of Supervisors; 51 per cent of the persons owning real
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property within this proposed district must sign the petition.
Various notices and hearings are held, and after all protests
have been disposed of, the Board invites sealed bids through
the Superintendent of Streets. Upon completion of the work,

24-
assessments are levied by the Board.

At present one of the largest improvement districts ever
organized in Arizona is being planned for Pima County; it is
the Pueblo Gardens District for which a cost of $422,000 has
been estimated to cover the construction of pavement, curbs,

25
and sidewalks.

The city follows the same pattern in setting up improve
ment districts, except that the City Engineer and Council 
manage the details. Payment of assessment costs Increases 
the value of.residential real estate. Addition of these costs 
to the initial price of lots is one of the reasons why land 
within the municipal limits is higher than that outside.

There is a great need for paving programs in Pima Coun
ty, especially in the urban Tucson area. Ofthe 1,585 miles26
of roads in the county, only 510 are paved. This.adds 
greatly to the dust hazard which has become so troublesome 
in Tucson. Here again the county is hampered by the 10 per , 24 25 26

24. Interview with Dave DiCioeo, Superintendent of 
Streets, Tucson, June 12, 1951•

25. Arizona Daily Star. July 25, 1951, p. 6A.
26. Chamber of Commerce, op. cit.
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•ent budget limitation law. The postwar fund has been hear
ing much of the cost of road construction in the past few
years.' ■ _ • ' . • ' ‘ '

Compensating for the taok of services in suburban areas 
of Tucson which are under county jurisdiction are lower taxes 
and lower real estate prices. In addition, the freedom of 
more spacious surroundings and lack of noise and congestion 
can be enjoyed. The main problem that county Officials face 
is the rapid growth in the Tucson area which comes under 
their jurisdiction. The county has set up a budget of 
112,200,790 for the 1951-1952 fiscal year. In the past it 
has been forced to ask the State Tax Commission for permis
sion to exceed its budget aMost every year. During the 
present fiscal year it was given permission to exceed its
budget by $500,000, and it is expected that similar requests

27
will be made for the next fiscal year.
; With the passage of time, county problems may decrease 
while those of the city probably will increase as more of 
the suburban areas now under county jurisdiction become part 
of the city. The two units of government now cooperate in 
many ways such as a common sanitation district, water facil
ities, flood control, joint planning, and administration of 
the municipal airport. Problems of coordination will be 
handled better in the future with the gaining of needed

27. Arizona Daily Star. July 17, 1951, p. 3.
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experience. Both governments are operating under unusual 
conditions when their rapid growth is considered over the 
past decade. With experience and training gained during this 
time, local governments sheuia, Increase decidedly in effi
ciency in the future.

The School System of Metropolitan Tucson

Schools are a necessary adjunct to the American way of 
life. To educate properly our youth and instill in them the 
principles of democracy is most important during the present 
time of international crisis. This is especially true when 
many cherished ideals such as freedom of speech, press and 
religion are falling by the wayside in other lands. ■

Schools can be considered properly as a part of local 
government since the elected representatives of the people 
oversee the administration Of local systems. Administration 
of the majority of schools in urban Tucson is under District 
No; 1 with Mr. Robert D. Morrow as Superintendent; this dis
trict includes one senior high, six junior high, and 29 @1®-

28
mentary schools.

Public schools in Pirn County are under the general 
supervision of Mrs. Florence Reese, County Superintendent of 
Education. Twenty#four districts administer the 24 schools 28

28. Interview with Robert D. Morrow, Superintendent of 
School District No. 1, Tucson, September 25, 1951.
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which come under county jurisdiction; 12 of these are located
in the urban Tucson area. There are nine Catholic high and
elementary schools in the community which come under the .
supervision of Reverend Don Hughes. In addition, there are
nine private schools, mostly-for Warders# in the Tucson 

29
area* - . - . ' .

Tucson thus has 48 public, nine Catholic, and nine pri
vate schools in its urban area. Except for the private and 
parochial institutions, books are supplied free to the ele
mentary grades, and tuition is free if at least one parent 
has residence in the school district. Pima County enrolled 
a. total of 24,927 studints at the opening of the sutumn term
recently; 18,30? of these were in the Tucson system while

30
the remainder came from the county area. Catholic institu
tions expected to have approximately. 3,775 students this

31
year, and private schools will enroll about 400.

The Tucson community can be justly proud of its educa
tional system. It has done well in providing the necessary 
education for the children of this area. With the rapid 
growth of the community, many new schools have been Wilt and 
more are under construction. The city system alone has spent 
more than §4,000,000 on new schools since 1947, and needs 29 30 31

29. Arizona Daily Star, September 9, 1951, p. 11A.
30. Ibid.. September 18, 1951, p. 4*
31. Ibid., September 9, 1951, p. 11A.
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at least that muoh more for further construction. Scheduled 
for completion this autumn are the #300,000 addition to

32
Catalina Junior High and the new Holliday Elementary School.

A survey is being made to determine the need for school 
facilities in the county during the next ten years. This 
study is being made at the request of the 1M.ted States Of
fice of Education, which has also notified the Tucson system 
that it is entitled to #1,526,385 in federal aid for school 
construction. Such aid is granted to communities which have
had abnormal gains in population, due to governmental activity

33
located nearby. School taxes v/ill continue to rise as the 
increasing number of children reach school age and cause a 
demand for additional facilities.

There are crowded conditions in'many schools at present, 
and this situation will.worsen in the future. Renewed ef
fort must be made to build elementary, junior high, and 
senior high schools for the great number of children in or 
about to enter the primary grades. The real problem rests 
in oaring for the education of this age group, larger than 
any before it in Tucson. Superintendent Morrow estimates 
that two new senior high schools In addition to junior high 
and a number of elementary schools will be needed. To fi
nance such facilities he states that a #12,000,000 bond issue 32 33

32. Interview with Robert D. Morrow.
33. Arizona Daily Star. August 15, 1951, p. 2A.



will be required by the Tucson public school system in 1953.
County educators face these same problems of increased

enrollments and lack ef fpeHitles. Pima County schools cost
a total of $8,452,056 during the fiscal year ended June 30,
1951. A total of $1,959,859 of this amount was financed
by state grants, whieh allow #95 per year for each elementary
and high school student based on daily attendance for the 

35
previous year. The Amphitheatre District reeeatly balloted
and accepted a federal grant of $428,790 for new buildings.
Already far behind in its building program, Amphitheatre has

36
had to stagger its seal# high schedules. Work has begun 
on a $237,800 project at Sunnyslde School in the southern sec
tion of the community. These and other planned facilities 
will help solve the educational problem in Pima County.

The educational systems of Tucson and Pima County com
plement real estate values. Good school facilities will in
crease residential values, while lack of facilities will cause 
parents to move elsewhere and so results in a subsequent de
cline in values. Modern parents are most conscious of the 
future of their children and will make great efforts to pro
vide them with the proper training for future careers. They 
prefer good educational systems and will pay higher prices 34 35 36

34. Ibid.. July 28, 1951, p. 8.
35. Ibid.. July 18, 1951, p. 2.
36. Ibid.Si Septe^er 9, 1951, p. 1.
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for homes ia neighborhoods which provide such facilities. 
Schools are important also to residential values from She tax 
standpoint. There are limits to the taxes which parents can 
pay to provide educational facilities." Too high school taxes 
hurt residential values, for they raise prices to the extent 
that people no longer can'afford to buy homes. The balance 
preferred is that in which an efficient school system Is ob
tained with a reasonable amount of taxes required to support 
it.

Real Estate Taxation in Tucson

The burden of taxation on residential real estate is 
steadily increasing. This includes not only such direct 
taxes as school, municipal, county, and state, but also a 
host of hidden taxes which apply to construction materials 
and activities. Some 104 separate taxes are paid on roofing. 
Insulation, paint, steel, masonry, lumber, walls, and hard
ware. Manufacturers pay another 108 different taxes on such 
activities as plumbing, heating, millwork, and fixtures. Ac
cording to estimates, the present $12,500 house carries a tax

37
burden of $2,500 in some 551 hidden taxes.

There is not so much concern about these hidden taxes, 
since the average citizen and property owner is not aware of 
them. Generating more protests are the direct taxes levied 37

37. The Appraisal Journal. XVIII (October, 1950), 493.
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by governmental units. The high taxes In the city of Tueson 
have been partly responsible for the extensive building op
erations taking place outside the municipal limits when many 
vacant lots still exist within the city proper.

. The tax rate in the city of Tucson for the 1951-52 
fiscal year is $11,2972 per $100 of assessed valuation. As 
shown in Table III, this is slightly less than for the previ
ous year. Taxes in the city reached a peak of #12.0634 per

TABLE III
TAX RATE FOR TUCSON38 ■ . •

______Fiscal year______
1950-51 1951-52

State $1.5500 $ .9500
County .8662 .9162
City 3-7096 3.9850
School District #1 5.6224 5.4460
Total $11.7482 $11.2972

$100 of assessed valuation in 1948. This amount declined to 
$11,967 in 1949, to $11.7482 in 1950, and to $11.2972 for the 
current fiscal year. These figures have been considerably 
higher than those in the county, due to higher school taxes 
and the municipal levy which are added to county and state 
levies in reaching the combined rate for the city of Tucson.

38. Figures obtained from the Pirn County Assessor’s 
Office, Tucson.
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The tax rate in Pima County for the current fiscal year
ranges from $1.9168 in School District Ho. 22 to $11.1782 in
School District No. 57. This wide variation was accounted for

39
by the differences in school district levies. Lower taxes 
in Pima County tend to make land cheaper, while real estate 
in the city is raised in price because the greater amount of 
taxes is added when computing values for city property. Thus 
higher taxes tend to raise residential prices in the city.
On the other hand, high taxes hurt a locality if they are 
greater than they need be for efficient governmental opera
tion.

Assessments in Tucson are under the direction of Mr. Leo 
Finch, County Assessor, who handles both city and county 
valuations. Taxes are levied each year on the basis of mu
nicipal and county budgets. Properties are assessed at ap
proximately 25 per cent of market value. Every attempt is 
made to assess equitably. Buildings are measured and valua
tion is made according to square footage tables in rating 
manuals. A Board of Equalization hears protests and appeals

40
for the adjustment of real estate valuations and assessments.

There is no particular theory followed by the assessor's 
office such as the benefits or ability-to-pay theories. The

39. See Appendix C.
40. Interview with Leo Finch, Tax Assessor for Pima 

County, Tucson, June 12, 1951.
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main line of reasoning followed is that everyone owning real 
estate must pay. The Pima County Assessor’s office has done 
an exceptionally capable job through the years. The staff 
is very able and many highly skilled technicians are em
ployed to handle property valuation in Tucson and Pima 

41County. , : . 3
Taxes are collected by the County Treasurer for both the 

city and the county. An average of 5 per cent of the proper
ty owners are delinquent in paying taxes each year. Public 
notice is given through the newspapers on delinquent taxes, 
and after a certain period they are offered for public sale 
at the Court House. All taxes, interest, and costs for the 
delinquent period must be paid by the buyer. Court action 
then must be taken to obtain a Treasurer’s Deed. Since a 
former owner has five years in which to redeem his tax delin
quent property, title is not secure until this redemption 
period has passed. This uncertainty concerning redemption
harms residential values if they are entangled in delinquency 

42
proceedings.

Veterans and widows receive certain tax exemptions in 
Arizona. Veterans who were residents of Arizona before Sep
tember 1, 1945 receive exemptions of #2,000 in valuation on

41. Lecture by Mr. Glen Wood Strickler, University of 
Arizona, April 17, 1951.

42. Interview with James Riley, Deputy Treasurer for
Pima County, June 14, 1951. , :
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property that does not exceed #$,000 in value. This exemp
tion was made in recognition ©f the services of veterans in 
World Wars I and II. It is an amendment to the State Consti
tution and can be changed•only by a vote of the people. In
1950 exemptions for veterans and widows in Pima County ap-

43
plied to property valued at |6,513i580.

These exemptions add considerably to the tax burden 
which the remaining property owners must bear. Residential 
values are raised because these higher taxes are added to the 
original prices in computing new values.v At the same time, 
values are injured because the tax burden may become so great 
that property ownership will be too expensive to be consid
ered by most Tucsonans. Prices and values then may drop, due 
to lack of demand. But tax exemption for Arizona veterans 
also has its brighter side. Many returning soldiers were 
able to buy homes because of this exemption which they other
wise would not have been able to afford. The many homes pur
chased under the stimulus of this law have helped the economy 
of the state in general through added construction and other 
activity.

Other taxes include a levy made by the county to build 
the postwar fund which is used to make improvements outside 
the regular county budget. The Board of Supervisors has set 
the postwar fund for the current year at $900,000. This

43. Interview with Leo Finch, September 25, 1951.
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44
levy is included in the combined county tax rate. Levies 
are made also by the Pima County Sanitary District for those 
property owners residing within its boundaries.

There are still other taxes which do not affect real 
estate directly but which should be considered by the pros
pective property purchaser and resident of Tucson. A 2 per 
cent general .sales tax and a graduated tax starting at one 
per cent on ...metincome each year are levied in Arizona.
An automobile lien tax is collected each January, together
with a registration fee of #3.50. Gasoline taxes amount to

45
6.5p per gallon. There is no tax on intangible property.
The state of Arizona operates under the Community Property
Tax Law whereby husband and wife are presumed to have the
same tax obligations, regardless of the amount earned by
each. Also, veterans are subject only to half the assessed
valuation of property if they own property jointly under the

46
Community Property Law.

All these various taxes which have been mentioned make 
the ownership of property in Tucson a complex problem. That 
these taxes increase real estate values is certain. The cost 
of improvements and other taxes are added to obtain new

44. Arizona Daily Star, June 27, 1951, p. 4.
45. Chamber of Commerce, op. cit.
46. Interview with Paul Neal, Assessor’s office, 

Tucson, June 12, 1951•
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values for residential property. In the long run, this will 
force property values to a point where many prospective home 
owners will not be able to purchase. Residential real estate 
values will decline eventually, due to lack of demand, if 
taxes continue to rise. If at all possible, this stage is to 
be avoided in Tucson.

Efficient government, wise planning, good schools, and 
low taxes all contribute to the best interests of home owner
ship in a community. This is true of Tucson. These factors 
are to be sought after so that most Tucsonans may realize the 
ideal of having a home of their own. In attaining these 
things, residential real estate values will rise, but still 
will be within the economic grasp of the majority of the citi 
zens. In the final analysis, most people prefer the best 
place they can find in which to live. The local governments
should strive to make the ideal of home ownership possible

' *
for the greatest number in the Tucson community in future
years



CIVIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE VALUE 
OF RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE IN TUCSON

Relationship between Civio and Social 
Organizations and Residential~Real Estate

Civic and social organizations represent the attitudes 
of the general public. They reflect the spirit of a city and 
the social consciousness of the majority of its citizens.
Such groups as chambers of commerce, service clubs, real 
estate boards, health and welfare agencies, and fraternal or
ganizations do much to influence the growth and well-being of 
a community. Ideas for local improvements often are born in 
the minds of individuals. Presented to the public through the 
facilities of civic bodies, these ideas have greater chance 
of attainment. Civic groups often develop and embellish these 
plans,then turn them over to legislative and executive bodies 
to be put into effect. Due to their influence, these groups 
can more easily put across such ideas and improvements to lo
cal governments.

These organizations usually are composed of citizens\who

CHAPTER. YII

1. Stanley MoMiohael and Robert F. Bingham, City 
Growth Essentials (Cleveland: The Stanley McMichael Publish
ing Organization, 1928), p. 397.
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are imbued with, a spirit of community consciousness. They de
vote their time and effort to promotional ideas such as the 
establishment of new manufacturing enterprises, the erection 
of business and residential buildings, and the creation of 
new financial institutions. Their spirit and energy are of
ten responsible for the building of hospitals, playgrounds, 
recreational facilities, and educational institutions. They 
are instrumental in the development of parks and playgrounds 
in residential areas where homes can be purchased by working 
men at prices within their economic grasp. ,

Civic and social organizations have taught the American 
people the value of cooperation and mass campaigns. Great 
community drives for charity and welfare work now are common 
in almost every American city of any size. These groups have 
helped give our people an optimistic view of the present and 
faith in the future. They are the champions of democracy and 
a strong educational force in keeping society informed on do
mestic and world events. They are instrumental in presenting, 
promoting, and preserving the American way of life.

The effect of civic and social organizations on residen
tial real estate is great. By making cities better places in 
which to live, these groups promote home values. Thousands 
of Americans move every year, and.those cities that provide 
attractive environments'draw these people. When they pur
chase homes, residential real estate values rise due to in
creased demand. ' ^
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The citizen who is well-informed and socially conscious 
can manage his affairs better and be more capable of owning 
a home. A community of home owners usually is a more pros
perous and better place to live. It has added stability be
cause home owners promote the best interests of the community 
in order to insure their own best interests and stability. 
People will pay a premium to live where their welfare is a 
matter of concern to many citizens. The result, again, is 
higher residential values due to the greater demand for 
homes. Civic and social consciousness, then, are important to 
residential values. A lack of this quality can cause values 
to decline because people do not care to live in such an ob
viously backward city. An abundance of this spirit tends to 
bring a rise in values since people are interested in living 
where they can be happiest.

The Tucson Chamber of Commerce

One of the most outstanding civic organizations in Tuc
son is the Chamber of Commerce. It serves the community by 
tourist and commercial promotion, through the publication of 
brochures, and the assembling of facts and figures for vari
ous purposes. It maintains an information center in down
town Tucson and publishes an annual guide to local cultural,

2
historical, and recreational points of interest. It prepares

2. Interview with J.B. Tuthill, Publicity Director,
Chamber of Commerce, Tucson, June 15, 1951.
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various technical data for the promotion of new industrial 
enterprises and invites contacts with, industrialists through
out the nation. It operates the Tucson Visitor’s Club for 
winter visitors and newcomers, enabling them to meet one 
another and feel more at home in the community. Through its 
various committees, it promotes almost every phase of inter
est in the Tucson area.

The Chamber of Commerce is composed of business men and 
other citizens. Its only source of funds is the dues which 
are paid by the membership. An important division of the 
Chamber is the newly-created Industrial Department headed by 
Mr. Arthur S. Mann. He is an individual of wide industrial 
experience and has already aided in bringing various indus
tries to the community. Among these are the Hughes Tool Com
pany, the American Tackle Company, Infiloo, Howard Plastics, 
Grand Central Aircraft Company, and the Wedo Corporation. The 
Industrial Department receives many inquiries as to the pos
sibility of locating plants in this community. This shows 
that Tucson is being watched throughout the nation as a new 
industrial center. An industry being sought at present by the 
committee is a spinning mill, which would use local Pima 
County cotton and also bring clothing factories to the scene. 
A farm machinery assembly plant is needed, which would bring 
lower costs to local agriculture and more employment for the 
community. More warehouse space is needed. At least two 
new plants could be obtained at once if this space were
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available. Tucson gives no bonus to lure industry. The view
point of local citizens is that a bonus will not bring indus-

3
try if the community does not have what industry wants.

Other Chamber committees promote education, good roads, 
housing, small business, Christmas decorations, parks and 
playgrounds, and livestock shows. Committees on dust control, 
flood control, gambling, and tax study attempt to better con
ditions in Tucson. A Better Business Fact Finding Bureau is 
operated by the Chamber, and a Mexico Trade Committee seeks 
to increase commercial relations with our southern neighbor, 
the Republic of Mexico. There are also committees to bring 
conventions to Tucson, to study economic conditions, to make 
military men stationed nearby welcome, to promote local avi
ation interests, and to help plan the county fair. Special 
committees handle major league baseball training in Tucson 
and aid to German children. All these committees coordinate 
their activities with the boards and commissions of the mu
nicipal and county governments. The result is that Tucson is

4
a brighter and happier place in which to live.

In making the community a better and more prosperous 
place, the Chamber of Commerce promotes real estate values. 
What was once sagebrush and desert is now the site of many 3 4

3. Interview with .Arthur Mann,. Director, Industrial 
Department, Chamber of Commerce, Tucson, September 20, 1951.

4. Interview with J.B. Tuthill.
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attractive suburban homes. Land that one© was little more 
than worthless has risen greatly in value. Community promo
tion has paid valuable returns from the real estate point of 
view. Residential values have increased, and they will con
tinue to do so in the outer sections as the demand for new 
living areas grows.

fh® Sunshine Climate Club

The main purpose of the Sunshine Climate Club is to ad
vertise Tucson nationally from the tourist angle. This Club 
is managed by local citizens and financed through contribu
tions and grants from private individuals and local govern
ment. In the last year, the Club has received inquiries con
cerning the local area from all of the 48 states and from 64 
foreign countries. It has played a large part in increasing 
the number of visitors by 37.1 per cent and in raising the
tourist business return to $26,000,000 for the Pima County

5
area during the past season.

Increased efforts will need to be made, however, to 
compete for tourist trade. Tucson national advertising, 
which comprised 16 per cent of all tourist advertising in na
tional magazines in 1922, has sunk to 1.5 per cent of the 
total spent by all communities going after such business in 
1950. Although the tourist trade no longer assumes the

5. Tucson Daily Citizen. June 14, 1951, p. 3.



importance in the economic background of the city that it once
did, efforts still should be made to keep it flourishing6 •

through national advertising.
Other community improvements are necessary. In a ques

tionnaire sent to recent visitors, the Sunshine Climate Club 
reports that most tourists came here to enjoy Tucson's 
weather and most were well satisfied. The greatest criticism 
was the dust menace, which drew many caustic comments. The 
confusing system of street names and marking also brought many 
unfavorable remarks. Many thought that more recreational fa
cilities were needed such as tennis courts, landscaped parks,
and shuffleboards. The many unpaved and rough roads in the

7
Tucson area also drew considerable unfavorable comment.

A recreational factor which has been sadly neglected by 
local groups is Mt. Lemmon. Few cities can offer swimming 
and skiing only 40 miles apart. Yet few facilities for reach
ing or enjoying Mt. Lemmon exist. Further development of this 
area would be a wise investment. Since most tourists come 
to Tucson to have a good time and relax, every facility 
should be provided that is possible. The equipment and places 
to care for these relaxation and recreational needs must be 8
provided if Tucson really wants to retain its tourist trade.
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6. Arizona Daily Star. July 18, 1951, p. 10A.
7. Realty Digest. II (June, 1949).
8. Ibid
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By furnishing these facilities and by increased adver
tising, Tucson will attract more visitors), once here, many 
of these people remain or return later to establish perma
nent homes. The result is an increased population and more 
demand for residential real estate. Land in outlying areas 
becomes more valuable and home sites multiply. This in
creased demand for residences tends to enhance values in 
residential areas throughout the community.

The Council of Social Agencies

The Council of Social Agencies represents 56 agencies and 
organizations in different social, fields. Membership is ex
tended to all health, welfare, and recreational groups in the 
community and also to civic organizations which have programs 
or interests in; these fields. The purpose of this Council is:

To promote,the orderly development of our com
munity 's health, welfare, and recreational services, 
both public and private, through voluntary, co
operative planning by our agencies and individual 
citizens.; The purpose stated implies the corollary 
objectives of preventing wasteful duplication, the 
filling of gaps in services, and the promotion of 
high standards of service among the agencies. The 
planning process.involves constant study of ser
vices and human needs so that decisions may be based 
as far as possible on fact.9

These many different social groups do much to improve 
life in Tucson. They bring medical services to many who

9. Directory of Social Resources (Tucson: Council of 
Social Agencies, 1951), p. 9.
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otherwise could not obtain them. They furnish aid to the 
needy and care for the crippled, blind, and deaf. They bring 
guidance and council to the youth of the community, and care 
for the aged who no longer can care for themselves. Their 
activities include vocational rehabilitation for the disabled, 
corrective facilities for incorrigibles and delinquent chil
dren, and aid to unwed mothers. They promote better under
standing and relations among the people of various racial, 
social, and national backgrounds. They are concerned with 
proper housing standards, the mental health of the community, 
the spiritual and social aims of the local citizenry. They 
are interested in education, employment, and economic prob
lems. There is almost no phase of life in Tucson upon which10
they do not touch.

Assisting these social groups are the many civic and fra
ternal organizations. Although it seems somewhat mercenary 
to bring the high ideals and aims of these many fine individ
uals and groups into consideration when writing on real 
estate values, it is nevertheless necessary. Indirectly they 
are influential in stabilizing and enhancing home values, for 
they help make the community a finer and better place. Resi
dents are conscious of what they have and are willing to part 
with it only at great price. Newcomers are eager to obtain 
the facilities for good living which these groups help make

10. Ibid., pp. 2-3
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possible in Tucson. Residential values thus are enhanced be
cause many people are willing to pay well to obtain homes in 
this community. , •

Publications and Culture

Tucson has three daily newspapers: The Arizona Daily
Star. The Tucson Daily Citizen, and the Daily Reporter. Pub
lished weekly are The Tucson Sun-News, the Southwest Veteran, 
and the Southwest Labor Record. A Spanish newspaper, El 
Tucsonense. is printed semi-weekly. Appearing each month are 
Hoofs and Horns and The Magazine Tucson. In addition, vari
ous University, school, fraternal, and trade journals help 
to educate and keep the citizenry well-informed.

Five local broadcasting stations operate in Tucson:
KONA, KOPO, KTKT, KTUC, and KVOA. They are linked with seven 
broadcasting systems and provide complete coverage of all na
tional, local, and state news, entertainment, political and
cultural happenings. As yet, the community does not have

• 11
television on a large scale.

The.University of Arizona furnishes many musical, dra
matic, athletic, artistic, and educational programs. The 
State Museum located at the University presents much inter
esting data on the past life and culture of the Southwest.
The Arizona Historical Pioneer’s Society has many interesting

11. Chamber of Commerce, Facts and Figures (Tucson: 
Chamber of Commerce, 1951)•
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displays for those interested in the early development of the 
Tucson region. The Carnegie Free Library and the University 
Library offer a wide range of scientific, economic, cultural 
and fictional literature. Tucson has a Symphony Orchestra, 
a Saturday Morning Musical Club, and a Temple of Music and 
Art. It is the home of the nationally-renowned Tucson Boys* 
Chorus. Presented each week at the University Auditorium is 
the Sunday Evening Forum which brings lecturers of national 
and world repute to discuss various current problems.

Tucson has many theaters which cater to entertainment 
needs. The Tucson Little Theater and the Desert Sirfging 
Guild both put on various productions. Recently they com
bined to present "H.M.S. Pinafore” and were widely acclaimed 
by local audiences. Tucson is represented in the Southwest 
International Baseball League by a team known as the Tucson 
Cowboys. There are three golf courses, and many swimming 
pools in the community. Riding, rodeos, and square dancing ' 
are local sports of the day. Presented each year is the 
Fiesta de los Yaqueros which brings out the romantic past 
and western tradition of which Tucson can justly be proud.

A very complete denominational representation of reli
gious organizations can be found. The San Xavier Mission 
church is an excellent example of early ecclesiastical archi
tecture in the Southwest. It is a point of interest for 
tourists and newcomers, as is the Papago Indian Reservation 
which surrounds it. They are both located approximately ten
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miles southwest of the city.
Many artists and writers have come to Tucson to share in 

its cultural arid historic patterhs. The beauty and the many 
moods of the desert country are favorite subjects for ar
tists, who come from everywhere to paint and enjoy the 
countryside. The local region has been used as a locale for 
various works of fiction and for the production of movies.
In the Tucson Mountains is located Old Tucson, a real life 
depiction of the city as it used to be many years ago. Built 
by movie companies, Old Tucson has become a tourist attrac
tion and is still used for making pictures, the most recent 
of which was "The Last Outpost."

The latest cultural achievement is the Art Festival 
which was staged in Tucson for the first time in the spring 
of 1951. This Festival brings out the culture, folklore, and 
heritage which the community has received from its Indian and 
Spanish past. It integrates a well-balanced series of musi
cal, dramatic, and folklore productions with tours to his
torical points of interest and lectures on the cultural heri
tage of the region. Although the Festival of Arts was unsuc
cessful financially in its first year, it promises to lift 
Tucson to the peak as a cultural center of the Southwest.
The 1952 Festival is planned around a Spanish fiesta motif 
with an outdoor plaza-type celebration running for at least 
a week in Armory Park. In addition therfc will be lectures, 
artistic displays, and field trips to local points of interest.
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Subsidization of the Festival of Arts would seem wise in 
the future, in ease it cannot pay its own way. A total of
8,000 column inches of publicity appeared in newspaper and 
magazine articles in $8 cities for the 1951 Festival. This 
constitutes excellent publicity and shows that the perpetua
tion of the Festival would be a great future asset for the 

12
community. • : . . -

Tucsonans can be proud of the cultural and entertainment 
facilities available. But there is much that can yet be done. 
A craft center is needed where products of local artisans can 
be displayed and offered for sale. An association could be 
formed by all craftsmen and artists to promote their work.
The Tucson Fine Arts Association already maintans an art gal
lery in the Chamber of Commerce building. A new and larger 
center would enhance local art activities a great deal.
Tucson, with proper planning, could become the center of all

13
craft and artistic activities in the Southwest.

The informational, cultural, and recreational facilities 
found in Tucson indicate its progressive nature. The citizen 
who is more aware of past and present events is better able 
to plan for the future. Again, residential values are influ
enced indirectly because of the wide range of activities pos
sible in Tucson. There are outlets for almost every form of

12. Arizona Daily Star, July 31, 1951, p. 2.
13. Realty Digest. Ill (June, 1950).
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personal interest. Consequently, more people are attracted 
to the community. Home values react favorably because of, 
the increased population gained through these cultural and 
informational activities. .

Hospitals and Medical Care

Tucson1s medical facilities are expanding to care for 
its increasing population. St. Mary's, the Tucson Medical 
Center, and Tucson General are the three m i n  medical insti
tutions. St. Luke's and Comstock offer care both on a 
charity and a paying basis. The Pima County Hospital offers 
care for the indigent and for emergency cases. The Veterans 
Hospital is for veterans only, while the Southern Pacific Hos
pital is for employees only. The Arizona State Elks Sana
torium admits both members and the general public. Many 
privately-owned and -operated sanatoria and rest homes com
plete the medical facilities of the community.

St. Mary's Hospital is the leading medical institution 
at present. It recently completed an eight-story addition 
at a cost of $1,500,000. The Tucson Medical Center also has 
completed a $500,000 drive for expansion funds. At present 
the Pima County Hospital has asked the County Board of Su
pervisors for a bond issue of $3,250,000 to construct a new 

14
hospital.

14. Editorial. Arizona Daily Star. July 21, 1951, p.
10B
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Due to Tucson’s climate, it has more them, the average 
number of medical oases. Facilities are close to adequate 
for the residents of the community, but the many health seek
ers coming to the area pose additional problems. This

. \ .. . . . - ;

brings to attention the potentialities which Tucson has of 
becoming the health center of the nation for those suffering 
from arthritis, asthma, sinusitus, rheumatism, and similar 
non-contagious illness. It has the God-given asset of 
climate and could establish a complete clinic, research lab
oratories, and hospital facilities for the treatment of these 
diseases. It could become the Rochester of the West with 
proper planning and promotion. The location of this health 
center in Tucson would bring many new professional people.
It would bring new homes and businesses; residential values

15
would rise.

Through adequate medical facilities, Tucsonans gain 
healthier minds and bodies. This is one of the great assets 
which any community can have. Again, residential values will 
rise for most Americans prefer to live in healthful places. 
This is illustrated by the many who have come to this area 
for reasons of health. In establishing residences, they have 
increased demand for and hence enhanced the value of resi
dential real estate.

15. Realty Digest, III (June, 1950)
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The Dust Problem in Tuoaon

The dust problem is one of the darkest clouds on the 
Tucson horizon. On windy days it swirls through the com
munity and coats everything within range with a layer of sand. 
Housekeeping is made more difficult, driving becomes danger
ous, and life in general is less pleasant. Although its harm
fulness has not been established from the medical angle,
people are ceasing to come to Tucson because of it; others

■

have moved from the community due to its irritations.
The larger dust storms that come in from Texas, New 

Mexico, and Mexico cannot be controlled locally. But the dust 
raised from the many unpaved streets in the community can be. 
The Dust Control Committee of the Chamber of Commerce stated 
in December, 1950 that the. local dust problem would be solved 
in three years. That is not soon enough. The problem ought 
to be attacked at once, if damage to real estate values is 
to be avoided.

The enforcement of speed limits on unpaved roads is one 
attack. Not only is this method difficult to enforce, how
ever, but it is unreasonable and useless to request busy 
tradesmen to slow down when doing so will cause them to work 
after darkness. The best solution seems to be paving the 
streets as soon as possible. A special department could be 
set up for this and special funds sought. Streets could be 
paved before sanitary and water lines are put in. Tearing 
up the streets later would be more expensive, but early
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16
paving of streets would help conquer the dust.

A certain amount of dust is always present on the 
desert, but Tucson has far more than is normal. The adver
tising, civic progress, and cultural activities of the com
munity can be defeated by the dust problem if people no 
longer care to live or vacation here because of it. Home 
values will decline if steps are not taken to alleviate the 
dust problem before it causes serious injury to residential 
values.

The Water Problem

The city of Tucson is built on a wide desert plateau 
surrounded by mountains. It is always a source of wonder to 
newcomers and visitors how the city can exist in the center 
of this rolling desert country. Their first question inevit
ably concerns the source of water. The answer to this ques
tion sets forth one of nature's greatest phenomena. Beneath 
the barren desert country is a huge underground flow of 
water. This has made possible the development of the commu
nity as well as considerable agricultural development in the 
surrounding area.

This abundant underground water supply was a factor in 
bringing the first settlers to the valley of the Santa Cruz. 
At that time the Santa Cruz River flowed on the surface for

16. Ibid
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many months of the year. It was surrounded by a considerable 
growth of vegetation, and the valley was almost covered by 
sod. Heavy grazing of the land by early Spanish and American 
settlers removed much of this plant coverage. The water ta
ble has been lowered constantly through the years, with no 
efforts made to replenish it. Instead, the valley was made 
more bare and less able to retain water, due to erosion and 
quick run-offs. The effects can be observed today in all of 
southern Arizona from Tucson to the Mexican border. Many of 
the willow trees which once flourished along the riverbed of
the Santa Cruz are now dying because their roots no longer

17
can reach water.

It is logical to assume that heavy use of the under
ground v/ater in the valley of the stream cannot go on indefi
nitely. As time passes, the water table sinks lower. That 
the end will be reached some day Is an important matter for 
all Tucsonans to consider. It is a prime factor in planning 
the future growth and security of the community.

Steps towards a solution of this problem are being 
taken by the Santa Cruz Underground Water User1s Association 
which is composed of interested parties from Pima and Santa 
Cruz counties. Cooperation of city and county governments 
in these areas is being sought in order to establish a con
servation district which would work toward increasing water

17. Interview with Sauauel King, Superintendent, Saguaro 
National Monument, Tucson, April 21, 1951.
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resources. Another group working on conservation in the 
Santa Cruz basin is the International Water Committee com
posed of interested groups both from the United States and 
Mexico; it is headed by Mayor Fred Emery of Tucson. Recent
ly the Soil Conservation Service of the Department of Agri
culture asked Mayor Emery to call a meeting of this Committee
in order to select a sub-watershed of the Santa Cruz basin

19
in which operations can be started.

A list of Pima County areas where mechanical methods of
conserving water could be started has been submitted by R.D.
Morris, Assistant Supervisor of the Coronado National Forest.
He lists the following areas, in order of their importance:
Pantana Wash, Rillito Creek, Canada del Oro, Big Wash,
Sonoita Creek, Josephine Canyon, Sopori Creek, Agua Fria

20
Canyon, Peck Canyon, and Nogales Wash. In addition the 
state water committee appointed by Governor Howard Pyle pro
bably will aid local groups by helping to establish a more 
effective state water code.

The United States Geological Survey also is making 
studies of the ground water situation in the Pima County part 
of the Santa Cruz basin. These studies are connected with a 
petition to the Arizona Land Commissioner from interested

18

18. Arizona Daily Star. August 1, 1951, p. IB.
19. Ibid., September 9, 1951, p. 6A.
20. Ibid.. August 14, 1951, p. 3A.
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farmers to declare all. the Santa Cruz basin a critical ground-
water area. They will determine the boundaries of the Santa .
Cruz basin, the amounts of water withdrawn, and the average
annual recharge, all of which must be known before the state21
can act to.make this section a critical ground-water area.

Action has been under way for some time to limit; the 
amount of new agriculture which may be started in the local 
area. According to Oscar Chapman, Secretary, Department of 
Interior, his Department views the problem as follows:

It has been the policy of the department of 
the interior to discourage the wasteful exploita
tion of Arizona's water resources by denying entry 
to desert lands, and it has been the practice for 
many years in the portion of the Santa Cruz basin 
where the ground water table has been decreasing, 
to classify no public lands for entry under any law 
which requires crop production.22

This statement of policy applies only to public lands, but it 
will aid in conserving the local water supply since so much 
of Arizona's land is owned by the Federal Government.

There are four basic solutions to the problem of conserv
ing water in the Santa Cruz basin. The first is to limit the 
use of ground water. Since this would injure the growth of 
the Tucson community, it would be most difficult to enact 
into proper legislation. The second solution would be to use 
the available supply more efficiently; but the ideas of indi
viduals differ as to what is efficient use, so this measure

21. Ibid., August 4, 1951, p. 2.
22. Quoted in Ibid.
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also would be difficult to put into effect. The third
method is to increase the recharge to the underground supply.
There is ample rainfall in the Santa Cruz basin to care for
the needs of the valley, if this water can be gotten to
underground watersheds. It is believed that a series of dams
and wells would recharge the underground supply sufficiently

23
to meet all future needs. A fourth solution would be to 
bring additional water in from the San Pedro Valley, which is 
located adjacent to the valley of the Santa Cruz. Many citi
zens of Tucson think this is the most likely source of water 
for future needs. ;

A still different approach to solving the local water 
problem is rainmaking. The Southern Arizona Ranchers, headed 
by Lewis Douglas, former Ambassador to Great Britain, have 
hired scientists to undertake cloud-seeding operations in 
the southeastern Arizona area. As yet, this experiment has
not been in operation long enough to be judged as to its ef- 

24
fects.

The third method of attacking the problem seems most 
plausible to the writer. The proposed dams could be located 
along the Santa Cruz River from the international boundary 
line to Tucson. They would impound the water and prevent

23. Richard J. Shaw, University of Arizona Agricultural 
Experiment Station, as reported in Arizona Daily Star, July 
22, 1951, p. 6A.

24. Arizona Daily Star. April 11, 1951, p. 5.
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flash floods which occur along the Santa Cruz. Behind these 
dams would be built sand filters with tile oolleotion sys
tems whi oh would discharge the oolleeted water through a 
valve and meter into a recharge well. They would be 12-inch 
wells about 200 feet in depth, with the casing perforated 
from about 50 feet down in order to force infiltration into 
the soil. It is estimated a recharge of 50,000 gallons of
water per day could be made from each reservoir after local 

25
rainstorms.

It has long been established by legal preference that 
domestic consumption of water surpasses all other uses in im
portance. Agricultural interests will protest most vigorous
ly, but their operations must cease if water shortages become 
too critical. They use more water with less benefit to the 
local citizenry than any other group. Of course, private in
terests profit a great deal. It is a question, then, of which 
is more important— 141;000 residents of Pima County or the 
scattered but powerful agricultural interests of the county 
area. With proper conservation and recharge measures, no 
lines of battle between these two groups will have to be 
drawn. If that day should come, however, it is clear the in
terests of domestic consumers would be paramount to all others.

The city of Tucson has a water system which is supplied 
by 3 6 deep wells. It supplies approximately 73,900 people

25. Shaw, op. cit., p. 6A.
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through its 275 miles of pipe line. The city has had no 
water shortages" as yet, but such a situation is highly pos- - 
sible in the future. A bond issue to improve the water re
sources development and storage of the city was voted down 
two years ago".5 Oh several days this summer, however, the 
Water Department has pumped more than 19,000,000 gallons and 
the total storage capacity is only 12,000,000. In case of a 
long power failure or a big fire, this inadequate storage con
dition could be dangerous. The stand-by pumping equipment
could not handle a serious situation for any extended length 

26
of time.

A plan to develop approximately 15,000,000 additional
gallons per day has been approved by the City Council water
committee. This plan will be sufficiently flexible to permit
an average daily consumption of about 30,000,000 gallons with
a peak summer use of $0,000,000. This development is based
on an anticipated increase in population served from the pres-

2?
ent 70,000 to 150,000.

The water problem is one of the greatest which the Tuc
son community faces. It can strangle growth in all respects 
if it becomes acute. Water is an absolute necessity; a com
munity cannot exist without it. The Marana-Eloy and Maricopa 
County areas are already experiencing considerable difficulty.

26. Tucson Daily Citizen. June 8, 1951, p. 6.
27. Arizona Daily Star. August A. 1951. p. 2.
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It Is to be hoped that Tucson will act in time and avoid this 
stage. With adequate water facilities, the community can con
tinue to grow almost indefinitely. Land will become more 
valuable and residential real estate will react favorably. 
Without such facilities, people will cease to come and others 
will leave. The resulting stagnation will cause home values 
to suffer. To protect their own interests, then, home owners 
in Tucson would find it wise to seek an immediate solution 
of possible future water shortages. In supporting such mea
sures, citizens will be working to decrease a danger which 
might ruin the value of their residential real estate.

Flood Control in the Tucson Area

It seems somewhat inconsistent to discuss water shortage 
in one paragraph and take up flood control in the next. How
ever, rainfall often is so heavy in the Tucson region that it 
does not sink into the hard-packed desert soil but instead 
runs toward lower elevations. Since Tucson is at the lower 
end of the valley, it often is engulfed by large flows of 
water after heavy storms have broken east and southeast of 
the city. The resulting run-off from these storms pours down 
across the airport areas into the lower land. Ordinary 
drains and ditches cannot handle the deluge, as the streets 
in this area become rivers. The residential area between 
Broadway and 22nd Street is most affected, while part of the 
downtown business district also experiences considerable dif
ficulty.
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United States Army Engineers have cheeked the area and 
warned of future dangers. In the words of W.R. Matthews, 
Editor of the Arizona Daily Star, the need for action is im
perative:

We are gambling with flood waters and sooner 
or later we will lose.... But county officials, as 
well as private interests, have been dilatory in 
pressing for the proper flood control construction 
and as a result nearly half a million dollars of 
federal money available for a share of the work was 
withdrawn and used for something else. This money 
was the federal share due to the airbase being a 
part of the problem involved. In addition, due to 
quibbling over what amounted to minor details, the 
program was delayed unduly and the Korean War inter
vened, making new appropriations for other than 
defense purposes hard to obtain. Now it appears 
that two more years must go by before it will be 
possible to obtain the funds required for flood con
trol. Again we gamble, and sooner or later we willlose.28

A drainage channel to care for flood dangers south and
southeast of the city has been proposed. It would start north
of Davis-Monthan Air Force Base and lead in a southwesterly
direction to connect with the Santa Cruz River at Valley Road.
Pima County already has set aside $400,000 for right-of-way

29
purchases for this diversion project. Another $100,000 has 
been allocated to a control project northeast of the city on 
north Country Club Road. Although the greater problem exists 
to the south and southeast, it is felt by the county super
visors that in actual numbers the poor drainage on Country

28. Editorial, Ibid.; August 1, 1951, p. 10B.
29. Arizona Daily Star. September 15, 1951, p. IB.
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Club Road affects more individuals than do the downtown 
30

floods.
Continued demand for flood control probably will be made 

in the Tucson area. Since the community has many defense ac
tivities, local projects can be sought and probably obtained 
on a defense basis. Discussion for control of water in Pan- 
tana Wash and Big Arroyo are already under way.

More action on flood-control problems will enhance resi
dential values in Tucson because of the protection such con
trol affords. It will no longer be necessary to worry or to 
take private measures to insure against flood dangers. Prop
erty owners in the area affected by the Davis-Monthan and 
Country Club projects will find it to their best interests 
to support drainage work for these sections. By doing so, 
they will increase the value of their homes, due to the im
proved protection and greater stability afforded by better 
drainage facilities.

30. Ibid., September 12, 1951, p. IB.



CHAPTER VIII

THE HOUSING SITUATION IN TUCSON 

Relation to Value

The amount of housing available to the people of a com
munity will determine whether home values are high or low.
A shortage of housing will raise rents, due to the increased 
number of bidders for a smaller number of units. Many peo
ple will seek to purchase homes because of the difficulties 
which they encounter in finding available rental space at 
higher prices. In their attempts to purchase homes, these 
people will bid against one another for the units that are 
available. The result will be an increase in residential 
prices.

Conversely, too much housing will cause rental and home 
values to decline. Landlords will have available space that 
is not being used. They will lower rents in order to get 
some return on their investment. People will figure that 
it is cheaper to rent than to buy, and fewer homes will be 
purchased. In order to sell homes which they have built, 
contractors and developers will lower prices. The result 
will be a decrease in residential values.

The ideal situation would be one in which the supply and 
demand for homes are in balance. But this seldom happens,
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due to the amount of time required to plan, finance, and 
build a home. Because of this time lag, building operations 
do not coincide with the general business cycle.

The Building Cycle

The building industry is characterized by periods of 
feverish activity followed by periods of almost total inac
tivity. Combined, these stages are known as the building 
cycle. The, periods of inactivity usually are found during 
depression and recovery. The periods of great activity take 
place during prosperity and recession. Due to the long pro
cessing period for residential construction, builders do not 
get underway with any large amount of new homes until pros
perity has arrived. By then they are convinced that pros
perity has come to stay; in their optimism, they offer 
easier terms of payment and build an increasing number of 
units. Should prosperity cease and recession come, they are 
too enmeshed in building operations to cease activity at 
once. They must complete their present operations, due to 
the amount of capital involved. In the meantime, people are 
buying fewer homes and tightening up on spending. Thus there 
are many homes being put on the market but few purchases are 
being made. Supply has caught up with demand. The result is 
lowered residential prices, because most builders reduce 
prices to meet current loans and to recover as much as pos
sible on their investment.
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As the cycle-moves Into depression, builders cease op
erations for they can no longer make any profits due to lack, 
of demand. Although building costs are much lower, the cour
age of the construction men seems to vanish; cash is harder 
to get and credit terns are tighter. None will take a 
chance under these conditions. With the beginning of re
covery, the cycle starts all over again. Demand revives, but 
it takes considerable time to resume operations to meet this 
demand. Builders are hesitant to start new projects until 
they are sure they can be sold at proper prices. Recovery 
usually is well under way before any sizeable number of new 
residential units are offered for sale. In the meantime, 
people have more money and are bidding the prices of exist
ing real estate up. Supply has not increased in proportion 
to demand. By the time the builders are in full operation, 
the economic cycle may have moved onward and they find too 
many units being built again. It is apparent that real 
estate values will fluctuate as long as there are business 
cycles. Since the building cycle does not coincide with the 
business cycle, readjustments are being made constantly. 
Residential real estate values seldom remain stable for any 
extended period of time, but rise and fall in response to 
general economic conditions.

This cycle has been apparent in Tucson. Although the 
growth of the city was rapid in 1%7 and 1948, only 924 and 
2,400 homes were built in these respective years. By 1948
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homes currently constructed Increased to 4,800 as builders
attempted to supply the demands of the increasing population.
With an additional 4,000 homes being built in each of the
years 1949 and 1950, supply and demand were nearly balanced

1
in the Tucson area by 1951• But whether or not builders 
would have supplied far more housing than needed will never 
be known, since Tucson cannot be classified as a community 
enjoying normal growth. Instead, it appears there will be 
a more critical shortage of local housing than ever before.

The Construction Industry

Home construction in Tucson is primarily of cement block 
and brick. Wood is seldom used, due to the higher fire in
surance and maintenance rates. Then, too, the Spanish tradi
tion favors brick and adobe. Considerable sales resistance 
is found in the community to wooden structures, due to a 
rather widespread fear of destruction by termites. Most low 
and medium-priced homes are built along the rambling ranch
house lines which have become so popular throughout the nation2
during the past few years.

The majority of local builders are organized under the 
Tucson Chapter of the Arizona Building Contractors. This or
ganization is founded upon the premise and for the purpose of

1. Arizona Daily Star. July-7, 1951, p. 1.
2. Interview with Ben Solot, President, Real Estate 

Board of Tucson, June 17, 1951.
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promoting just, sound, and ethical relations between contrac
tors, sub-contractors, architects, materialmen, owners, and 
public bodies. Its membership works toward the end of assur
ing the public of skill, reputation, responsibility, and* bet
ter construction. The 33 members of the Tucson Chapter are
offering their full cooperation in meeting the community’s

3
present building problems.

With the exception of copper and steel, building materi
als are in good supply in the Tucson area. Under present 
government controls, anyone wanting to build a home can 
"self-certify" their project and obtain 1800 pounds of steel 
and 35 pounds of copper. This is ample for the average home, 
according to Mr. W.E. Neumann, vice president of the M.M.
Sundt Construction Company. Cement and lumber, although

4
quite expensive, are in good supply.

There has been approximately $3,944,457 worth of new 
home construction in Tucson during the first eight months of 
1951. It is believed by the city inspection department that 
this total may reach at least $9,000,000 by the end of the 
year. According to C. Richard Dalton, Head of the Tucson 
Office of the Federal Housing Administration, 1$00 homes 
have been started since January 1. He expects this total

3. Arizona Homes and Gardens, June 1951, p. 46.
4. Arizona Daily Star, September 30, 1951, Section B,p. 1.
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5
to reach 2,500 by December 31. This is supposed to be a 
normal year's building for Tucson, but it is not as high as 
in the past few years.

The building contractors and developers of Tucson have 
been somewhat unsure of themselves during the past few 
months. It was apparent that there would be a decided need 
for new housing, but the availability of financing was ques
tionable. Then, too, the contractors did not know whether 
industrial companies would start their own housing projects. 
Since it now seems apparent that Tucson will be declared a 
critical defense housing area, conditions look considerably 
brighter for the construction industry. It will be assured 
of payment through the guarantees offered by the government 
under defense housing provisions and probably will have fewer 
financial worries when starting new construction.

The Current Housing Situation

As the writer surveys the situation"in September, 1951, 
it would seem the community of Tucson faces a serious shortage 
of housing in the near future. Although there had been a 
brisk demand for homes after World War II, there was no seri
ous shortage either of rentals or houses available for pur
chase. In a survey completed May 15, 1951, the Real Estate 
Board of Tucson found that there were 1,967 housing units

5. Ibid
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vacant in the community. In addition, there were approxi
mately 800 homes under construction. This produced a possi
ble total of 2,767 units whieh were available or under eon-6
struction in May. :

This situation has changed rather rapidly through the 
summer months. With the establishment of the Hughes Tool 
Company, the Grand Central Aircraft Company, and the expected 
expansion'at Mar ana and Davis-Mont hem Air Force Bases, it is 
now expected that the labor force of Tucson will increase by 
16,500 people within the next two years. It is hoped that
5,000 of these workers m y  be recruited locally through 
greater employment of women and reduction of unemployment.
The remaining 11,500 workers will have to be found outside 
the Tucson area.

The coming of 11,500 additional workers means that hous
ing for approximately 50,000 people will be needed. It means 
that at least 10,000 new homes, in addition to normal build
ing requirements, will be needed in the next two years. It 
has been estimated that the annual normal building rate in 
the community is between 2,000 and 2,500 homes per year.
Thus approximately 15,000 additional homes will be required 
within the next two years to care for the increased

6. Ed Vander Vries, "Report of the Tucson Chamber of 
Commerce Housing Committee" (typewritten report. July 3.1951), P. 1. ■.
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7
population in Tucson.
. It is difficult for the average person to realize just 

what the building of 15§000 homes and the addition of that 
many families to the community can mean. There are about
41,000 homes in the urban area at present. This means that 
the number of homes will increase nearly 40 per cent. If the 
average cost of these homes is set at $10,000 (and this is a 
conservative figure), the total cost of construction work 
alone will be $150,000,000. This does not take into consid
eration the costs .of shopping;centers, schools, churches, and 
other necessary facilities to go with these homes. Roads, 
sewage disposal facilities, police and fire protection, water 
mains, and many other items will have to be supplied. The
problems of planning for future traffic, recreational, zon- .

' 8  ' '

ing, and school facilities will be tremendous. The present
building boom in Tucson is now past the $110,000,000 mark and

' 9
as yet no large housing projects have been started. 7/hen
new housing is added to present construction, the resulting
figure will be tremendous. The first and foremost challenge
of the community at present, however, is the erection of need
ed homes. The building of corollary facilities can come
3eSe"fc 0 IT #

7. Ibid.
8. Realty Digest. IV (July, 1951).
9. Arizona Daily Star. September 30, 1951, p. IB.
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It is felt by the Housing Committee of the Chamber of 
Commerce, which has recently made a study of the housing situ
ation, that more than 90 per cent of the new homes must cost 
less than #12,000 in order to be within the economic grasp 
of the new workers. Many of these people may not have avail
able #1,000 for a down payment, which is only 10 per cent of 
the purchase price of a #10,000 house. The Committee also 
has pointed out that the estimate of 10,000 homes in addi
tion to normal building requirements does not Include hous
ing for the 2,000-4,000 families who come to the community 
every year for reasons of health or retirement. Although
many of these people will not increase the labor force, they

10
will create an additional demand for housing.

The rental situation in the community is growing tighter 
daily. Rental departments of local real estate companies re
port that few houses of the two- and three-bedroom unfur
nished type are still available. One industrial company, 
which has been receiving rental lists periodically, reports 
that six weeks ago the list from one real estate firm covered 
two pages; only five vacancies were reported on the latest
list. There are approximately 20,000 rental units in the11
Tucson area, but few are vacant at the present time.

Mr. Ed Ventres of the Tucson Realty Company predicted

10. Vender Vries, op. cit., pp. 1-2.
11. Arizona Daily Star. September 18, 1951, p. 5.
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that there would be no rentals after September 15. The Roy
Drachman Realty Company found at the end of August that there
were only 13 rentals between #75 and #150 for two- and three-12
bedroom units which they could find available. Rental
agencies in general report a great scarcity of housing in the
community. New rentals in the Davis-Monthan and Consolidated
Public Housing projects are now prohibited. The first steps
toward liquidation of these projects as provided for by
Congress was begun on July 1, 1951• Thus public housing also

13
is decreasing at the present time. All available rentals 
within the price range of Incoming families are being ab
sorbed rapidly. Many have taken smaller homes than they want

14
because they cannot afford the higher prices of better ones.

The new defense companies in Tucson view with alarm the 
problem of future housing conditions here. Dan Anderson of 
the Hughes Tool Company recently told the Chamber of Commerce 
Housing Committee that Tucson had not provided the housing 
Hughes had been promised

and we are becoming a little frightened. We were 
qssured when we decided to come here that Tucson 
would provide the housing we needed.

And H.S. Darr of Darr Aero-Tech Aviation Training School had

12. Realty Digest. 17 (September, 1951).
13. Interview with an employee of the Tucson Housing 

Authority, September 1, 1951.
14. Arizona Daily Star. September 18, 1951, p. 5.
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this to say:
There are a few houses available now, but we 
are wondering if they will be available when 
we want them. If anybody has any houses for 
rent or will have in the near future, v/e would 
like to know about them. -- •

Colonel Thomas Netoher of Davis-Monthan has said there will
always be a considerable housing need for military personnel

15
stationed at the base.

In reply to Mr. Anderson of the Hughes Company, Mr. C.
Edgar Goyette, Manager of the Chamber of Commerce, said:

Hughes has twice upped the number of units re
quired. Furthermore, at the time we made plans for 
the Hughes plant, the picture Was different. The 
school at Marana had not been authorized, and the 
future needs of Davis-Monthan were not fully known.

This may be a rebuttal, but it does not help the future hous
ing problem in any manner. However, the Chamber of Commerce 
has taken steps toward helping the rental and home situation. 
Owners of all rentals offered for $65 or less are requested 
to notify the Chamber so that these units may be made avail
able to those seeking living space. Real estate firms have 
been asked to submit to the Housing Officer at Davis-Monthan, 
Hughes Tool Company, Grand Central, and H.S. Darr of the 
Marana Air Force Base all listings of rentals from $65 to 
$125. A meeting of all speculative builders in the community 
is being called for a conference with the Housing Committee 
of the Chamber to find out what can be done to build more

15. Ibid., August 7, 1951, p. 16
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16
rental housing.

To provide for this threatening housing situation, the 
city of Tucson is now under consideration for special aid as 
a critical defense housing area. A critical defense housing 
area is one in which there is a substantial rise in indus
trial or military effort, and where a shortage of homes looms 
due to inward migration of population, thus threatening the 
success of the defense program in that area. Tucson is be
ing considered because of the defense activity of the Grand 
Central Aircraft Company, the re-activation of Marana Air
Force Base, the building of the Hughes plant, and the expan-

17
sion of Davis-Monthan Air Force Base.

The Chamber of Commerce at first opposed this designa
tion for Tucson. Investigations had been made of the San 
Diego critical area and it was found that both private and 
governmental agencies do not care to award contracts in such 
an area due to shortages of homes and workers. However, 
there is a large number of cities on the present list of crit 
leal areas in Washington, D.C. Due to this, the designation 
probably would not hinder greatly the present industrial ex
pansion in the Tucson community. With this in mind, the 
Chamber of Commerce recently announced that it unanimously

16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.. June 15, p. 1.
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favors such a designation. Other factors which led the 
Chamber to ask for the critical housing area designation are:

1. Private financing for rental properties, Tuc
son's greatest need, is not available locally, 
according to a two-month study by a housing sub
committee on finance. The new bill provides 
financing. -

2. When the controlled materials plan goes into ef
fect October 1, only critical defense housing 
areas are expected to secure controlled materials 
without difficulty.

3. An unofficial request has been made in Washington 
for the community to present its stand, either 
for or against the critical area designation. It 
was reported that Senator Carl Hayden has sought 
the designation because of the Davis-Monthan Air 
Force Base expansion program.

4. While rent controls and ceiling sales prices are 
included in the new housing bill, these affect 
only houses built under critical area allotments 
and will not affect other housing, nor tourist 
and rest properties, Ordinary building under 
private financing will not be affected by the 
designation.

5. Tucson's leading industries, including Hughes,
Grand Central, and Infilco, and the board of 
county supervisors and major local builders, 
have recommended application by the city for the 
critical housing designation. Spokesmen for the 
industries said they do not believe it will 
greatly affect securing additional contracts, 
although it was stated that the designation pro
bably will discourage or prevent additional de
fense industries coming to Tucson for the time 
being.

6. An area can be given the designation without 
asking for it.

18. Interview with Mr. Arthur Mann, Head of the Indus
trial Department, Chamber of Commerce, Tucson, September 22, 
1951.
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7. In a designated critical area, if housing is 
not provided through private resources, public 
housing can result.19

In addition to this new critical defense housing desig
nation, other plans are moving along to increase housing fa
cilities. A firm of construction engineers of national repu
tation has been making a survey of the community for clients 
interested in large-scale building of new homes. This indi
cates that outside capital has become interested and will at-20
tempt to aid the local housing shortage. The American
Homes Corporation is planning the construction of 196 duplex
dwellings. Another project to be started soon is being
handled by H.C. Tovrea Company; it will include about 18021
homes on east 22nd Street near Tucson Boulevard. The Hughes 
Tool Company is planning a rental project for approximately 
300-400 families. Hughes officials originally had not con
templated any company financing or development of housing 
areas; this action has been necessary because the community 
apparently has failed to provide an adequate program.

Presently-planned housing does not seem to be enough for 
the increase in population which Tucson is about to experi
ence. If it is designated a critical housing area, building 
no doubt will proceed on a much faster scale. In the mean
time, demand, especially for rentals, seems to be outstripping

19. Tucson Daily Citizen. September 11, 1951, p. 1.
20. Arizona Daily Star. August 29, 1951, p. 2A.
21. Realty Digest. IV (September, 1951).
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supply. The natural result of such a situation is that 
prices will rise. The effect of the current housing short
age, then, will be to raise rentals and the prices of resi
dential real estate in general.

Financing Residential Real Estate

In Tucson, as in most other sections of the country, 
home buyers cannot afford to pay in cash the full purchase 
price of a home. Usually a down payment is made, and the re
mainder is financed through a mortgage. Another method used 
is the contract of sale. Under this method, the seller re
tains title; should the contract be broken by the buyer, for
feiture is a more simple procedure than foreclosing a mort
gage. In comparison with other cities, financing of resi
dential real estate in Tucson has been on generally liberal 
terms during the past few years. Although the community in
creased rapidly in population, builders, developers, and
other sellers usually granted good financing terms in order22
to dispose of their properties more effectively.

The predominant method of finance in Tucson is through 
mortgages. Under this method, a third party pays the con
tractor or developer the part of the purchase price which is 
not paid by the buyer. In return this third party, who is 
known as the mortgagee, secures a lien upon the property.

22. Ibid.. June, 1951.
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Mortgages are considered an excellent form of investment if 
they constitute a first lien. Careful investigation is made 
before a mortgage is accepted in return for a loan. Prior 
mortgages, judgments, and other liens constitute encum
brances which prohibit further mortgages, unless the value 
of the property will cover additional loans.

At present, mortgage money is scarce throughout the na
tion. The main reason is the activity of the government 
agencies in persuading insurance companies and financial in
stitutions to put their money into government bonds rather 
than home mortgages. The government feels that the real 
estate financing program which has been in operation since 
the end of World War II is highly inflationary. In addition, 
Regulation X issued by the Federal Goverhment last autumn re
quired higher down payments and prescribed the amount and

23
number of monthly installment payments to be paid for homes.
The Federal National Mortgage Association has curtailed
sharply its mortgage purchases, while competition from other24
outlets for existing savings has increased greatly.

Mortgage interest rates have risen approximately one-
25

half of one per cent. In sympathy with the drop in

23. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
Real Estate Credit (Washington: Govt. Printing Office, 1951)•

24. The Wall Street Journal. May 21, 1951, p. 2.
25. Interview with Ed Vander Tries, Vice President, 

Arizona Trust Company, Tucson, October 1, 1951.
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government bond prices, corporate bond prices have fallen
and their return, which varies inversely with price, has
risen. Corporate bonds, therefore, are furnishing sharper
competition for funds which normally would be invested in26 ■ - - ' .... ■.....

mortgages. All these factors have made it more difficult
to finance the purchase of a new home. Housing plans had
turned downward throughout the nation and there was a sharp
decline in new building plans when Congress recently relaxed
credit controls on building. Terms for building and buying
new homes are to be more attractive in the future, due to
lower down payments and more time in which to pay for homes
costing $12,000 or under. Table IV shows the conditions
under which a new home can be purchased.

This relaxation of credit restrictions on cheaper con
struction is expected to bring the total houses started in 
the United States up to a million for 1951. This was some
what larger than the estimate of 850,000 which had been made
when Regulation X was still in effect. Increased demand and

- . ■ 2? 
prices are expected now that this regulation has been relaxed.

The national scarcity of mortgage funds has been felt 
rather sharply in the Tucson area. Builders and developers 
have found it difficult to make plans for future develop
ments. It has seriously hampered the construction of rental

26. Wall Street Journal. April 30, 1951, p. 2.
27. Arizona Daily Star. September 15, 1951, p. AB.
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TABIS IV
REVISED FEDERAL RULES FOR PURCHASE OF HOMES

28

Price of 
house

Under FHA or private loan Under GI loan
Down
payment

Monthly
payment

Down
payment

Monthly
payment

$ 5,000 $ 500 $26.20 $ 200 $25.347,000 700 36.68 280 35.4810,000 1,500 49.50 600 49-63
12,000 2,400 55.90 960 58.2920,000 8,300 77.18 7,300 76.9625,000 12,500 82.46 11,250 83.33

housing which is now in such demand throughout the community. 
Mr, Roy Drachman brings this out very well in the September 
issue of the Realty Digest:

Under any of the present housing acts the 
sponsor of a project must provide about 20% of 
the cost. This means that on a 400 unit project 
which would cost at least three million dollars 
the sponsor would have to invest $600,000 cash 
in the development. That is a lot of money, especi
ally in view of the bad record locally for rental 
investments. Even if a sponsor would be willing 
to invest that kind of money, he has not been 
able to obtain a loan for the balance from any of 
the insurance companies or banks.
Indications of a break in the mortgage market appear 

imminent. Savings have been picking up strongly both on the 
national and local scale. Some insurance companies are making

28. nA Lift for Building,n U.S. News and World Report, 
XLI (August 31, 1951), 37. ~ ~  *
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heavier commitments on loans. It is expected that the nation
al convention of the Mortgage Bankers Association, to be
held soon, will recommend purchase of F.H.A. loans again by

29
lending institutions.

There are several sources from which local mortgage 
money may be secured. The first is individual money lenders. 
Part of this money belongs to local individuals, while the 
remainder comes from Easterners who maintain residences or 
have other interests in Tucson. The practices of the indi
vidual lenders follow no standard pattern. Rather, they
adapt their lending patterns to the needs and capabilities

30
of the borrowers as they know them.

Banks, investment companies, and trust companies offer
a second important source of mortgage money in Tucson. These
institutions usually use the monthly direct-reduction loan
plan. Their appraisals are quite conservative, and they
shift much of the risk to the Federal Housing Authority.
The three main banks of Tucson— the Valley National Bank,
the Southern Arizona Bank and Trust Company, and the Bank of
Douglas— made 147 mortgage loans in August, 1951 for the

31amount of $1,062,807*52 in Pima County. This constituted ap
proximately 32.4 per cent of the total mortgage loans made

29. Realty Digest, IV (September, 1951).
30. Interview with Ben Solot.
31. Realty Financing Review, September 1. 1951.
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of #3,272,123.13. This was in contrast to a year earlier
(August, 1950); these banks made mortgage loans of
#388,258.70 or 15 per cent of the total amount of 

32
#2,575,315.81.

The third important source of mortgage funds in Tucson 
is life insurance companies. Most companies show a prefer
ence for small-home loans, while some make larger loans. The 
percentage of value loaned is usually low in comparison with
other agencies. They make mortgage loans directly and also

33
purchase mortgages made by others. Among the life insur
ance companies making loans in Tucson are Prudential Insur
ance Company of America, Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance 
and National Life Insurance Company, General American Life 
Insurance Company, Equitable Life Assurance Society, Great 
Southern Life Insurance Company, John Hancock Mutual Life 
Insurance Company, Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company, 
National Public Service Insurance Company, Jefferson Stan
dard Life Insurance Company, American National Insurance 
Company, and the National Life Insurance Company. The mort
gage activities of insurance companies in Tucson for the
month of August, 1951 amounted to approximately #437,675 or

34about 13.4 per cent of the total mortgage activity. This

32. Ibid., September 1, 1950.
33. Interview with Ed Vander Vries.
34. Realty Financing Review, September 1, 1951.
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was in contrast to higher percentage amounts of the total in
former months. For example, in November, 1950 insurance
companies had mortgage activities of $1,358,881 or approxi-

35
mately 37 per cent of the total.

Another important supplier was the Tucson Federal Sav
ings and Loan Association which made 51 mortgage transac
tions amounting to $232,055.11 during August, 1951. The
Arizona Trust Company is also an important supplier of local

36
mortgage money. Mortgage associations, building and loan 
associations, and private corporations are active in the 
Tucson mortgage field. Many local real estate companies 
have mortgage departments for the convenience of their cli
ents. These departments are active mainly in assisting cus
tomers to procure.loans from local and other sources. A few 
of them make small mortgage loans themselves.

During:the year: 1950 a total of 6,244 mortgages was re
corded at the Pima Cpunty Court House for a value of . vv 
$37,348,727.00.; The total amount of real estate sales by 
deeds amounted to $35,654,090.00. Thus more mortgage ac
tivity was recorded than for total deeds made during that 
year. This indicates the high volume of mortgaging of real 
estate which takes place in the Tucson area.

Another phase of real estate financing which is - -

35. Ibid., December 1, 1950.
36. Ibid., September 1, 1951.
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important is that of the Federal Government agencies. Al
though they do not make loans directly, they have been the 
prime factor.in revolutionizing the field of real estate 
finance during the past two decades. Through the Home Own
ers loan Corporation, the Federal Housing Authority, the, .. 
Federal Home loan;Board and Bank System, the Federal Savings 
and loan Corporation, and the,Federal National Mortgage Asso
ciation the pattern for financing of residential real estate 
throughout;the nation has been influenced profoundly.

The length of maturity of loans has been influenced 
greatly through the activity,of the H.0.1.C. and F.H.A. in 
extending loan periods to 15, 20, and 25 years. Monthly 
payment direct-reduction loans were used by these agencies, 
thus making renewals unnecessary, lower interest rates were 
introduced. Previously, mortgage interest rates had been set 
locally, causing a wide variation among rates in.the.older 
and newer sections of the country. With the wide advertising 
and great coverage in area of the F.H.A. and E.O.l.C. pro
grams, mortgage lending assumed a more national scope. Rates 
became more uniform throughout the nation. They-were lower
also because these agencies assumed a good share of the risk

37involved in mortgage loans which they insured or guaranteed.
The H.O.l.C. and F.H.A. also have encouraged the common

37. Henry E. Hoagland, Real Estate Principles (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1949), pp. 567-568.
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right- of prepayment without penalty. Under this system, mort
gage loans can be repaid ahead of the maturity date without 
extra charge. These agencies also encourage one high- . 
percentage loan in preference to a first mortgage of a lower 
percentage and a second mortgage later if needed. The T'.H.A. 
has been responsible for the introduction of a. form of con
trol over the planning and construction of new houses. In 
order to receive the advantages of mortgage insurance, a
borrower is required to meet the terms of the F.H.A. .as to

38
location and construction.

The Home Owners Loan Corporation was established by 
Congress in 1933. It was designed for home owners who were 
unable to re-finance their homes in any other manner. These 
owners were permitted to apply to H.O.L.C. for a long-term, 
low-interest rate, amortization loan at a liberal percentage 
of the appraised value of the property. The H.O.L.C. ceased 
lending operations in 1936 and since has been engaged in ser
vicing its loans and collecting the more than $3,000,000,000

39
which it advanced to distressed home owners. :

• The H.O.L.C. was an emergency measure purely. It made 
possible easier financing for hard-pressed home owners by 
arrangements to pay their mortgages with H.O.L.C. bonds.
The. F.H.A., on the other hand, was a well-planned idea. Its 
financing methods were both firm and stringent. It has had

38. Ibid., pp. 466-567. 39. Ibid., p. 573.
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a very sound basis from the money-lending standpoint.
The Federal Housing Administration was set up under the 

National Housing Act of 1934. It was created to encourage 
the construction and ownership of homes by enabling borrow
ers to obtain loans up to 90 per cent of the value of newly- 
constructed homes which met the requirements of the Adminis
trator. The F.H.A. does not loan money; it only guarantees 
loans made by approved lenders according to F.H.A. regula
tions. Terms up to 25 years are offered on loans, while the 
borrower pays an insurance premium in return for the guaran
tee of F.H.A. A 90 per cent guarantee is made only for 
homes having a value of $6,000 or under. Homes valued at 
over $6,000 can obtain guarantees of 90 per cent on the first 
$6,000 and an 80 per cent guarantee on any additional amount 
not to exceed a total value of $10,000. Interest rates may 
not exceed 4.5 per cent; in addition to this, the borrower 
must pay an annual guarantee premium of one-half of one per

41cent.
The F.H.A. has provided a program which has proven 

highly desirable for millions of Americans. The long term 
of repayment and the low interest rates have enabled people 
of moderate incomes to acquire desirable homes within their

40

40. Interview with Ed Vender Tries;
. ..41. Philip A. Benson and Nelson L. North, Real Estate

Principles and Practices (New York? Prentice-Hall. Inc.. 
1947), p. 3327 :
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means. The requirements of the 3T.H.A. as to construction 
and location are based upon sound principles. They assure 
the new home owner that his home meets the minimum stan
dards of the experts as to construction. The process in
volved in securing an F.HiA. loan is relatively simple. The 
F.H.A. requires a home owner to have a steady income of ap
proximately five times the amount of his monthly payments.
The prospective borrower, files his application with an elig
ible lending institution which deals directly with the:
F.H.A. As soon as the loan is approved, the lender can■ 
bring the transaction to conclusion.

The latest type of home mortgage is the GI loan which 
is available to veterans of World War II only. According to . 
the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944, under which GI 
loans are authorized, a veteran can borrow the whole purchase 
price of his home in one mortgage, 14000 of which is guaran
teed to the lender by the Veterans Administration, providing 
the amount of the guarantee does not exceed half of the whole
loan. Repayment is to be made up to 25 years, and the inter-

42
est rate on the whole loan cannot exceed 4 per cent.

It has been shown that financing is very important to 
residential real estate values. If money cannot be obtained 
with which to finance property, purchasers will not be able 
to proceed in buying. Similarly, builders and developers will

42. Ibid., p. 339
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be hampered in their operations by lack of current capital 
if they cannot find prospective mortgagees to finance homes 
for people in completed projects, or to get building con
struction loans directly from financial institutions. The 
adequacy of mortgage-financing facilities helps determine 
residential values.

Tucson has been fortunate in having ample mortgage 
funds available during the past years. This situation has , 
helped keep residential real estate values on a reasonable 
level, and has aided in making the purchase of a home easier 
by more liberal credit and mortgage terms. The present 
scarcity of money for financing and mortgaging new real 
estate developments in the Tucson area is threatening indeed. 
At a time when the city urgently needs a large amount of new 
housing, financing facilities have not appeared to make pos
sible the construction of this housing. Local business and 
real estate men were confident that as the need arose, the 
way would be found to finance this new construction. At 
present the confidence of these men does not seem to be 
well-founded. A housing shortage is,at hand, and prices are 
rising due to a lack of housing for the steadily increasing 
population of the city. ..



CHAPTER IX

TECHNICAL FACTORS AFFECTING RESIDENTIAL REAL '
ESTATE VALUES IN TUCSON

The Real Estate Business

The history- of real estate is as old as the human race. 
In the very beginning, we find Adam in possession of a piece 
of realty known as the Garden of Eden. Adam, however, vio
lated a condition of tenancy and was evicted forever from his 
paradise. As history progressed, real estate ownership be
came a privilege of the wealthy few such as kings, lords, and 
nobles. But the serfs and slaves of this period resented 
such exclusive ownership and revolted against their way of
life. From that time on, land ownership has become more com- 

1
mon.

The early exchange of real estate usually was a matter 
of buyer and seller meeting personally, with no need for the 
counsel of a third party. But as civilization moved forward, 
laws relating to real property became more complex, and the 
broker made his debut as a necessary servant in offering ad
vice and assistance. From these early beginnings, real

1. Real Estate Salesman's Handbook (Chicago: National 
Institute of Real Estate Brokers for the National Associa
tion of Real Estate Boards, 1950), p. 10.
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estate has grown to become the world’s largest business.
No other business today concerns as many human beings as the2
sale, purchase, and exchange of real property.

Real estate men of today are expected to possess high 
training and intelligence. Courses leading to degrees in real 
estate are being offered increasingly by the educational in
stitutions of the nation. The business has become so vast 
that specialization is now practiced widely. Some brokers 
specialize in residential property, others in retail proper
ty, investment property, property management, industrial real 
estate, or various other technical types. Some firms limit
their activities to one section of a city; others deal in

3
property located throughout the nation.

Real estate as a business has been sharply criticized in 
the past for the practices and ethics which have been followed. 
Certain unscrupulous individuals had developed different rack
ets and schemes which reflected upon the business as a whole. 
The public failed to distinguish between bona fide salesmen 
and brokers, and the. operators of these rackets. As a result, 
organized realtors drafted and sponsored a series of laws. 
Today these laws regulate the licensing and dealings of real 
estate men in Arizona and in other states. They have done 
much to establish the business as an honest profession in the 
eyes of the public.

2. Ibid., pp. 9-11. * 3. Ibid., p. 11.



In Arizona, the realty business is regulated by the Real
Estate Act of 1939 as amended. According to this law, it is
illegal to engage in this business in Arizona without first
obtaining a salesman’s or broker’s license. An applicant is
required to pass a written examination in order to qualify
as a salesman. Two recommendations from property owners' of
the county in which he resides or has his place of business
are necessary. In addition, the prospective salesman must
be employed by or have a promise of employment from an estab-

4
lished real estate firm. Detailed information is required 
from each applicant when applying for a salesman’s license. 

Salesmen are charged a license fee and an examination 
fee of #10 each. Examinations are held:monthly,.alternating 
between Tucson and Phoenix. When a salesman severs connec
tion with a broker, notice must be given the Real Estate De
partment by the; broker. When a salesman changes brokers , 
he or the new broker must notify the state department; -Li
censes may be renewed without- re-examination. Brokers also 
are required to take written examinations to secure licenses. 
A complete surety bond of #2,500 is required to insure re
liable performance. All licensed brokers are required to 
have and to maintain definite places of business. :

4. . Real Estate Primer (Phoenix: Arizona State Real 
Estate Department, 1950), pp. 5-7.

5. Interview with Mr. Dale Hutchins, Deputy State Real 
Estate-Commissioner, Tucson, June 28, 1951«
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. : These laws are carried out by the State Real Estate De
partment which is under the direction of the State Commis
sioner. He is appointed by the Real Estate Board which is 
composed of seven members, as set up under the Act of 1939 
as amended. These seven members are appointed by the Gover
nor with the advice and consent of the State Senate. All 
members must have had at least five years' experience as a
real estate broker and have actively engaged in business as

6
such in Arizona. .

The National Association of Real Estate Boards, with 
which the Tucson Board is affiliated, is very active in fur
thering the interests of the real estate business. The Na
tional Board, with its many committees and research facili
ties, works through local boards in promoting ethical and 
sound practices. Its Code of Ethics sets certain standards 
for professional relations, relations to clients, and rela
tions with customers and the public. Local boards are ex
pected to follow these standards. In return, their members 
are entitled to receive the publications and use the facili
ties of the national Board. They are also entitled to refer

7
to themselves as "Realtors."

There were approximately 150 real estate firms in Tucson ■-> 
in July, 1951. Staffing these firms were approximately 150

6. Real Estate Primer, p. 6.
7. Ibid., p. 17.
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brokers and 530 salesmen. Only approximate figures are given, 
since the turnover of personnel is rather rapid due to the 
fact that the real estate business seems easy and inexpen
sive to enter. Many people enter envisioning large:returns. 
After trying the work for a while, they desert the field. A 
third reason is that many men use the occupation as a step
ping stone to make contacts so they can go on to other types 
of business. All these factors account for the rather large
number of salesmen and brokers engaged in the purchase, sale,

8
and exchange of real property in Tucson.

The real estate business has become a stable industry in 
Arizona and Tucson. Values have come to stay instead of 
vanishing as in the days of the boom mining towns. They re
flect a permanent swing of population to the inland Southwest. 
The Realtors of Tucson hold a position of trust throughout 
the community. Only by the establishment of sound and ethical 
relations with the public can they expect to further their 
own best interests.

Realtors should be interested in every phase of commu
nity life. By promoting economic, cultural, and recreational 
facilities these men can help the community grow and so in
crease their own business. The Real Estate Board of Tucson 
has been active in promoting many community projects such as 
a housing program for colored people, a real estate school

8. Interview with Dale Hutchins, June 20, 1951*
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for those people interested, and the establishment of a real 
estate major atjthe University of Arizona. Board members 
serve on various zoning committees for the city and county 
governments; they have been prominent also in slum clearance 
and in activities aimed at solving the current housing short

age. , . ■ : .. r .. \
: Such technical measures as taxes, appraisals, and con

struction are discussed at real estate school meetings; many 
other subjects are covered at Board meetings, which are held 
twice monthly. The Board has been active in combatting legis
lation which tends toward socialization of real property.and 
other American institutions. Last autumn they were very ac
tive in helping defeat a proposed public housing project.
The Board recently has recommended that the housing policy 
of the city be changed by adopting a definite policy on con
demnation to allow slum clearance to proceed more effectively. 
Present condemnation proceedings are said to be too weak to
be effective in compelling property owners to repair or re-

9
model existing dwellings.

Real estate listings in Tucson are of several different 
types. Open listings are made when two or more brokers are 
given equal rights to the sale of the same property. The com
mission is paid the one who affects a sale. The second, and 
least used type locally, is the exclusive agency. Under this

9. Tucson Daily Citizen. July 28, 1951, p. 23.
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form, a certain broker is given the right to sell the named 
property in a time specified in the contract. The broker re
ceives the stipulated commission if the property is sold by 
him, or by anyone other than the owner, in the allowed time. 
The third method is known as exclusive right to sell. This 
form is essentially the same as the exclusive agency, except 
that the listing.contract grants the broker the right to re
ceive a commission on the sale of the property by anyone, in-10
eluding the owner.

Multiple Listing is the fourth method. .Under this, sev
eral brokers join in listing the same property. Approxi
mately 22 local companies belong to the Multiple Listing Ser
vice. According to the local plan, a multiple listing con
tract is used. An original and two copies are made; the 
original is kept by the Service, while one copy goes to the 
party offering the property for sale and another to the brok
er handling the contract. The Multiple Listing Service 
prints all available data concerning the property, giving a 
copy to each member. These members then attempt to sell the 
real estate listed. The advantage is that more companies are 
attempting to consummate the sale. . Combined, they offer 
wider advertising, better facilities, and increased chances 
of sale. Only one commission is paid. The listing and sell
ing broker divide the commission according to rules made by

10. Interview with Mr.. Paul Manini, Vice-President of 
the Real Estate Board, Tucson, June 15, 1951•
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11
the Listing Service. ' The main disadvantage is that some 
companies feel this type of selling constitutes unfair compe
tition.

The coming of the Hughes plant and other industries to
Tucson has stimulated the local real estate business. The
Hughes Company has taken extensive land options and has made
large purchases of real estate in the section south and south-12
east of the city. It has purchased in excess of 20,000 
acres of the 32,000 acres on which it holds options. In pro
curing this land, the Company had made an outlay of approxi-

13
mately $1,599,886 by late July, 1951.

As the result of these purchases, most of the recent real
estate activity has centered in the acreage market to the
east and south of the city where large open spaces still exist.
V/ithin this section the land bounded by Broadway, Swan Road,
22nd Street, and Vfilmot Road has undergone considerable change
in value during the past year. The land between Davis-Monthan

14
Base and 22nd Street is a natural area for future development.

The section between south Sixth Avenue and Alvernon Way 
also has experienced much buying and selling of real estate 
in recent months. This land lies directly between the city

11. Ibid.
12. See Appendix C.

. Arizona Daily Star. July 26, 1951, p. 2. 

. Realty Digest. IV (May, 1951).
13
14
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and the, Hughes plant, and is viewed with greatly increased in
terest by local builders and real estate developers. Al
though this region has been somewhat blighted in the past, 
the opening of new highways, the paving of streets, and its 
favorable location in regard to the Hughes plant may combine 
to overcome this. However, it is unlikely that the area will 
be used for other than lower and middle-class residences.

Many new areas will have to be developed in order to pro
vide housing for the expected increase in the population of 
Tucson. There will be few new developments north of Speedway, 
due to the lack of suitable 40-80 acre tracts in that area. 
Most developers and builders do not work with less than 40 
acres; most prefer larger tracts. Many vacant lots will be 
built on within city limits. There probably will be consider
able building activity between Speedway and the Rillito River, 
but construction in this area will be on an individual basis 
or small scale. The city can expand farther northwest to the
Tucson Mountains; development has been slow in this region

15
due to blighting factors.

Since the main industries are located to the south, the 
northern limits of the Tucson area along Miracle Mile and 
Oracle Road probably will be developed more slowly due to the 
distance involved. Industrial activity in the north may • 
change this, however, and cause as rapid growth in this

15. Ibid
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section as in the south. The main activity, then, probably 
will be to the east and south of the city, with a lesser de
gree of development to the northeast and north. Increased 
business in properties will be noticed in all sections of 
the city, of course, with the expected influx of newcomers.
It is expected that the present overcrowded condition of the 
real estate business may be taken care of by this new activ
ity. ■ - ■ :

Well-located land in large parcels is very expensive at 
present. Prices have advanced considerably over: those of past 
years. Residential lots can be purchased from anywhere be-

16
tween #750 and #5,000. The average for a good lot is #1,750.

Homes in Tucson have been reasonable during the past 
four years. . Mr. Roy Drachman, Realtor, recently inspected 
and compared figures on homes in many parts of the country.
He found that prices for comparable homes were higher in near
ly every other state, and that building costs, F.H.A. and GI 
appraisals were above those found in Tucson and Phoenix. ■
Down payments■ were larger also. The explanation seems to be 
that of supply and demand. Although the population has. grown 
rapidly, a fairly adequate supply of housing has been sup
plied. Tucson has not faced any serious housing shortage, 
and demand has not been as great as it has in many other 

■ ■ "'V. ' '/
16. Chamber of Commerce, Facts and Figures (Tucson: 

Chamber of Commerce, 1951).
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American cities. This situation has been altered consider
ably during the past few months, and probably will change 
even more in the months ahead.

The connection between the real estate business and resi
dential values is very close. Real estate men— brokers, 
salesmen, appraisers— often determine the prices for homes 
offered for sale in Tucson and other cities. The average 
person has only' a vague idea of what his property is worth. 
Usually he bases his estimate oh the original purchase price, 
with his"own idea of depreciation or appreciation taken into 
consideration. Many of the factors that have been discussed 
in the foregoing chapters receive little or no consideration.

Scientific methods are used by many real estate men.
Three general approaches to valuing residential property are 
used. The first is the sales price theory, which holds that 
a property is worth what it will sell for. This amount is 
found by comparison with other properties of similar type and 
location which have been sold recently. The second method is 
the cost price theory. Original cost figures are used, if 
available; from this original cost is subtracted depreciation; 
appreciation, if any, is added, as is the value of the land 
on which the building stands. The resulting figure gives the 
current value of the property. The reproduction cost is the 
third type. Costs of reproducing the present building,

17. Realty Digest. IV (June, 1951).
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usually on a cubic-foot basis, are arrived at; depreciation 
and appreciation are then computed and the current value of 
the land is added to. arrive at.the present value of the prop
erty# ..

Many details are often added to these three types of ap
praisal. In addition, there are a great many other methods

18
which can be followed.

Real estate men consider all the many factors affecting 
residential properties such as tradition, neighborhood influ
ence, taxation, and current business conditions. They give 
attention to local government, the pattern and direction of 
city growth, and to the many technical factors which may af
fect the value of specific properties. By connecting all . 
these elements, they are most important in determining resi
dential values. Their judgment and influence can determine 
whether prices for specific properties will be high or low. 
There is also a tendency for real estate men to influence 
price so that a market for realty can be developed.

Technical Factors Affecting Residential Values

There are many technical factors which affect the value 
of residential real estate in Tucson. Deeds, mortgages, con
tracts of. sale, and title requirements all have bearing on

18. Glen Wood Strickler, class lecture, University of 
Arizona, March 12, 1951.
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different properties. Such items as easements, encroachments, 
restrictions, judgments, and liens also are important in de
termining values of residences. These factors apply to resi
dences throughout the nation, and are not applicable to Tuc
son alone. They are pertinent to specific properties only 
within the community of Tucson. To give wider meaning and 
round-out-this survey, however, some explanations and local 
applications of these technical factors will be made. It is 
important that the citizens of Tucson be aware of them when 
purchasing or selling residential real estate in the com- • 
munity.

The first matter to be considered when purchasing a resi
dence is the contract of sale between the parties involved. 
There are two types: title is transferred to the buyer im
mediately in one type; in the other, the deed is held in escrow 
until the buyer fulfills the terms of the contract. A con
tract of sale for land must be in writing in Arizona in order

19
to be enforceable by the courts.

The purchaser of a residence should be aware of the re
quirements for a deed. A deed is an instrument by which a 
land owner transfers title to his land. For every transfer 
of title to real estate, a valid deed must exist. The re
quirements are as follows:

1. Competent grantee
2. Competent grantor

19. Real Estate Primer, p. 33.
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3. Recital of consideration
4. Words of conveyance5. Adequate description of land6i Signature and seal of grantor7. Acknowledgment 208. Delivery of completed instrument.

These requisites are applicable throughout the nation, but 
two of them apply particularly in Arizona. Many states do 
not request acknowledgment or the seal of the grantor, but in 
Arizona both of these are necessary to a valid deed.

The two types of deed used primarily in Arizona are the 
Quitclaim and Bargain and Sale. The Quitclaim type conveys 
the grantor’s present interest in land, and nothing else. If 
the grantor has no interest, no interest is conveyed. If he 
has full title, a Quitclaim deed passes full title.

The second type, the bargain and sale deed, recites a 
pecuniary consideration and conveys the land to the grantee. 
The proper technical words of such a deed are ’’bargain and 
sell,” but any other equivalent words will suffice. As a mat
ter of practicality, the buyer should always record his deed 
in order to protect his interests. In Tucson, this can be 
done at the office of the Recorder located in the Pima County 
Court House.

Community Property

Real property in Arizona is governed by the community 
property laws under which the state functions. Section 63-301 
of the Arizona Code Annotated 1939 is as follows:'• i ' v. ; ' •

20. Robert'.Bratovil. Real Estate Law (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946), pp. 37-51.
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Community Property - Power of Disposition:
All property acquired by either husband or wife dur
ing the marriage except that which is acquired by 
gift, devise, or descent, or earned by the wife and 
her minor children, while separated and apart from 
her husband, shall be community property of husband 
and wife. During coverture personal property may 
be disposed of by the husband only.21

While personal property may be disposed of by the husband on
ly, the disposal of real property requires the signatures of 
both husband and wife. Thus, contracts of sale and deeds for 
community property must be signed by both husband and wife. 
This is important, for the purchaser may find the residential 
real estate which he has purchased to be of no value to him 
if he has not gained title. Inquiry as to the marital status 
of the seller always should be made. Although the intrinsic 
value of the property will remain the same, the specific value 
to the purchaser will be affected severely.

Systems of Survey and Land Titles

A certificate of title to land gives evidence of the
legal ownership of one or more of the rights inherent in the 22
property. Although Arizona is the youngest state, some of 
its land titles are very old. Some have existed since the 
days of the Spanish conquest. Spanish titles were honored by 
the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo and by treaty in connection

21. Real Estate Primer, p. 26.
22. Henry Hoagland, Real Estate Principles (New York: 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1946), p. 66.
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with the Gradsden Purchase.
. The primary source concerning evidence of title to any 

particular property is public records. In Tucson these are 
maintained by the County Recorder of Pima County. Information 
is contained in a variety of. records such as plat books, deed 
books, and mortgage books. Intertwined with these records are 
the systems used for describing land, and the original surveys 
or other methods which first established the ownership of par
ticular properties. ; ,- .

Description of land in Tucson usually is made by refer
ence to subdivisions. Other methods include description by 
quantity or area, by street or highway boundaries, by adjoin
ing owners, by metes and bounds, and by street address. The 
rectangular system of survey serves as a basis for many of 
these, land descriptions. This system is based on surveying 
lines running east and west, known as parallels, and lines .re 
running north and south known as meridians. .The space be
tween the intersection of these lines forms a square which 
measures 2k miles on each side. This square is divided into 
16 townships, each having an area of 36 square miles. The 
township is divided into sections measuring a square mile on 
each side. These sections in turn may be divided into halves.

23
quarters, or smaller subdivisions.

Land descriptions and title requirements are important

23» Heal Estate Primer, pp. 36-37.
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in determining values for specific properties in Tucson. How
ever, again the actual intrinsic values of these properties 
are not changed. Rather, the values to the owners are changed 
when evidence of title is found worthless or clouded due to 
incorrect descriptions or invalidity. Title insurance is the 
best method of protection in case defects arise which may af
fect ownership value. - By carrying title-insurance, the owner 
is aware of just what defects the title to his residence has; 
future unseen defects will be paid by insurance, should they 
arise. : v

Restrictions, Easements. and Encroachments

Restrictions as to the use of property must be determined 
by the prospective purchaser. Such restrictions include bans 
against liquor, sale to Negroes or other specified races, 
erecting homes under a certain cost, and various types of con
struction. Land, once purchased, can be worth little to the 
owner if he discovers that such restrictions prevent the use 
of the land as he had intended.

Easements also can affect residential values. An ease
ment is a right by which the owner of one parcel of land may 
use the land of another for a special purpose. The main type 
is known as easement appurtenant. It is created for tfre bene
fit of another tract,of land owned by other individuals or 
groups. An easement appurtenant passes to the grantee, even 
though the deed does not mention it. It is said to run with

1
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the land. Thus a purchaser m y  find a railroad or other party
has the right to cross his land. Such factors often materi-

24
ally damage the value of the land to the owner.

An encroachment exists when a building on the adjoining, 
land encroaches materially on the land in question, or vice 
versa. Prudent buyers have surveys made of residential real 
estate. They are thus protected in purchasing property to 
which the title may be unmarketable because of encroachments. 
Once such a purchase is made and the owner is forced to remove 
such encroachments, values of property may be affected consid
erably. '" -

Mortgages, Judgments, and Liens

Mortgages, judgments, and liens are important in deter
mining values of specific residential properties. Public 
records should be checked to insure that these items are men
tioned in the deed, contract of sale, or recorded separately. 
The state of Arizona views a mortgage only as a lien on prop
erty; the mortgagor does not convey title for his land to the 

25
mortgagee. Since the mortgagor retains title, he may at
tempt to dispose of property without disclosing the mortgage. 
If such a mortgage is recorded and the buyer does not ex
amine the public records, he takes title subject to such

24. .Ibid,, Do* 42—43•
25. Kratovil, o&. cit., p. 147.
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mortgage.
Judgments and liens also may cause trouble. In Arizona,

a judgment becomes a lien upon the land of the judgment debtor
26

as soon as it is filed in the county recorder’s office. Thus 
records should be searched to insure freedom from such encum
brances; they may harm greatly the worth of specific proper
ties.

It is wise always to check the interests which other par
ties may have in property that is being bought or sold. The 
intentions and capabilities of the parties have direct bear
ing, as do their marital status and age.

All of the technical factors discussed apply only in spe
cific cases. Some properties have no mortgages, easements, 
or liens attached; others may have all of these items. While 
these technical factors do not determine values of residen
tial real estate in general, they are very important in spe
cific cases. The individual always should investigate them 
before proceeding with negotiations for the purchase or sale 
of residential real estate.

26. Ibid., p. 210.



CHAPTER X

SUMMATION AND CONCLUSION 

Summation .

In this study an attempt has been made to set forth the 
many elements affecting the values of residential real estate 
in Tucson, Arizona. The fact that local, state, and national 
business conditions determine the general trend of real estate 
values was explained. A short review of these business condi
tions together with a summary of present trends was given. 
Because prosperity and its accompanying inflation are general 
throughout the nation today, residential prices are high.
This is true of Tucson, where values have increased with the 
general prosperity of the city during the past few years.

The importance of original location and subsequent his
tory to present residential values was shown. The growth of 
the community has depended a great deal on topography, cli
mate, and location on transportation routes. These elements 
have combined to give Tucson an interesting past and a future 
that is bright by any standard of judgment. They have been 
important in raising the value of once-worthless desert land 
to the substantial worth which the residential areas of the 
community have today.

It has been pointed out that the basis for all real
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estate values is population. The number of people and the 
rate of growth are vital to values, as are the homogeneity 
and attitudes of the people who compose the community. Tuc
son is enjoying a tremendous population growth at present.
This means that more homes and more land will be needed; it 
means, too, that the real estate picture will be bright for 
some time to come. ; : .

The pattern of city growth has been explained, and the . . 
scope of planning for future years has been set forth. These 
factors indicate which sections of the community will be most 
prominent and where the more valuable and better areas for 
homes exist. They show,to a degree what the future of Tucson 
will be by giving the plans for growth which have been made 
by present planning officials.

Local government has been set forth as an element which 
greatly affects residential real estate values. Efficient 
government can make the community a pleasant place in which 
to live; inefficient government can raise taxes, bring cor
ruption, and destroy much of the value of local residences.
The clarion call for more interest and participation in 
local government by the citizenry has been sounded by the 
writer of this thesis.. Unless these are forthcoming, Tucson
ans may defeat their own best interests due to rising taxes 
and increasing burdens on residential real estate. When these 
things occur, home values will fall for citizens will be less 
able to undergo the heavy financial:strain of owning a home.
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The cultural, .recreational, and other facilities found 
in the local area have been enumerated. That Tucson has 
achieved an atmosphere of its own can be observed by tra
versing the valley. Today the city is a mixture of the new 
and the old. The last vestiges of a lengthy past still 
exist, but they seem about to fall before the new industrial 
and military plants which are fast changing life in the val
ley. Tucson possesses a wide variety of interests at present. 
It is up to the people to see that this diversity of cul
tural and recreational facilities is retained and even en
hanced, for they add greatly to the enjoyment of living. In
directly these facilities influence residential values by 
making the community a more interesting and brighter place in 
which to live.

In addition to the many local factors are the technical 
elements affecting specific properties. The more important 
of these technicalities have been stated. It is to the best 
interests of every Tucsonan who may own, or who plans to 
purchase, a residence to be aware of them. They have no 
broad influence on residential real estate in Tucson as do 
the factors of tradition, growth, population, government, and 
culture; but to the individual, they can be far more impor
tant. They can mean costly litigation and little to show for 
money spent if they are not observed.

In general, these many subjective and objective factors 
which have been set forth in this study are working toward a
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larger and more progressive community. Most are on the fa
vorable side of the residential picture; they far outbalance 
the unfavorable factors at present. Only the future can re
veal whether this favorable balance will continue. As long 
as it does, residential real estate values in Tucson will 
stand an excellent chance to increase in value.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the writer believes that residential real 
estate values will increase in urban Tucson in the years just 
ahead. The city is on its way to becoming one of the major 
centers of the inland Southwest. Indications of its progress 
are apparent on every side: the current industrial expansion,
the heightened tempo of military activity, and the renewed 
emphasis being placed on the Tucson area as an ideal winter 
vacation center.

The writer also believes that tourists and industry, in 
addition to the many other elements composing the economic 
background of the community, can exist peacefully together 
in the valley. Combined, these economic elements will foster 
a continuation of growth which some day will make the city 
one of the foremost areas of the Southwest.

The writer is of the opinion that Tucson has a bril
liant future, despite many of the current drawbacks which 
have been mentioned. It is his advice that residential owners
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should hold their properties. Considering the many factors 
involved, he can predict clearly that residential real estate 
will rise in value during the future years in the Tucson
area
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APPENDIX A

TUCSON INDUSTRIES

Acme Printing Co. - 127 East 10th Street
American Tackle Co. (fishing tackle) - 650 North 6th Ave.
Atari Oil Co. (oil re-refining) - Jaynes Station 
Arizona Bullet Co. - 144 West Flores Street 
Arizona Concrete Pipe Co. - 1373 West St. Mary*s Road 
Arizona Flexicore Co. (concrete floor slabs) - 1600 South 

Euclid Ave.
Arizona Flour Mills - 177 East Toole Ave.
Arizona Food Products (potato chips) - 544 East 24th Street 
Arizona Ice & Cold Storage Co. - 1000 East 17th Street 
Arizona Maintenance Co. (coolers, accessories) - 1920 Oracle 

Road
Arizona Portland Cement Co. - Rillito, Arizona 
Arizona Sash & Door and Glass Co. - 657 West St. Mary’s Road 
Arizona Shirt Co. (cowboy shirts, western wear) - 3337 East 

Speedway .
Arizona Tool & Die Co. - 31 East Rillito 
Arizona Steel & Construction Co. - 820 W. Congress
Betts Printing Co. - 513 North 4th Ave.
Burr-Leigh Apparal, Inc. (ladies’ wool coats) - Tucson Mu

nicipal Airport
Cage-Line Manufacturing Co. (poultry cages) - 7000 South 

Tucson Blvd.
Chapman-Dyer Steel Co. - 1202 North 12th Ave.
W.C. Collier (honey) - 225 E. 5th Street
Columbia Block Co. (concrete blocks) - 445 East Jacinto
Concrete Products Co. - 4445 North 1st Ave.
Construction Materials Co. (ready-mix concrete)- 2900 South 4th Ave.
Copper State Chemical Co. - 748 East 16th Street 
Crystal Coca Cola Bottling Co. - 313 North 6th Ave.
Danzy Manufacturing Co. (suede leather garments) - 4120 East 

Grant Road
Desert Treasures (citrus and date growers) - Orange Grove Road 
Louis DeVry & Sons (brickyard) - West St. Mary’s Road 
Joseph M. Doebrioh (toolmaker; makes the Pressly Fiber Tester) 

- 150 South Cuesta Ave.
Dolores Shop (ladies’ wear) - 144 North Stone 
Double Cola Bottling Co. - 27 West 5th Street
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Eastern Block Go. (concrete blocks) - 2155 North Stone 
Economy Printing Co. - 461 Toole Ave.
Elite Ice Cream - 430 North Stone
Frozenpure Ice Cream Co. - 220 North 4th Ave.
Golberg Trailer & Steel Works - 140 South Olsen Ave.
Crabe Brick Company—  North Linda
Grand Central Aircraft Co. - Municipal Airport
Hallcraft Lamps & Shade Mf&. Co. - 42? East District 
Home Ice Company - 125 East 7th Street
Howard Plastics (poly ethylene plastic bags) - DeMoss Petrie 

Road
Hughes Aircraft Company (electronic equipment) - Municipal 

Airport
Infilco, Inc. (water clarification, purification, sewage 

disposal) - 900 South Campbell Ave.
Ireland Steel & Specialty Co. - 721 East 12th Street
Jenkins Mattress Co. - 449 West Congress
LeCave’s Bakery - 1219 South 6th Ave.
Milprint, Inc. (plyfilm bags) - 645 West Congress 
Mo ore-Lowry Research - 3344 North Cherry Ave.
Herb Morrison Printing Co. - 9 North 5th Ave.
Nehi Beverage Co. - 127 South 4th Ave.
Oracle Engineering & Sales Corp. (machine shop, sales) - 

615 North Stone
Pejon Chemicals - North Fairview
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. - 3702 Grant Road
Cele Peterson (ladies' wear) - 48 East Pennington
Pima Battery Co. - 1805 South Santa Cruz
Pima Printing Co. - 711 East Broadway
Pioneer Constructors (cement, contractors) - East 39th Street 
Pioneer Paint & Varnish Co. - 438 West Congress 
Porter's (leather goods, saddles) - 120 North Stone
Rainbo Baking Co. - 827 East 17th Street 
Roadrunner Battery Mfg. Co. - 442 South Park Ave.
San Xavier Rock & Sand Co. (concrete blocks) - 601 West 22nd 

Street
Santa Rita Bottling Co. - 107 W. Flores Street
Shamrock Dairy - Ruthrauff Road
Sid-Ray Woodworkers - 1551 South 22nd Ave.
Southwestern Sash & Door Co. - 210 Stevens Ave.
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Southwestern Technical Service (blueprints) - 234 East 6th 
Strait Plating Shop - 3402 Valencia Ave.
Strange Laboratories (perfumes, lanolin oil) - 243 E. 33rd 
Sunset Dairy - Casa Grande Road - , , ,
La Supreme Tortilla Factory - 1404 South 6th Ave. -
Trico Electric Cooperative, Inc. (power) - 3800 North Oracle 

Road : ;
Tucker's Ice Cream Co. - 424 North 5th Ave. if) ■
Tucson Blue Print Go. - 40 West Congress . * 'i.
Tucson Dog Food Co. - 2517 North 1st Ave. , %
Tucson Gras & Electric Go. - 35 West Pennington }
Tucson Iron Works - 526 East 17th Street !. i \:
Tucson Machine & Engineering Co. - 338 North 4th Ave. - 
Tucson Mattress & Box Spring - 2552 North Oracle Road _ •
Tucson Packing Co. - 800 West Rogers Road v-
Tucson Potteries & Display - 2100 East 14th Street 
Tucson Poultry Processing - 547 East 24th Street „
Tucson Pressed Brick Co. - 800 West Congress <
Tucson Printing Co. - 1901 South 4th Ave. • :
Tucson Rock & Sand Co. (ready-mix concrete) - 647 West Alameda 
Tucson Tallow Co. - North Fairview Road . . ■:
Ebb A. Webb Co. (concrete blocks) - 2847 North 1st Ave.• 
Western Boot Co. - 164 South Main
Worcester Felt Fed Corp. (felt pads, ironing board) - 

Municipal Airport
Zephyr Venetian Blind Co. - 735 East Broadway :

- i v  r ■

r  , L'

y  , •' ) : ' ^  i ' 1 1 i :
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k
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